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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ongoing climate change is expected to lead to many changes including increased temperatures and as a
result, increased ice melting and rising sea levels. Although the pace of these effects is still uncertain, this
report is the start of a process initiated by the District of North Saanich (DNS) to assess, evaluate and plan for
the expected effects of rising sea levels and the likely consequences around the shoreline of the district.
The purpose of this document is to provide recommendations to update the marine policies of the District of
North Saanich Official Community Plan (OCP) known as “Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 1130”.
0”.
f
A review and assessment of the results and findings of the Flood Construction Level Study [14] found
the
following overall consequences:
x

Nearly the entire shoreline of the DNS is exposed to a growing flood hazard related to the expected
effects of climate change related sea level rise.

x

The flood hazard occurs primarily to private properties and differs considerably in character around the
shoreline.

x

The most exposed areas of the shoreline are located in the Tsehum Harbour area and along Lochside
Drive near the McTavish interchange.

x

In many locations the future flood hazard is concentrated at the toe of steep cliffs and bluffs and in
locations where the cliffs or bluffs are grounded on outcropping bedrock. In these latter situations it
will be sometime before a flooding related hazard materializes.

x

In many other locations, the future hazard is concentrated at the toe of existing seawalls and the
consequences will be manifested either at or adjacent to the seawall base, on publically owned
foreshore, or at the top of the seawall where overtopping wave action will create a increasing problem
s, from erosion and
either from the flooding by the overtopping volume of water during storms,
unravelling of the seawall or from erosion of the land immediately behind the seawall. If structures are
located close to the seawall there may be a threat to the safety and security of personnel or to the
structure during a coastal storm.

x

The scale of the flooding hazard, in all cases, is dependent on individual situations; exposure,
resources, relevant time frames and immediate needs and concerns, and is best evaluated and
addressed on a site by site and individual by individual basis.

For this reason, three distinct measures are recommended:
1. Existing portions of the OCP should be amended to allow for future adaptation measures by individual
parcel owners. These measures are addressed in Section 3.2.1 of this document.
2. The Tsehum Harbour and Lochside Drive areas of the DNS should be added to the OCP as Special
Development Areas. These measures are addressed in Section 3.2.2 of this document.
3. A new Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw should be adopted by Council to address the growing flood
hazard related to sea level rise. Adopting a new bylaw instead of creating a new DPA will address
many of the concerns raised during the public consultations. The proposed new bylaw is addressed
a Section 4 of
o this document.
in Section 3.2.3, 3.3, and
End of Executive Summary
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Ongoing climate change is expected to lead to many changes including increased temperatures and as a
result, increased ice melting and rising sea levels. Although the pace of these expected effects is still
uncertain, this report is intended as the start of a process initiated by the DNS to assess, evaluate and plan for
the expected effects of rising sea levels and the likely consequences around the shoreline of the district.
The Province of British Columbia began the process of preparing the province for the upcoming effects of
climate change with the publication of an adaptation strategy [1], which identified three key strategies to
achieve a prepared and resilient community, as follows:
Stage 1: Build a strong foundation of knowledge
This strategy is aimed at providing decision-makers (e.g. provincial ministries, local governments, private
industry, etc.) the appropriate support needed to interpret and understand complex climate projections so
that appropriate future adaptation decisions are made.
risks and implement priority adaptation actions in sectors
Stage 2: Assess
A
The risk of areas known to be sensitive to climate change must be assessed and adaptation
implementation must be prioritized and staged.
Stage 3: Make adaptation part of Government’s business
In order to take action, the planning and implementation of climate change adaptation will be incorporated
into government policies, legislations, and regulations.
As part of this initiative,, in 2011, the Province released three key Guideline documents ([2][3][4]) that provide
guidelines focused on climate change adaptation including, specifically, the identification and management of
coastal flood hazard land use [3]. These provincial Guideline documents stress the need to establish
management parameters, such as a flood construction level (FCL), to limit risks and damage associated with
sea level rise (SLR) and coastal flooding events.
In conjunction with the climate change adaptation Guideline documents, the Province has finalized its
amendment to the current standing provincial Flood Hazard Management Guideline document [5], which
covers all aspects of flood hazard management, including river and stream related flooding and tsunami
hazards. The amendment h
has been posted to the Flood Safety website and came into force on 1 January
2018 [6]. The work and recommendations described in this report are consistent with the Guideline
amendment and the overall key provincial strategy.
As part of the initiative of the District of North Saanich to understand, assess and plan for adaptation to
expected climate change and related sea level rise effects, SNC-Lavalin Inc. (SLI) was retained to define the
Flood Construction Levels
ls for the DNS, considering shoreline specific conditions including exposure to storm
related winds, waves, storm surge and shoreline type and a 0.5 m and a 1.0 m SLR scenario. The findings of
the Flood Construction Level definition work are provided in [14], which is referred to in this document as the
FCL Study.
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1.2 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this document is to provide sea level rise adaption related recommendations to the ongoing
process of assessing, discussing and planning revisions for updating of the District of North Saanich (DNS),
Official Community Plan (OCP) known as “Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 1130. These recommendations
reflect the results and assessment of the findings of the Flood Study on the consequences to the shorelines of
the DNS.
The recommendations in this document have been developed bearing in mind the various strategies,
objectives and recommendations outlined in existing planning documents; also relevant to the OCP; including
the DNS Marine Task Force review [10], the
t NSCCAP report [15] and the CRD Regional Growth Strategy [8],
where they are specifically related to or are affected by the results of FCL Study.
The recommended OCP policy amendments presented in this document relate to planning horizons that
accommodate a 0.5m and 1.0m rise in sea levels. The Provincial updated guidelines recommend also
planning for a 2 m rise in sea level, which in 2011 was estimated to occur in 2200. Recent science and
assessments suggest a 2 m sea level rise will likely occur sooner than 2200; however, consideration and
evaluation of recommendations for this more severe scenario has been deferred until the uncertainty related to
the future rate of rise in sea level can be objectively reduced.

1.3 Consultation
Public consultations on the recommendations outlined in this report were held June 7, 2016, November 17,
2016, January 26, 2017 and October 19, 2017 on marine policy planning, sea level rise and flood mapping.
Draft changes to the Official Community Plan, including a proposed new development permit area were
presented in January 26, 2017 and October 19, 2017 in public consultation forums with survey and feedback
(7) surveys were completed at the January 26, 2017 forum (100 attendees).
opportunities at both. Seven
S
Twenty-one (21) feedback forms were received after the October 19, 2017 public consultation (60 attendees).
The current version of this document reflects the comments made during public consultations occurring prior
to the date of the current version of the document.
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2 RELATIONSHIP OF EXISTING PLANNING TO THE FCL STUDY
2.1 Introduction
The principal existing framework of planning documents that relate to the findings and issues raised by the
FCL Study, in chronological order, are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

OCP Bylaw 1130, approved in 2007 and in the process of being updated.
The DNS Marine Task Force Report, prepared in 2008
The DNS Climate Change Action Plan, prepared in 2010
The CRD Regional Growth Strategy (DRAFT version 1.5) issued in March 2016.

It should be noted that of these documents, only the Regional Growth Strategy was prepared after the initial
release of the three Provincial guideline documents [2][3][4], related to climate change, sea level rise and the
resulting implications to British Columbia shoreline. Nevertheless, all four documents contain policy
recommendations or conclusions that have meaning or overlap within the context of the findings of the FCL
Study. These areas of overlap are briefly summarized in the remainder of Section 2.

2.2 Relationship of Existing Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 1130 to
the FCL Study
A detailed review of the implications of the FCL Study to the current OCP Bylaw showed that many areas of
the Bylaw need to updated or revised to reflect the findings and results of the FCL Study. The current OCP
also needs to be updated to reflect the outcome of the ongoing Regional Growth Strategy process. The
affected areas are briefly summarized below and a more detailed clause by clause examination is provided in
Section 3 of this report.
The existing OCP, dated 2007, has eight (8) main areas within the Bylaw document that are affected by the
findings and results of the FCL Study:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

OCP Section 3 relating to Environmentally Sensitive Areas
OCP Section 4, relating to Marine Areas
OCP Section 6, relating to Residential Areas
OCP Section 7, relating to Commercial Development
OCP Section 11, relating to Roads and Servicing
OCP Section 12, relating to General Development Policies
OCP Section 13, relating to Special Development Areas
OCP Section 14, relating to Development Permit Areas

It should be noted that a brief review of the District of North Saanich Zoning Bylaw (1255) was conducted as
part of this assignment and some zones may contain elements that are influenced by the findings and results
of the FCL Study. A review and development of potential changes is deferred until implementation of the
recommendations of this document because the final form of amendments to the OCP could influence some
zones.
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2.3 Relationship of the FCL Study to the Marine Task Force Report
The Marine Task Force Report (MTFR) was prepared in 2008, after the current OCP was adopted by Council,
and following an extensive four (4) year program of consultation with the DNS community of interest. The
main focus of the process was the protection and enhancement of the economic and environmental marine
assets of the DNS. The specific objectives of the Marine Task Force (MTF) were:
1. Review and possibly recommend changes to permitted use and restrictions of the current [2008]
seven (7) marine zones around the North Saanich Peninsula.
2. Develop and recommend a method to inventory sensitive shoreline areas.
3. Review and assess effectiveness of existing [DNS] bylaws, policies and procedures with respect to
marine foreshore developments.
4. Recommend new policies, as required, to protect marine environments and regulate new marine
development, within the context of the OCP and federal and provincial regulations.
The Marine Task Force undertook extensive consultation with the community and addressed in detail key
areas of the marine related aspects of the DNS including:
x

Current marine and foreshore uses

x

Existing boating and (marine) transportation facilities

x

The existing (2007) Official Community Plan (OCP) and marine related components

x

Zoning Bylaw No. 750, 1993 (repealed)

x

Foreshore Lease Policies

x

The existing (2008) North Saanich Permitting Process

x

The current and expected future economic impact and outlook for the Marine Industry [in DNS]

x

North Saanich Policy [marine] options

x

Marine/Foreshore usage and zoning

x

The existing Shoreline Inventory

x

Review of relevant legislation, policies and procedures that address, protect and/or enhance Marine
and Foreshore habitats

Details of the key findings and recommendations of the MTF are provided in the MTFR [10] and
a in a Staff
Report to Council, dated 23 September 2008.
The Task Force work was undertaken prior to the release of the Provincial Government climate change related
SLR reports issued in 2011 ([2][3][4]), and
a climate change effects or expected SLR were not explicitly
considered by the MTF. There are some implications from the FCL Study findings and results that apply to the
MTFR recommendations in varying degrees. A summary of the recommendations and how the FCL Study
influences or affects a recommendation, is provided in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 is ordered according to the degree to which the findings and results of the FCL Study affect the
MTFR recommendations. Four (4) MTFR recommendations are directly affected by the FCL Study results.
Ten (10) MTFR recommendations will be influenced to some degree by the FCL Study results and in most
cases the FCL Study results will inform aspects of the issues or actions that are implied by the
recommendations. As an example, the FCL Study results will likely be a consideration in the creation of plans
or options for marina expansions or in the site selection and design process for a boat ramp on the west side
of the Peninsula. The remaining six (6) MTFR recommendations, which largely relate to coordination or
liaison actions to be undertaken, are not affected by the FCL Study.
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Table 2-1: Summary of FCL Study Effects on MTFR Recommendations

MTFR

*
General Recommendation

Influence of the FCL Study

Recommendation
1

Better recognize marine heritage, economic
contributions and boating interests of many of its
residents.

13

Develop a pro-active report to dealing with and
remediating water pollution issues.

14

Develop guidelines for waste management, pumpouts and design standards.

The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw
w (Section

4 of this Document) is consistent with this MTFR recommendation.
The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

4 of this Document) w
will help to minimize the entry of pollutants into the
waters around the Peninsula as a consequence of flooding or coastal storm
damage.
The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

4 of this Document) a
are an element of the design standards that the MTF
recommended be adapted and integrated into District practices.
The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

18

Review policies pertaining to seawalls.

4 of this Document) will inform adaptation strategies for waterfront land

2

Support up to a 10% expansion in the current
capacity of marinas.

No direct influence.
Any marina expansion will need to consider the effects of SLR.

3

Discuss expansion options, land use and zoning
changes with existing marinas.

No direct influence.
Any marina expansion planning or design will need to consider the effects of
SLR

4

Suggestions for Reconfiguration of Deep Cove
Marina.

No direct influence.
Reconfiguration concepts or design will need to consider the effects of SLR

6

Provide flexibility in dealing with rezoning requests for
dry land storage.

parcels and the design of any shoreline protection.

No direct influence.
The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw
w (Section

4 of this Document) w
will inform site selection and storage yard design.
No direct influence.

7

Develop new guidelines for private docks.

8

Have District representation on the Tsehum Harbour
Commission.

No direct influence.
Tsehum Harbour Commission planning and developments will need to
conform to the OCP.

5
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MTFR

*
General Recommendation

Influence of the FCL Study

Recommendation
10

Development of a public boat ramp on the west side
of the Peninsula.

11

Develop a consultation process to review the issues
surrounding beach access.

17

Develop policy to address the replacement of legal
non-conforming docks.

No direct influence.
The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw
w (Section

4 of this Document) w
will inform site selection and boat ramp design.
No direct influence.
The FCL Study will inform aspects of assessment or design issues of the
beach access and maintenance elements of this recommendation.
No direct influence.
The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw
w (Section

4 of this Document) w
will inform the replacement design.
No direct influence.
The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw
w (Section

19

Review the existing marine zones to simplify them
and integrate the other MTFR recommendations.

5

Keep boat shed regulations the same.

9

Ask Parks Canada to consider designating parts of
the Saanich Inlet as a Marine Park.

No effect.

12

Support for a Shoreline Inventory.

No effect.
This inventory was completed in 2009 and the resulting SILAS Atlas [12] w
will
inform all projects around the DNS shoreline.

15

Ensure the Zoning Bylaw is consistent with federal
Private Buoy Regulations

No effect.

16

Liaise with the Integrated Land Management Bureau
on Foreshore Leases.

No effect.

20

Consider a successor marine advisory group

No effect.

4 of this Document) will inform related zoning issues, which are outside of
the scope of this study.

*

No effect.

Recommendations are numbered as in the Staff Report to Council dated 23 September 2008 regarding implementation of the MTFR.
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2.4 Relationship of the North Saanich Climate Change Action Plan to
the FCL Study
The DNS Climate Change Action Plan (NSCCAP) was developed in 2010 to address Provincial government
mandated requirements to reduce community GHG emissions. The NSCCAP focused on six (6) main areas
of focus, of which, only two have any direct or indirect reference or relationship to the issues raised by the FCL
Study. These areas were:
x

Focus Area 1 – Green Building Program

x

Focus Area 6 – Recommendations for appropriate action.

The recommendations in Focus Area 1 clearly speak to the interests in developing sustainable building
programs in the District of North Saanich. Although the programs considered in the NSCCAP do not
specifically apply to many of the issues relating to expected sea level rise and the consequences, the focus is
relevant to the intentions of the DNS and need to adapt or at least inform developments in DNS of potential
adaptation options.
The recommendations in Focus Area 6 are concerned with densification of existing communities to create
mixed-use villages and providing opportunities for shared transit options that will reduce vehicle emissions.
These recommendations identify potential village sites or transit centres in Deep Cove, Ardmore and one
unspecified area adjacent to Bazan Bay and the McTavish Interchange. The District is not presently
proceeding with the mixed use village concept.
The results of the FCL Study indicate these areas may be affected by sea level rise and associated
consequences.

2.5 Relationship of the CRD Regional Growth Strategy to the FCL Study
The CRD’s Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) [8], issued
is
in 2016 under the auspices of the Local Government
Act, aims to develop a vision for the Capital Region District for 2038 that recognizes fourteen (14) provincial
goals in the Local Government Act, which include:
x Protect environmentally sensitive areas
x Encourage economic development that supports the unique character of communities
x Minimize the risks to settlement associated with natural hazards.
To this end the RGS specifically undertakes to:
“...promote human settlement that is socially, economically, and environmentally healthy and
that makes efficient use of public facilities and services, land and other resources”.
The RGS outlines a vision that includes concentration of the future population in existing urban areas, a belt of
protected green space from Saanich Inlet to Juan de Fuca around the perimeter of the metropolitan area and
an increase in the use of public transit over single occupancy automobile use. The accomplishment of this
vision at the local municipal level is achieved, by agreement, through the incorporation of the RGS objectives
and policies into local municipality Official Community Plans (OCP).

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Within the DNS, the RGS identifies, among other aspects:
x New growth opportunities in the vicinity of Tsehum Harbour and the Lochside Drive/McTavish
interchange
x Preservation of Green and Blue Space in the Tsehum Harbour water area
x Preservation of Green and Blue Space around the northwest and west shorelines of the Saanich
peninsula
x Reduction of development pressures on rural communities in the Saanich peninsula, while still
allowing subdivision and some densification.
These areas are all affected to varying degrees by the findings of the FCL Study. Some of the relevant RGS
policies that are affected by the findings and results of the FCL Study include:
x

Protection of the Green/Blue belt running from Saanich Inlet and around the District shorelines

x

Protection of the ecological integrity of the marine areas in the Green/Blue belt, through collaboration
and public and private land stewardship programs

x

Concentration of most new growth in areas that can be effectively concentrated by express bus transit
(ie: the McTavish Interchange area)

x

Protection of areas prone to flooding, or the incorporation of appropriate engineering and planning
measures to mitigate risk.

The measures outlined in the remainder of this report are intended to assist in conforming to the RGS policies
outlined above.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MARINE POLICIES TO
ACCOMMODATE EXPECTED SEA LEVEL RISE
The implementation of marine policies that reflect or anticipate expected sea level rise depends on a number
of factors that are inter-related as described below. One of the most important factors is determining what
SLR scenario to plan for and specifically, what scenario is relevant to the issues addressed by the proposed
marine policies.
A number of ongoing studies relevant to the future expected pace of SLR are being actively conducted by the
global science community. Ongoing updates of the findings of these studies are showing that the rate of SLR
is increasing faster than initially estimated. It is very possible that 0.5m and 1.0m of SLR may be seen as
early as 2030 and 2070, respectively. Further measurement of air, surface and ocean temperatures, melting
rates of global ice sheets and the rise of sea level over the coming years will lead to a more clear
understanding of the likely pace of sea level rise. In the meantime, it is necessary to begin implementing new
marine policies in order to minimize risks and damage associated with SLR and coastal flooding events.
The recommended amendments for the upcoming amendments to the current OCP relate to a planning
horizon that accommodates a 0.5m and 1.0m rise in sea levels. Implementation of these policies should
reflect these scenarios by applying, as a starting point, the FCLs from the recent FCL Study [14].

3.1 Available Tools
Literature on climate change frequently refers to a quartet of adaptation strategies which can be summarized
as follows:
x

Protect –building protective structures specifically for protecting private and public assets. Protection
approaches and designs may be “hard” (e.g. by armouring the coastline with sea dikes, seawalls or
riprap revetments) or “soft” (e.g. by constructing or augmenting storm berms, dunes, beaches and
marshes).

x

Accommodate –adapting land-based structures and activities to tolerate flooding and inundation.

x

Retreat – a strategic decision to withdraw, relocate or abandon public or private assets that are at
risk of being impacted by coastal hazards.

x

Avoid – not developing in areas considered at moderate to high risk to a hazard.

A more in-depth definition of each strategy is available in [2].
In reality, the appropriate strategies can only be chosen after the exposure to sea level rise related flooding
hazards is understood, the specific vulnerabilities of exposed areas are defined, and the consequences are
understood. The appropriate strategy will depend on individual situations, exposure, resources, relevant time
frames and immediate needs and concerns, and are best evaluated and chosen on a site by site and
individual by individual basis. The results and findings of the FCL Study are a starting point for this evaluation
process. The following parts of Section 3 provide a summary of changes to the existing OCP that are
recommended to respond to and anticipate the implications of the FCL Study.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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3.2 Recommended Changes to the OCP
This section reviews specific parts of the current OCP Bylaw No. 1130 (OCP), which are affected by SLR and
the findings and results of the FCL Study. For each of these parts, the following are identified:
x

Current OCP Policy Number that is affected by the FCL Study.

x

Existing text of the affected current OCP Policy.

x

Evaluation of the current policy, and explanation why there is a need to amend the policy.

x

Recommended text to allow for SLR planning. Changes to the current text are highlighted in yellow.

3.2.1 OCP Sections 3 through 12
3.2.1.1 OCP Section 3 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The intent of the policies listed in this section is to provide guidance:
“...to ensure that future land and waterfront development is compatible with the physical nature,
resources and limitations of the land base, and growth is planned to ensure a high level of protection
for the environment”” [9].
The FCL Study findings and results have no direct effect on the intent of the current policies presented in
Section 3 of the current OCP. However, it is increasingly being recognized worldwide that environmentally
sensitive areas, such as tidal marshes or beach areas can provide valuable service in reducing wave
related effects to the adjacent shorelines. Enhancement of environmentally sensitive areas, in appropriate
manner, can be of value when Protect or Accommodate options are selected by a community. In particular
enhancement of the wave energy absorbing features of a shoreline can assist in building resilience for
existing shoreline treatments. The recommended changes to this section of the OCP are summarized
below in Table 3-1.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Table 3-1: “Recommendations to Policies - 3.1"
3.0 Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Policy 3.1

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Recognize ecologically sensitive areas by identifying and
conserving special wildlife, plant and marine shore environments
(such as pocket beaches) in their natural state. These are outlined
on Schedule G and identified through the various development
permit requirements.

It is generally recognized that ecologically sensitive areas, such as
pocket beaches and inter-tidal marshes and related marine
vegetation can be beneficially used to build resilience capabilities
along the shoreline to absorb and modify storm related wave
energy.
This suggested change to this section of Bylaw 1130 is intended to
allow this the use of these areas in such a fashion where it can be
justified.

Recommended Policy
Recognize ecologically sensitive areas by identifying and conserving special wildlife, plant and marine shore environments (such as pocket
beaches or the Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary) in their natural state. Environmentally Sensitive Areas are outlined on Schedule G
and identified through the various development permit requirements. Modifications to Environmentally Sensitive Areas that assist in
building resilience to the effects of sea level rise will be permitted.

3.2.1.2 OCP Section 4 – Marine Areas
Section 4 of the OCP provides guidance for the allocation of uses in the foreshore. The purpose of the
policies in this section of the OCP is intended to allow for the protection of marine resources and reconcile
the demands for the use and conservation of marine areas. Marine Areas are defined as all “areas of the
District foreshore extending 300m from the shore” [9].
The implications of the FCL Study to Section 4 are summarized below.

OCP Section 4.1 – General Marine Policies
This section of the OCP provides general policies applicable to the marine areas as a whole.
The FCL Study has no implications to the current policies presented in Section 4.1. As a result, there are
no recommended amendments to these general policies.

OCP Section 4.2 – Shoreline Components
This section of the OCP groups the DNS shoreline into four main types of shores and various objectives
and policies are prescribed for each of the four shoreline type. The implications of the FCL Study and
recommended amendments or changes are summarized below in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Recommendations to “Shoreline Components – Rocky Shores” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Rocky Shores
Policy 4.2.1

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

To preserve the natural appearance of the rocky shoreline, no
buildings or structures, or soil removal or deposit should be
permitted within a minimum of 15 metres of the high water mark,
except where it can be demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction
that a lesser distance is acceptable.

Rocky shores exist around the shoreline of the DNS in areas where
coastal flooding is expected due to SLR. In some cases low lying
bedrock outcrops at the toe of steep coastal bluffs, which will
eventually become exposed to sea level rise or wave effects. The
risk or magnitude of flooding, erosion and consequential land
sliding can be effectively reduced by proper design and
construction of coastal structures at the shoreline, including
seaward of the existing or legal shoreline boundary. The existing
policy does not allow this adaptation approach.
The recommended policy change shown below is intended to allow
for appropriate works within the 15 m setback along rocky
shorelines, if they have the specific purpose of limiting or reducing
the risk associated with coastal flooding.

Recommended Policy
To preserve the natural appearance of the rocky shoreline, no buildings or structures, or soil removal or deposit should be permitted within
a minimum of 15 metres of the
e future estimated high water mark, except where it can be demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that a
lesser distance is acceptable, or where works are intended and designed to both preserve the shoreline character and limit coastal floodrelated effects.
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Table 3-3: Recommendations to “Shoreline Components – Beach Shores – Drift Sector Beaches” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Beach Shores – Drift Sector Beaches
Policy 4.2.2
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 4.2.3
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 4.2.4

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Due to active erosion of Class 2 and 3 beaches, building
prohibitions and soil deposit and removal restrictions shall be
placed over lands within a 15 metre horizontal distance of the
natural boundary adjoining beach shores, except where it can be
demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that a lesser distance is
acceptable.

Drift sector beaches exist around the shoreline of the DNS in areas
where coastal flooding is expected due to SLR. The risk or
magnitude of flooding can be effectively reduced by proper design
and construction or maintenance of beaches at the shoreline,
including seaward of the existing or legal shoreline boundary. The
existing policy does not allow this adaptation approach.
The recommended policy change shown below is intended to allow
for appropriate works within the 15 m setback along shorelines of
drift sector beaches if they have the specific purpose of limiting or
reducing the risk associated with coastal flooding.

Recommended Policy
Due to active erosion of Class 2 and 3 beaches, building prohibitions and soil deposit and removal restrictions shall be placed over lands
within a 15 metre horizontal distance of the future estimated natural boundary adjoining beach shores, except where it can be
demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that a lesser distance is acceptable, or where works are intended and designed to preserve the
shoreline character and limit coastal flood-related effects.
Policy 4.2.5
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
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Table 3-4: Recommendations to “Shoreline Components – Beach Shores – Pocket Beaches” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Beach Shores – Pocket Beaches
Policy 4.2.6

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Building prohibitions and soil removal and fill restrictions shall be
placed on lands within 15 metres horizontal distance landward of
the high water mark adjacent to Class 2 or Pocket Beaches except
where it can be demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that a
lesser distance is satisfactory.

Pocket beaches exist around the shoreline of the DNS in areas
where coastal flooding is expected due to SLR. The risk or
magnitude of flooding can be effectively reduced by proper design
and construction or maintenance of beaches at the shoreline,
including seaward of the existing or legal shoreline boundary. The
existing policy does not allow this adaptation approach.
The recommended policy change shown below is intended to allow
for appropriate works within the 15 m setback along shorelines of
pocket beaches if they have the specific purpose of limiting or
reducing the risk associated with coastal flooding.

Recommended Policy
Building prohibitions and soil removal and fill restrictions shall be placed on lands within 15 metres horizontal distance landward of the high
future estimated water
w
mark adjacent to Class 2 or Pocket Beaches except where it can be demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that
a lesser distance is satisfactory, or where works are intended and designed to preserve the shoreline character and limit coastal floodrelated effects.
Policy 4.2.7
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
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Table 3-5: Recommendations to “Shoreline Components – Mudflats, March and Delta Shores” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Mudflats, Marsh and Delta Shores
Policy 4.2.8
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 4.2.9

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Development immediately adjacent to a mudflat, marsh or delta
area is discouraged.

Shorelines composed of mudflats, marshes, or deltas have high
ecological value and provide valuable wave energy absorption
services. Some properties adjacent to these shorelines are
expected to experience coastal flooding due to SLR. Specific
measures within these properties can be taken to reduce the
potential negative effects of flooding. The existing policy
discourages development of these properties, which may hinder
the properties’ opportunity to apply adaptation measures.
As of 2016, DNS has no plans to rezone areas adjacent to a
mudflat, marsh, or delta The recommended policy change is
intended to provide opportunities related to development of these
properties for the specific purpose of reducing the negative impacts
of flooding.

Recommended Policy
Development immediately adjacent to a mudflat, marsh or delta area is discouraged. Consideration will be given to developments than
enhance ecological values or include measures to limit or reduce coastal flood-related effects while preserving the shoreline character
character..

3.2.1.3 OCP Section 6 – Residential
By law, the OCP is required to plan for and meet the anticipated housing needs for the DNS for at least five
years. The aim of the policies provided in Section 6 of the OCP is to maintain and generate a range of parcel
sizes to “support low and medium density residential development, in addition to supporting hobby farm and
other rural activities adjacent to agricultural areas” [9].
Section 6 refers to the land use designations on Schedule B of the OCP, which forms a general guide to future
land use and density. The FCL Study has identified areas along the DNS shoreline that are directly and
indirectly affected by 0.5 and 1m of SLR. Of specific concern are two areas currently zoned as multi-family
residential that fall within the SLR affected areas:
Area East of McDonald Campground in the Tsehum Harbour area
Area by McTavish Road & Lochside Drive
To address the potential risks associated with coastal flooding, it is recommended that DNS:
Create Special Development Areas for these two sites so that future developments better suit the
neighbourhood and particular properties.
Future development within these two new Special Development Areas can be informed by the
provisions of the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document).
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Other implications from the FCL Study, which relate to Special Development Area policies, are presented in
Section 3.2.2. The following amendments, specifically, for OCP Section 6 are outlined in Table 3-6 below.
Table 3-6: Recommendations to “Residential” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Residential
Policy 6.1
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 6.2

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

To ensure that residential developments are compatible with the
physical site conditions of slope, soil types and drainage patterns,
and that natural features such as views, tree cover and variety in
terrain are retained and enhanced, the siting of buildings, roads
and utilities shall be accomplished in a manner which maintains
any sensitive natural areas of the site and preserves the natural
landscape.

There are low-lying areas within the DNS where the FCL is greater than the
parcel elevation. In some properties, physical site conditions and natural
drainage patterns may encourage run-off from coastal wave effects to either
converge around a habitable structure, or migrate to a lower lying
neighbouring property.
The FCL Study has identified areas that are susceptible to coastal flooding.
The sentence appended to the end of the current policy is intended to allow
for works requiring landscape alteration for the purpose of reducing the
effects of coastal flooding. Landscape alteration should be designed such
that ground surfaces slope away from structures, and should also be
designed discourage the migration of water onto neighbouring properties.
The purpose of this amendment is to allow for a parcel owner to alter his/her
landscape as an adaptation option.
The phrase “...does not negatively impact...” is included to make the policy
more consistent with its original intent.

Recommended Policy
To ensure that residential developments are compatible with the physical site conditions of slope, soil types and drainage patterns, and
that natural features such as views, tree cover and variety in terrain are retained and enhanced, the siting of buildings, roads and utilities
shall be accomplished in a manner which does not negatively affect sensitive natural areas of the site and, preserves the natural
landscape. An exception for slope alteration will be allowed if it is designed to help reduce effects of coastal flooding.
Policy 6.3 through Policy 6.6
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 6.7

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

To encourage innovative housing and subdivision designs such as
detached clustered residential developments, particularly for sloped
upland areas, the District will provide flexibility in regulatory bylaws.
Amenity bonusing, in compliance with Section 904 of the Local
Government Act, will be supported in certain areas if site conditions
warrant, in order to, amongst other things, preserve open space,
natural tree cover and environmentally sensitive areas, leaving
slopes unaltered.

This amendment reflects an update of reference from Local
Government Act (LGA) Section 904 to LGA Section 482. This
update is necessary as LGA Section 482 supersedes LGA Section
904.

Recommended Policy
To encourage innovative housing and subdivision designs such as detached clustered residential developments, particularly for sloped
upland areas, the District will provide flexibility in regulatory bylaws. Amenity bonusing, in compliance with Section 482 of the Local
Government Act, will be supported in certain areas if site conditions warrant, in order to, amongst other things, preserve open space,
natural tree cover and environmentally sensitive areas, leaving slopes unaltered
Policy 6.8 through Policy 6.12
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
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Some further recommended amendments to the OCP, independent of the implications from the FCL Study,
include amending OCP Schedule B Map and/or Zoning Bylaw No. 1255 Schedule A Map to resolve
inconsistencies between the two documents.
The purpose of this amendment is to provide clarification to the overlap between OCP land designation for
residential areas, and Zoning Bylaws for family residential and multi-family residential zones.

3.2.1.4 OCP Section 7 – Commercial Development
Commercial Development is a relatively minor aspect of the DNS land use pattern. DNS does not intend to
create heavy commercial development, as these are already available in neighbouring municipalities, and is
not consistent with the RGS (Section 2.2).
Areas designated as commercial and marine commercial as identified in Schedule B Map of the OCP, are
generally waterfront properties, and consists mainly of marinas, BC Ferries’ Swartz Bay Terminal, and the
Institute of Ocean Sciences. Results of the FCL Study have no implications to the policy statements provided
for either land-based or marine-based commercial uses. However, most of these commercial areas will be
affected by expected future sea levels and therefore the proposed the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document) will apply, or inform future development in these areas.
Existing elements of commercial and marine commercial developments will tend to rise as sea levels rise, or
as land based elements are modified to accommodate sea level rise. This may create changes to existing
access or views from adjacent areas. Recommended changes to this section of the OCP are summarized
below in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7: Recommendations to "7.0 COMMERICAL DEVELOPMENT"
7.0 Commercial Development
Land Based Commercial and
a
Marine-Based Commercial Use
U – Policy 7.9 and Policy 7.15

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Buildings used for commercial use must be buffered from adjacent
rural and residential uses.

As sea
s levels rise and a need to protect upland development from
the implications of sea level rise emerges, water based commercial
uses will likely adapt development to allow activities close to the
water while protecting non essential water based activities (for
instance offices or parking) behind protection options – floodwalls
or sea dikes. Access to or views of related water bodies may be
affected.
Design options of this type are recognized and permitted in the
Professional Practice Guidelines – Legislated Flood Assessments
in a Changing Climate in BC, Appendix G24.

Recommended Policy
Buildings or structures used for commercial use must be buffered from adjacent rural and residential uses and should preserve access and
views from adjacent rural and adjacent uses.
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3.2.1.5 OCP Section 8 – Light Industry
The municipality accommodates some light industry which may be located on or adjacent to the District
shorelines.
Existing elements of light industry developments will tend to rise as sea levels rise, or as land based
elements are modified to accommodate sea level rise. This may create changes to existing access or
views from adjacent areas. Recommended changes to this section of the OCP are summarized below in
Table 3-8.
Table 3-8: Recommendations to "8.0 LIGHT INDUSTRY"
8.0 Light Industry Development
Policy 8.5

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Buildings used for industrial use must be buffered from adjacent
rural and residential uses.

As sea levels rise and a need to protect upland development from
the implications of sea level rise emerges, water based industrial
uses will likely adapt development to allow activities close to the
water while protecting non essential water based activities (for
instance offices or parking) behind protection options – floodwalls
or sea dikes. Access to or views of related water bodies may be
affected.
Design options of this type are recognized and permitted in the
Professional Practice Guidelines – Legislated Flood Assessments
in a Changing Climate in BC, Appendix G24.

Recommended Policy
Buildings or structures used for industrial use must be buffered from adjacent rural and residential uses and should preserve access and
views from adjacent rural and adjacent uses.

3.2.1.6 OCP Section 11 – Roads and Servicing
The FCL Study has shown that two portions along the existing main arterial transportation routes in the
DNS; along the Patricia Bay Highway at Tsehum Harbour and the intersection with McTavish Drive and the
southern portion of Lochside Drive may be affected by coastal storm wave-related effects.
Portions of West Saanich Road, where it is currently protected by a public walkway (Scoter Trail), are also
indirectly threatened. This area was identified as an area of concern in the MTFR.
The implications of the FCL Study and recommended amendments specific to OCP Section 11 are
summarized in Table 3-9 below.
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Table 3-9: Recommendations to “Roads and Servicing” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Roads and Servicing
Policy 11.1

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

At the date of adoption of this plan, no new major roads are
planned for the District with the exception of those shown on
Schedule D. No phasing of any major roads is planned.

The FCL Study has identified areas that may either be directly or
indirectly affected by coastal storm wave-related effects. To reduce
the potential negative impact on roads, developments should
consider the implications of the measures outlined in the proposed
Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document)
The recommended change to the existing policy mandates
owner/developer to consider the effects of sea level rise as
F
informed by the proposed Coastal Flooding
Mitigation Bylaw
(Section 4 of this Document).

Recommended Policy
At the date of adoption of this plan, no new major roads are planned for the District with the exception of those shown on Schedule D. No
phasing of any major roads is planned. Developments shall take into consideration expected sea
s level rise
se for the placement and
construction of roads.
Policy 11.2

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

The proposed network of bicycle paths is shown on Schedule D.

The recommended change to the existing policy requires
owner/developer to consider the effects of sea level rise through
adherence of the draft DPA 9.

Recommended Policy
The proposed network of bicycle paths is shown on Schedule D. Developments shall take into consideration expected sea level rise forr
the placement and construction of bicycle paths.
Policy 11.3

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

The areas that have received servicing are identified on Schedule
E. No major expansions of municipal services are planned. There
will be no expansion of services outside the North Saanich
Servicing Area except for health, fire safety, or agricultural support
reasons.

To reduce the potential negative impact on services, it may be
necessary to allow for works related to sea level rise adaptation.
The recommended amendment to the policy allows for expansion
and/or works related to sea level rise adaptation.

Recommended Policy
The areas that have received servicing are identified on Schedule E. No major expansions of municipal services are planned. There will
be no expansion of services outside the North Saanich Servicing Area except for health, fire safety, or agricultural support, or sea level rise
adaptation reasons.

3.2.1.7 OCP Section 12 – General Development Policies
The policies presented in Section 12 of the OCP are applicable to all land use designations. Table 3-10
summarizes the amendments that are recommended to this part of the current OCP so that it becomes
consistent with the findings and results of the FCL Study.
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Table 3-10: Recommendations to “General Development Policies” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
General Development Policies
Policy 12.1

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Development must be consistent with the goals and objectives of
the Plan.

The purpose of this amendment is to provide recognition of the
coastal flood-affected areas, and to enable the parcel owner to act
on reducing the risks associated with coastal flood-affected areas.

Recommended Text
Development must be consistent with the goals and objectives of the Plan. Development shall consider expected coastal flooding,
incorporate appropriate adaptation measures and conform with the proposed Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
Policy 12.2
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 12.3

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Development should be consistent with the retention of the visual
landscape of natural areas, especially on or near the waterfront,
hilltops and ridges.

Some properties within the DNS are located in areas where coastal
flooding is expected due to SLR. The risk or magnitude of the
effects of SLR can be reduced by adopting site-specific adaptation
measures.
The recommended policy change is intended to allow for
appropriate works with the specific purpose of limiting or reducing
the risk and damage associated with coastal flooding.

Recommended Text
Development should be consistent with the retention of the visual landscape of natural areas, especially on or near the waterfront, hilltops
and ridges. Flexibility will be given to development that incorporates adaptation measures thatt re
reduce the risk or d
damage associated with
the effects of coastal flooding.
Policy 12.4 and 12.5
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 12.6

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

No development or site alteration shall be permitted on a wetland, a
riparian area or within the buffer zone specified in this bylaw for
wetlands and riparian areas, except as permitted by law.

These areas, where exposed to the threat of future coastal flooding
related to sea level rise, will likely become inundated resulting in
coastal squeeze and loss of important wetland or riparian habitat.
A sea level rise setback should be placed around these areas to
maintain the objectives of the RGS to “…maintain and conserve
Regional Green/Blue spaces on public and private lands…”.

Recommended Text
No development or site alteration shall be permitted on a wetland, a riparian area or within the buffer zone or related or a floodplain
setback, specified in this bylaw for wetlands and riparian areas, except as permitted by law and iff they are a necessary sea level rise
adaptation measure.
Policy 12.7 through 12.13
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
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3.2.2 OCP Section 13 - Special Development Areas
The current OCP identifies 6 areas within the DNS as Special Development Areas with the intention of
recognizing these areas should be developed in an innovative manner that provides greater flexibility and
enables development in a manner that best suits the area and the properties within the area. These six (6)
areas are:
x

Site 1 – Canoe Cove Marina

x

Site 2 – East Saanich/Cresswell (Adjacent to Dean Park Estates)

x

Site 3 – Baldwin Property

x

Site 4 – Deep Cove Chalet

x

Site 5 – Queen Mary Bay

x

Site 6 – 9344 Ardmore Drive site

Four of these area; Sites 1, 4, 5, and 6, are located on the waterfront and will be affected by SLR. Sites 2
and 3 are located inland and not affected by sea level rise.
The four (4) SLR affected areas require some modifications to the current sections of the OCP as
documented further below.
The results of the FCL Study have also shown that two other specific areas of the DNS will be significantly
affected by sea level rise. In general terms these are:
x

The Tsehum Harbour area

x

The shoreline and adjacent areas Lochside Drive and the McTavish Interchange.

These areas should be added to the designation of Special Development Areas as the implications of sea
level rise and the related effects will likely be the most important and consequential within the DNS
boundaries. The general location of these two new areas is indicated on the attached DRAFT revised
Schedule B map for the existing OCP Bylaw 1130, as shown below in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: Draft (example) of revised OCP Bylaw 1130 Schedule B showing Special Development Areas at Tsehum Harbour and
Lochside-Mctavish
(Note:
final boundaries for these two Special Development Areas to be defined in SDA process)
(
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The existing 2 Special Development Area sites and the results and findings of the FCL Study are discussed
below.

3.2.2.1 OCP Section 13.1 – Special Development Area Site 1 – Canoe Cove Marina
The results of the FCL Study have no implications to the Justification or Policy Statement for this special
development area (SDA). However, the FCL Study shows that this SDA is significantly affected by
expected future sea levels.
proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section 4 of this
s. The
T
Document) will apply in this SDA.

3.2.2.2 OCP
O
Section 13.4 – Special Development Area Site 4 – Deep Cove Chalet
The results of the FCL Study have no implications to the Justification or Policy Statement for this SDA.
However, the FCL Study shows that this SDA is partially affected by expected future sea levels and the
proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document) will apply here.

3.2.2.3 OCP
O
Section 13.5 – Special Development Area Site 5 – Queen Mary Bay
Designating the two parcels of land at Queen Mary Bay as an SDA was justified for two reasons:
x

Site’s sensitive and important environmental assets,

x

An intent to increase density in the area by creating detached housing clusters.

The FCL Study shows that this SDA is affected by expected future sea levels, and implies that if the
densification is undertaken, development should be sited inland, away from the coastal wave-affected
area. Schedule B of the OCP should also be revised.
Because a portion of the site is affected by expected SLR, the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document) will
w apply here.
If the District allows for a mix of attached and detached housing, Schedule B of the OCP must be revised
to reflect multi-family residential land use.

3.2.2.4 OCP Section 13.6 – Special Development Area Site 6 – 9344 Ardmore Drive
The results of the FCL Study have no implications to the Justification or Policy Statement for this SDA.
However, the FCL Study shows that this SDA is partially affected by expected future sea levels and the
proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document) will apply here.

3.2.2.5 OCP
O
Section 13.7
.7 – NEW - Special Development Area Site 7 – Tsehum Harbour
This area is significantly affected by the findings and results of the FCL Study. It is clear this area should
be added to the list of Special Development Areas to conform to the Provincial Government updated
guideline documents to identify Sea Level Rise Planning Areas where there is a threat of flooding due to
expected SLR as a result of ongoing climate change.
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Recommended changes to this section of the OCP are summarized below in Table 3-11.

Table 3-11: Recommendations "13 SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT AREAS"
NEW – 13.7 Tsehum Harbour

Current Text
This SDA currently does not exist in OCP Bylaw 1130.

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change
This area is significantly affected by the findings and results of the
FCL Study. It is clear this area should be added to the list of
Special Development Areas to conform to the Provincial
Government updated guideline documents to identify Seal Level
Rise Planning Areas where there is a threat of flooding due to
expected SLR as a result of ongoing climate change

Recommended Text
Justification:
The Tsehum Harbour area affected by future sea level rise, as delineated in the proposed Bylaw 1439 – Coastal Flooding
Mitigation Bylaw maps is designated as a special development area, as mandated by the Provincial Guideline Memorandum
Amendment – Section 3.5 and 3.6 – Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management Guidelines (FHALUMG) effective: 1 January
2018, for the following reasons:
a) The subject area contains significant residential, commercial, light industrial and parklands.
b) The subject area contains significant environmental values to be accommodated in a sensitive manner and which could
be protected through innovative design.
c) The affected lands fall within the recommended provisions related to Sea Level Rise Planning Areas as defined in the
FHALUMG.
d) The area includes District infrastructure including utilities, sewer, roads and paths and water supply that are important to
the District.
e) The area forms the boundaries of the Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary, established in 1931.
Policy Statement:
In designating these parcels of land as a special development area, the following planning principles shall be reflected for future
development:
a) Existing land uses shall continue to be allowed.
b) Bylaw 1439 – Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw shall apply.
c) Development on existing lots shall conform with FHALUMG.
d) The District shall engage in the development of a Long Term Flood Protection Strategy as outlined in Appendix 1 of
FHALUMG.
e) The Long Term Flood Protection Strategy shall consider the implications of policies applicable to the adjacent parcels in
Sidney, BC.
The Province of BC’s Long Term Flood Projection Strategy shall consider the benefits that might be realized from active
stewardship of the Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary that are consistent with the standing polices of the Canada Wildlife Act
and Migratory Birds Convention Act, 1994.

OCP Section 13.8 –

NEW - Special Development Area Site 8 – Lochside – McTavish

Interchange
This area is significantly affected by the findings and results of the FCL Study. It is clear this area should
be added to the list of Special Development Areas to conform to the Provincial Government updated
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guideline documents to identify Sea Level Rise Planning Areas where there is a threat of flooding due to
expected SLR as a result of ongoing climate change.
Recommended changes to this section of the OCP are summarized below in Table 3-12.

Table 3-12: Recommendations to "13 SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT AREAS"
NEW – 13.8 Lochside – McTavish Interchange

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

This SDA currently does not exist in OCP Bylaw 1130.

This area is significantly affected by the findings and results of the
FCL Study. It is clear this area should be added to the list of
Special Development Areas to conform to the Provincial
Government updated guideline documents to identify Seal Level
Rise Planning Areas where there is a threat of flooding due to
expected SLR as a result of ongoing climate change

Recommended Text
Justification:
The Lochside McTavish Interchange Area affected by future sea level rise, as delineated in the Bylaw 1439 – Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Bylaw maps is designated as a special development area, as mandated by the Provincial Guideline Memorandum Amendment – Section
3.5 and 3.6 – Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management Guidelines (FHALUMG) effective: 1 January 2018, for the following reasons:
a)

The subject area contains significant residential, commercial, light industrial, parklands and multi-jurisdictional transportation
infrastructure.

b)

The affected lands fall within the recommended provisions related to Sea Level Rise Planning Areas as defined in the
FHALUMG.

c)

The area includes District infrastructure including utilities, sewer, roads and paths and water supply that are important to the
District.
Policy Statement:
In designating these parcels of land as a special development area, the following planning principles shall be reflected for future
development:
a) Existing land uses shall continue to be allowed.
b)

Bylaw 1439 – Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw shall apply.

c)

Development on existing lots shall conform with FHALUMG.

d)

The District shall engage in the development of a Long Term Flood Protection Strategy as outlined in Appendix 1 of FHALUMG.

The Long Term Flood Protection Strategy shall consider the implications of policies applicable to the adjacent parcels in Sidney, BC.
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3.2.3 OCP Section 14 - D
Development Permit Areas
Development Permit Areas (DPA) are contained in the current OCP to cover 7 issues identified in the
version of the LGA (RSBC 1996) that existed at the time of drafting of the OCP in 2007.
These DPAs are specifically:
x

DPA 1: Marine Lands and Foreshore

x

DPA 2: Creeks, Wetlands Riparian Areas and Significant Water Resources

x

DPA 3: Sensitive Ecosystems

x

DPA 4: Steep Slopes

x

DPA 5: Commercial and Industrial

x

DPA 6: Multi-Family Dwellings

x

DPA 8 : Intensive Residential Development

1

2

Since 2007, the LGA has been revised and updated. Under section 488 of the latest version of the LGA ,
the number of purposes for which Development Permit Areas can be designated is summarized below in
Table 3-13.
The release of the Provincial guidelines for climate change adaptation [2][3][4] have clearly recognized that
SLR and the related coastal storm effects (and related river flow where appropriate) will increase existing
and create new flooding hazards. This evolving flooding hazard is consistent with item b: Protection of
development from hazardous conditions in Table 3-13.

1

DPA 7 was re-numbered to DPA 6 in the current OCP.
Local Government Act (LGA), RSBC 2015, was made current on October 26, 2016 and contains additional issues for which a DPA can
be created.

2
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Table 3-13
(from Section 488 of LGA, RSBC 2015)

“

a.

Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity;

b.

Protection of development from hazardous conditions;

c.

Protection of farming;

d.

Revitalization of an area in which a commercial use is permitted;

e.

Establishment of objectives for the form and character of intensive residential development;

f.

Establishment of objectives for the form and character of commercial, industrial or multi-family
residential development;

g.

In relation to an area in a resort region, establishment of objectives for the form and character of
development in the resort region;

h.

Establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation;

i.

Establishment of objectives to promote water conservation;

j.

Establishment of objectives to promote the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

While our review of the current OCP has identified some areas of the existing DPAs where amendment is
warranted to be consistent with the findings and results of the FCL Study, we originally recommended that
the relevant aspects of the FCL Study implications should be concentrated in a separate and new DPA,
primarily to allow specific details of the new DPA to be reviewed periodically or refined independently of the
existing DPAs. For instance, as the marine environment and ecology evolve as a result of climate change,
these changes could be addressed within the existing DPA 1 without affecting any specific issues related to
the coastal flooding hazard.
Specific changes recommended to the existing portions of Section
14 of the current OCP, to make it
S
consistent with the findings and results of the FCL Study are summarized below, for the remainder of
3
Section 3 of this document .

3.2.3.1 OCP Section 14.1 – General Development Permit Guidelines
No changes to the guidelines provided in Section 14.1 of the current OCP are recommended.

3

It should be noted that in the current OCP, the designation reference for the current DPAs refer to Section 919.1(1)(a) of the LGA
(RSBC 1996). These references should all be amended to reference Section 488(1)(a) of the updated LGA (RSBC 2015).
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3.2.3.2 OCP Section 14.2 – General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development
Permit
Section 14.2 (General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit) contains 17 clauses, of
which several are affected by the results and findings of the FCL Study. These are itemized in separate
tables below for clarity.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Table 3-14: Recommendations to “General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit”
Sections 14.2.1 a) through 14.2.1 c)
OCP Bylaw No. 1130
General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit
Policy 14.2.1 a) and b)
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 14.2.1 c)

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

…in Development Permit Areas, No. 5 and No. 6, for the
construction of fencing and structures less than or equal to 40 m2
(430.6 ft2) which are accessory to an existing principal structure.
Such accessory structures may include the following:
- Additions to commercial and industrial buildings
- Gazebos
- Garden sheds
- Tool sheds
- Decks

DPA 5 and 6 pertain to commercial/industrial and multi-family
areas, respectively. A number of areas designated under these
DPAs are in areas where coastal flooding is expected due to SLR.
The existing policy exempts the requirement for a DP for accessory
structures less than or equal to 40m2 (430.6 ft2), including; additions
to commercial and industrial buildings, garden sheds and tool
sheds. Additions to commercial and industrial buildings tend to
become permanent fixtures to an existing permanent structure.
Providing exemption to these additions while knowing that the
parcel will eventually experience flooding may be a potential liability
issue.
Additions to commercial and industrial buildings, garden sheds and
tool sheds also tend to contain hazardous or toxic substances (ie:
chemicals, fertilizer and fuel) or goods sensitive to flooding. If
flooded, these types of substances and materials pose an
environmental risk to the marine and shoreline environment.
The recommended policy change removes these exemptions and
e.
eliminates a liability that may arise.

Recommended Text
…in Development Permit Areas, No. 5 and No. 6, for the construction of fencing and accessory structures less than or equal to 40 m2
(430.6 ft2), which are accessory to an existing principal structure. Such accessory structures may include the following:
- Additions to commercial and industrial buildings
- Gazebos
- Garden sheds
- Tool sheds
- Decks
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Table 3-15: Recommendations to “General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit”
Sections 14.2.1 d) through 14.2.1 e)
OCP Bylaw No. 1130
General Exemptions from Requirements for a Development Permit
Policy 14.2.1 d)

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

...in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for changes to
the height of an existing building, including the addition of another
storey, providing there is no increase in the building footprint;

Portions of a land parcel within DPA 1, 2, 3 and 4 may be located
in areas where coastal flooding due to SLR is expected.
Changing the height of an existing building is a development that
involves substantial works. This type of development implies an
increase of the structure’s overall service life, which could extend to
I is in the interest
a time when 0.5m SLR or 1.0m SLR is present. It
for parcel owners to consider the minimum required FCLs to reduce
the potential risk and damage associated with coastal flooding.
The recommended policy change maintains the flexibility of a
parcel owner to add an additional storey but encourages parcel
owners to consider the implications of FCLs.

Recommended Text
…in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for changes to the height of an existing building, including the addition of another storey,,
except as defined in the proposed Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
Policy 14.2.1 e)

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

…in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for structures
which are 10 m2 (107 ft2) or less in size providing they are sited
more than 15 metres from a natural marine shoreline;

Some areas within the designated DPA 1, 2, 3 and 4 are located in
areas where coastal flooding due to SLR is expected.
Structures such as a garden/tool sheds, gazebos, etc. are
examples of typical structures with a footprint of roughly 10m2 or
less. These buildings may or may not be temporary, and may be
affected by the 0.5m and 1.0m SLR.
The current policy exempts a development permit only if the
structure is sited inland of the setback identified in DPA 1 (i.e.
15m). With the introduction of the new Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Bylaw, the
t recommended policy change requires the structure to be
sited inland of the setbacks related to the future estimated natural
boundary, in order to limit the potential risk and damages
associated with coastal flooding.

Recommended Policy
...in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for structures which are 10 m2 (107 ft2) or less in size providing they are sited inland of
future estimated natural boundary.
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Table 3-16: Recommendations to “General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit”
Sections 14.2.1 f) through 14.2.1 q)
OCP Bylaw No. 1130
General Exemptions from Requirements for a Development Permit
Policy 14.2.1 f)

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

…emergency works including tree cutting necessary to remove an
immediate danger or hazard;

Section 14.11 defines "development" to include "flood protection
works".
The current policy considers tree cutting for the purpose of
removing immediate danger or hazard as a type of “emergency
works”. Along the same lines, if an exemption to flood protection
works for the purpose of removing immediate danger or hazard is
not provided, it will not be possible to prevent or reduce damage
from effects of SLR.
The recommended policy change provides the parcel owner the
flexibility to, take measures (for example, sandbag his/her property
before an expected high tide storm event in order) to reduce
potential damage that could result from coastal floods.

Recommended Text
...emergency works including tree cutting
g or temporary coastal flood-related mitigation measures necessary to remove an immediate
danger or hazard;
Policy 14.2.1 g) through p)
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 14.2.1 q)

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

...in Development Permit Area 8, for the construction or alteration of
a single family residential dwelling, except that this exemption does
not apply to any parcel having an area equal to or less than five
hundred square metres and created by a plan of subdivision
registered in the Land Title Office after September 8, 2014.

The land areas covered by DPA 8 include the proposed Special
Development Area Site 7 (Tsehum Harbour) and draft Special
Development Area Site 8 (Lochside-McTavish). These areas will
be significantly affected by the effects of SLR.
The recommended change in this policy is intended to ensure that
any development, regardless of size is subject to the proposed
Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.

Recommended Text
in Development Permit Area 8, for the construction or alteration of a single family residential dwelling, this exemption does not apply to any
parcel having an area equal to or less than five hundred square meters and created by a plan of subdivision registered in the Land Title
office after September 8, 2014, however the proposed Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw does apply .
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Recommended changes to specific existing Development Permit Areas in the OCP are discussed below.

3.2.3.3 OCP
O
Section 14.3 – DPA#1 – Development Permit Area No. 1 – Marine Uplands
and Foreshore
This DPA is intended to regulate development along the shoreline, foreshore and uplands to provide longterm protection for the ecological values of those areas. The applicable area includes the area extending
15 m inland from the high water mark, around the entire shoreline of the District.
As sea levels rises, the reference datum “the high water mark”, will move inland. The actual meaning of
“high water mark is not defined in the current OCP; however, it shares a conceptual basis with the
4
“natural boundary” as referenced in the Land Act. The reference datum “the high water mark” is also
indirectly counter referenced in Section 14.2.1 e) of the current OCP as “a natural marine shoreline”,
which is also consistent with the “natural boundary”. All three terms are difficult to interpret in the field
when shoreline protection, which eliminates both a “natural boundary” and “a natural marine shoreline”
has been constructed and are impossible to identify or define
looking into the future when sea level
d
occurs and the shoreline adjusts in response to the rising sea level and the corresponding action of the
water.
For clarity and consistency, it is recommended that the terms “high water mark” and “natural marine
shoreline” are replaced by the term “estimated future natural boundary as defined in the Provincial
Guideline document [3]”. This amendment will make DPA 1 consistent with the amendments to Provincial
Guideline documents [2] through [6], which are discussed in more detail below.

3.2.3.4 OCP
O
Section 14.4 – DPA#2 – Development Permit Area No. 2 – Creeks, Wetlands,
Riparian Areas and Significant Water Resources
The FCL Study findings and results have no significant direct effect on the areas or objectives considered
in this DPA.

3.2.3.5 O
OCP Section 14.5 – DPA#3 – Development Permit Area No. 3 – Sensitive
Ecosystems
The FCL Study findings and results have no significant direct effect on the areas or objectives considered
in this DPA.

4

The “Natural Boundary” is defined in the Land Act as: “...the visible high watermark of any lake, river, stream or other body of water
where the presence and action of the water are so common and usual and so long continued in all ordinary years as to mark upon the soil
of the bed of the lake, river, stream or other body of water a character distinct from that of the banks thereof, in respect to vegetation, as
well as in respect to the nature of the soil itself....for coastal areas, the natural boundary shall include the natural limit of permanent
terrestrial vegetation.”.
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3.2.3.6 O
OCP Section 14.6 – DPA#4 – Development Permit Area No. 4 – Steep Slopes
The FCL Study findings and results have no significant direct effect on the areas or objective considered
in this DPA, because, specifically, the DPA already requires a Qualified Professional to provide a Slope
Stability Plan showing how a proposed development is to be designed and constructed in order to prevent
any destabilization or erosion of the slope. As sea levels rise, the toe of many slopes around the
shoreline of the DNS will become exposed to wave effects, mainly in areas where the existing slope is
perched on an exposed bedrock outcrop, which, in time, will become inundated by rising sea levels. The
risk is mainly on a site by site basis and the existing DPA should be sufficient to deal with this risk.
As the pace of sea level rise becomes more certain with time, the existing provision in DPA 4 can and
should be revisited.

3.2.3.7 O
OCP Section 14.7 – DPA#5 – Development Permit Area No. 5 – Commercial and
Industrial
All references to Section 919.1(1)(f) should be amended to reference
r
Section 488(1)(f) to maintain
consistency with the updated LGA.
Note: commercial lands (land, marine, and educational) identified in Schedule B does not completely
agree with commercial lands identified in Map for DPA#5. It is recommended that DNS review and revise
the maps so that the content of both maps are in agreement.

3.2.3.8 OCP
O
Section 14.8 – DPA#6 – Development Permit Area No. 6 – Multi-Family
Dwellings
All references to Section 919.1(1)(f) should be amended to reference Section 488(1)(f) to maintain
consistency with the updated LGA.

3.2.3.9 O
OCP Section 14.10 – DPA#8 – Development Permit Area No. 8 – Intensive
Residential Development
All references to Section 919.1(1)(e) should be amended to reference Section 488(1)(e) to maintain
consistency with the updated LGA.

3.3 Recommended
R
Additions to OCP Bylaw No. 1130 (Section 14)
A principal outcome of the review
re
of existing marine policies in the DNS was that specific measures
should be incorporated in the existing OCP Bylaw No. 1130 to anticipate the emerging coastal flood
hazard, as defined in the FCL Study Report. The first suggested measure was a new DPA which could
be tailored specifically to address the hazard posed by expected sea level rise. It is clear from the public
consultation process that this approach was considered to be too complex and too expensive in many
circumstances.
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The recommendation to add a new DPA to address the Sea Level Rise related Coastal
s Flooding Hazard
is withdrawn.
The risks associated with the growing coastal flooding hazard can be addressed with a proposed Coastal
Flood Mitigation Bylaw. This proposed Bylaw is discussed further in Chapter 4.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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4 BASIS FOR A COASTAL FLOOD MITIGATION BYLAW
W
As described in Section 1.3 of this document, public consultations were held on recommended changes to the
OCP bylaw described in this report on January 26, 2017 and October 19, 2017. The overall tone of the
comments provided by the public was:
x

The proposed new DPA (DPA 9 – Sea Level Rise Coastal Flood Hazard Areas) was:
o

Too complex.

o

Too expensive.

o

It should be consistent with measures taken by other local governments – especially Sidney.

x

It should be made clear that any proposed change applied only to new developments.

x

It was premature to consider a measure as complex as a Development Permit Area and the proposed
DPA might have unintended consequences on existing property values due to the uncertainty
introduced regarding redevelopment options.

At the same time as the comments from the public were being reviewed and considered, the Province brought
into effect, on 1 January 2018, amendments to Sections 3.5 and 3.6 of the Flood Hazard Land Use
Management Guidelines [7], which are the reference guidelines of Section 542 of the Local Government Act.
Under Section 3.5.4 of the Section 3.5 and 3.6 Amendment [6], the areas of the DNS shown to be exposed to
the risk of coastal flooding in the FCL Study may be designated as floodplains and local governments may, by
bylaw, specify flood levels and setbacks to address the risk of coastal flooding due to sea level rise. On
review, this approach provides a much simpler approach and clearly only applies to new developments.
It is recommended that a Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw, based on the results of the FCL Study should be
adopted.
The proposed Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw is in DRAFT form, subject to approval by the
Council of the District of North Saanich.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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4.1

Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw Area of Application

The proposed Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw is only applicable in the areas where the FCL
Study [14] has shown that the existing ground surface in the District of North Saanich is a floodplain, as
defined by the methodology outlined in the Provincial Guidelines amendment [6].
The defined floodplains are shown in Figure 4-1, which is the key map for larger scale maps included in
Appendix A of this document. The large scale maps in Appendix A show more specific floodplain mapping for
sea level rise of 0.5 m and for 1.0 m. More detailed versions of these floodplain maps, that provide reach by
reach definition of the associated Flood Construction Levels, are provided in the proposed draft Bylaw 1439 Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw. Bylaw 1439 will be considered separately from the OCP review by District of
North Saanich Council.
The Key Map (Figure 4-1) and the larger scale maps in Appendix A, will also be included in the OCP
amendment Bylaw 1442.
The Key Map (Figure 4-1) and the larger scale maps in Appendix A, were prepared in accordance with the
results of the FCL Study [14] and the Provincial Guidelines [6].
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Figure 4-1: Key Map for large scale Floodplain maps in Appendix A
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5 GLOSSARY
Abbreviations, acronyms and definitions of terms used in this report are listed below.

5.1 Abbreviations and Acronyms
AEP

Annual Exceedance
Probability

The probability (or % chance) of a specific event occurring or
being exceeded in any given year.

CD

Chart Datum

In the DNS area, CD is 2.2m (± 0.1 m) below Geodetic Datum
(CGVD28).

CGVD28

Canadian Geodetic Vertical
Datum (1928)

In most places in Canada, this is the current reference datum for
terrestrial vertical elevations and is generally the same as mean
sea level, based on astronomical tides alone. A detailed
description is available online at:
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/geodeticreference-systems/9054#_Canadian_Geodetic_Vertical_1.
CGVD28 is being replaced with a newer datum plane based on
a North American common geoid. The new datum is notionally
equivalent to the local coastal mean sea level. Details are
available online at:
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/geodeticreference-systems/9054#_Benchmarks_Information

CRD

Capital Regional District

DFL

Designated Flood Level

A water surface elevation which includes appropriate allowances
for future SLR, land crustal movement, tide, and storm surge
during the Designated storm.

DPA

Development Permit Area

Refers to Development Permits as per Division 7 of the LGA or
Section 14 of the OCP.

DS

Designated Storm

A storm which includes concurrent time series of winds, storm
surge and waves, with a specific AEP.

FCL

Flood Construction Level

Defined as the underside elevation of a wooden floor system or
the top elevation of a concrete slab, for habitable buildings [1].

FCL
Study

SNC Lavalin Inc’s report “Flood Construction Levels for 0.5 and
1.0 m Sea Level Rise”, SLI Document: 634533-3000-41ER-0001
[14].
Floodplain Bylaw

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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HHWLT

Higher High Water Large Tide

The average of the annual highest tide over an 18.6 year
complete tidal cycle. In the DNS area, HHWLT is 1.5 m above
Geodetic Datum (CGVD28) and 3.7 m above Chart Datum (± 0.2
m).

LGA

Local Government Act

Refers to the updated Local Government Act (RSBC 2015),
which was made current as of October 26, 2016.[11]
6.[11]

NSCCAP

North Saanich Climate Action
Plan

Refers to Reference [15].

MTF

Marine Task Force

Refers to the individuals responsible for the MTFR.

MTFR

Marine Task Force Report

Refers to Reference [10]

OCP

Official Community Plan

Depending on context refers to Official Community Plan Bylaw
No. 1130, dated 23 May 2007 or its update
e [9].

RGS

Regional Growth Strategy

Refers to Reference [8].

RSBC

Revised Statutes of British
Columbia

SDA

Special Development Area

SLI

SNC Lavalin Inc

SLR

Sea Level Rise

The rise in sea level including: global sea level rise driven by
global warming and local sea level rise driven by regional
tectonic or isostatic (glacial) subsidence or uplift.

SWAN

Simulating WAves Nearshore

Wave modelling software, which can simulate wave generation,
propagation, dissipation and transformation to the shoreline.

°T

Degrees, True North

Direction in degrees, with respect to True North.

Refers to Special Development Area as per Section 13 of the
OCP.

5.2 Definitions
2011 Provincial
Guidelines

Guidelines posted by BCMOE, BCMOE (2011a,b,c), and available
online at:
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/fhm2012/draw_report.html#3

Estimated Future
Natural Boundary

The estimated location of the future Natural Boundary
y after sea level
has risen,, usually by a defined amount. Defined in the 2011 Provincial
Guidelines.

Fetch

The horizontal distance over open water (in the direction of the wind)
over which wind generates waves.
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Foreshore

That part of the shoreline extending between the upper limit of wave
interaction with the shoreline and the low tide elevation. Typically the
inland limit of the foreshore would be landward of the Natural
Boundary.

Freeboard

A vertical allowance added to the DFL and the Wave Effect allowance to
establish the FCL. This allowance is generally included to cover any
uncertainties in defining the FCL.

Geodetic Datum

The reference plane for terrestrial vertical elevations in Canada and in
general approximately equal to mean sea level.

Natural Boundary

The present Natural Boundary as defined in the British Columbia Land
t Section 1.
Act,

Nearshore

An
A
n indefinite zone extending seawards from the shoreline to deepwater,
typically well seaward of the breaker zone and in water depths in the
order of 20 m.

Overtopping

The passage of water over the crest of a shoreline or shoreline structure
as a result of wave run-up.

Residual Water Level

The component of the measured water level that is not attributed to tidal
effects. The residual water level is generally assumed to be
approximately equal to the storm surge. Calculated as the measured
total water level minus the predicted tides at a given location.

Run-Up

The vertical distance travelled by the action of individual waves that
break and travel up the shoreline or slope of a shoreline structure.

Storm Surge

The non-tidal rise/fall in a body of water due to atmospheric effects.
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[14] SLI 2018. “Flood Construction Levels for 0.5 m and 1.0 m Sea Level Rise”. Document No. 6345333000-41ER-0001. Rev. 00, March 27, 2018.
[15] SSGWWC 2007. “North Saanich Climate Action Plan”. Sustainability Solutions Group Workers
Cooperative 2007. Available online at: https://sites.google.com/a/sustainabilitysolutions.ca/northsaanich-project-pages/home
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APPENDIX A – Floodplain Maps for 0.5 and 1.0 m sea level rise
Key Map – 1 map
Floodplain Maps for 0.5 m SLR – 5 maps
Floodplain Maps for 1.0 m SLR – 5 maps
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Official Community Plan Bylaw 1130
A
d
t Bylaw
B l
Amendment
1442
p
p
Schedule J Floodplain
Maps

Key Map

Floodplain Map 3
Floodplain Map 4

K
Floodplain
Fl
d l i Map
M 2
Floodplain Map 5

Floodplain
d l i Map
M 1
This Map provides the key to detailed mapping showing the extent of the floodplain expected
over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
The detailed maps of the floodplain are provided in Schedule J of OCP Bylaw 1130.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20,
20 2018
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Floodplain Map 1
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 2
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise

Floodplain Map 3

Floodplain Map 2

Floodplain Map 1
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 3
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 4
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 5
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 1
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
1 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 2
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
1 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 3
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
1 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 4
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
1 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 5
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
1 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ongoing climate change is expected to lead to many changes including increased temperatures and as a
result, increased ice melting and rising sea levels. Although the pace of these effects is still uncertain, this
report is the start of a process initiated by the District of North Saanich (DNS) to assess, evaluate and plan for
the expected effects of rising sea levels and the likely consequences around the shoreline of the district.
The purpose of this document is to provide recommendations to update the marine policies of the District of
an Byl
Bylaw No. 1130”.
North Saanich Official Community Plan (OCP) known as “Official Community Plan
ruction Level Study
Stu
A review and assessment of the results and findings of the Flood Construction
[14] found the
following overall consequences:
owing flood hazard re
related to the expected
Nearly the entire shoreline of the DNS is exposed to a growing
effects of climate change related sea level rise.

x

es and differs considerably in character
chara
characte around the
The flood hazard occurs primarily to private properties
shoreline.

x

ated in the Tsehum Harbour area and along Lochside
The most exposed areas of the shoreline are located
Drive near the McTavish interchange.

x

ard is concentrated at the toe of ste
In many locations the future flood hazard
steep cliffs and bluffs and in
e grounded on outcropping bedroc
locations where the cliffs or bluffs are
bedrock. In these latter situations it
g related
ated hazard materializes.
will be sometime before a flooding

x

zard is concentrated at th
In many other locations, the future hazard
the toe of existing seawalls and the
anifested eitherr at or adjacent to the
th seawall base, on publically owned
consequences will be manifested
p of the seawall where overtopping
over
w
foreshore, or at the top
wave
action will create a increasing problem
ooding by the overtopping volume of water during storms, from erosion and
either from the flooding
e seawall
seaw or from
m erosion of the land
la immediately behind the seawall. If structures are
unravelling of the
e to
o the seawall there may be a thre
located close
threat to the safety and security of personnel or to the
storm
structure during a coastal storm.

D
R

AF

T

x

x

cale
ale of the flooding hazard,
hazard, in all cases, is dependent on individual situations; exposure,
The scale
ources, relevant time frames
frame and iimmediate needs and concerns, and is best evaluated and
resources,
addres
addressed
indiv
ind
on a site by site and individual
by individual basis.

s reason, three distinct measures
mea
For this
are recommended:
isting portions of the O
OCP should be amended to allow for future adaptation measures by individual
1. Existing
m
parcel owners. These measures
are addressed in Section 3.2.1 of this document.
hum Harbou
2. The Tsehum
Harbour and Lochside Drive areas of the DNS should be added to the OCP as Special
Developmentt Area
Areas. These measures are addressed in Section 3.2.2 of this document.
3. A new Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw should be adopted by Council to address the growing flood
hazard related to sea level rise. Adopting a new bylaw instead of creating a new DPA will address
many of the concerns raised during the public consultations. The proposed new bylaw is addressed
in Section 3.2.3, 3.3, and Section 4 of this document.
End of Executive Summary
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Ongoing climate change is expected to lead to many changes including increased temperatures and as a
result, increased ice melting and rising sea levels. Although the pace of these expected effects is still
asse
asses
uncertain, this report is intended as the start of a process initiated by the DNS to assess,
evaluate and plan for
the expected effects of rising sea levels and the likely consequences around the
of the district.
he shoreline
sho

Stage 1: Build a strong foundation of knowledge

T

The Province of British Columbia began the process of preparing the province for the upc
upcoming effects of
identif
entified
ied three key strategies to
climate change with the publication of an adaptation strategy [1], which identified
achieve a prepared and resilient community, as follows:

AF

e.g. provincial ministries, local gover
This strategy is aimed at providing decision-makers (e.g.
governments, private
nterpret
erpret and understand
understa complex clim
industry, etc.) the appropriate support needed to interpret
climate projections so
that appropriate future adaptation decisions are made.
Stage 2: Assess risks and implement priority adaptation actions in sectors
sector

sitive to climate change must
mu
The risk of areas known to be sensitive
be assessed and adaptation
implementation must be prioritized and staged.
ged.
Stage 3: Make adaptation part of Government’s business

In order to take action, the
climate change adaptation will be incorporated
he planning and implementation
implementa
of cli
into government policies,
ies, legislations, and regulations.
regulations

D
R

As part of this initiative,
ive, in 2011, the Province released tthree key Guideline documents ([2][3][4]) that provide
guidelines focused
including, specifically, the identification and management of
ed on climate
ate change adaptation incl
coastal flood hazard land use [3].
Guideline documents stress the need to establish
[3]. These provincial
prov
management
construction level (FCL), to limit risks and damage associated with
ent parameters, such as a flood
floo cons
sea level
events.
el rise (SLR) and coastal flooding ev
eve

In conjunction
adaptation Guideline documents, the Province has finalized its
unction with the climate change
chan
amendment
standing provincial Flood Hazard Management Guideline document [5], which
nt to the
t
current stand
standin
covers all aspects
hazard management, including river and stream related flooding and tsunami
pects of flood haz
hazards. The amendment
has been posted to the Flood Safety website and came into force on 1 January
mendment h
2018 [6]. The work
ork and
an recommendations described in this report are consistent with the Guideline
amendment and the overall key provincial strategy.

As part of the initiative of the District of North Saanich to understand, assess and plan for adaptation to
expected climate change and related sea level rise effects, SNC-Lavalin Inc. (SLI) was retained to define the
Flood Construction Levels for the DNS, considering shoreline specific conditions including exposure to storm
related winds, waves, storm surge and shoreline type and a 0.5 m and a 1.0 m SLR scenario. The findings of
the Flood Construction Level definition work are provided in [14], which is referred to in this document as the
FCL Study.
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1.2 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this document is to provide sea level rise adaption related recommendations to the ongoing
process of assessing, discussing and planning revisions for updating of the District of North Saanich (DNS),
Official Community Plan (OCP) known as “Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 1130. These recommendations
reflect the results and assessment of the findings of the Flood Study on the consequences
to the shorelines of
qu
the DNS.

T

The recommendations in this document have been developed bearing in mind
strategies,
ind the various st
objectives and recommendations outlined in existing planning documents;
to the OCP;
including
ts;; also relevant
ts
relev
O
the DNS Marine Task Force review [10], the NSCCAP report [15] and
d the CRD Regiona
Regional Growth Strategy
St
[8],
where they are specifically related to or are affected by the results of F
FCL Study.
Study.

AF

The recommended OCP policy amendments presented in this document relate to planning horizons that
accommodate a 0.5m and 1.0m rise in sea levels. The
also
he Provincial
Provincial updated guidelines recommend
r
planning for a 2 m rise in sea level, which in 2011 was
Recent science and
as estimated to occur
oc
in 2200. R
assessments suggest a 2 m sea level rise will likely
consideration and
kely occurr sooner than
th
2200; however,
howe
evaluation of recommendations for this more severe
vere scenario has been deferred until
unti the uncertainty related to
the future rate of rise in sea level can be objectively
ectively
ctively reduced.
redu

1.3 Consultation

Public consultations on the recommendations
mendations outlined in this report we
were held June 7, 2016, November 17,
2016, January 26, 2017 and October
planning, sea level rise and flood mapping.
ctober 19, 2017 on marine policy plan

D
R

Draft changes to the Official
proposed new development permit area were
al Community Plan, including a propo
presented in January 26,
consultation forums with survey and feedback
6, 201
2017 and October
ctober 19, 2017 in public
pub
pu
opportunities at both.
h. Seven
even (7) surveys
urveys were completed at the January 26, 2017 forum (100 attendees).
Twenty-one (21) feedback forms
orms were received after the October 19, 2017 public consultation (60 attendees).
The current version of this document ref
reflects the comments made during public consultations occurring prior
to the date
document.
te of the current version of the docum
doc
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2 RELATIONSHIP OF EXISTING PLANNING TO THE FCL STUDY
2.1 Introduction
The principal existing framework of planning documents that relate to the findings and issues raised by the
FCL Study, in chronological order, are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

OCP Bylaw 1130, approved in 2007 and in the process of being updated.
The DNS Marine Task Force Report, prepared in 2008
The DNS Climate Change Action Plan, prepared in 2010
2016.
The CRD Regional Growth Strategy (DRAFT version 1.5) issued in March 2

h Strategy was prepared
prep
t initial
It should be noted that of these documents, only the Regional Growth
after the
ted to climate change, sea level rise and the
release of the three Provincial guideline documents [2][3][4], related
less, all four documents contain policy
p
polic
resulting implications to British Columbia shoreline. Nevertheless,
erlap within the context of the findings of the FCL
recommendations or conclusions that have meaning or overlap
Se
Study. These areas of overlap are briefly summarized in the remainder of Section
2.

2.2 Relationship of Existing Official
ial Community
munity Plan Bylaw No. 1130 to
the FCL Study
A detailed review of the implications of the
e FCL
L Study to the current OCP Bylaw
Byla showed that many areas of
By
the Bylaw need to updated or revised to reflect the
he findings and results of tthe FCL Study. The current OCP
also needs to be updated to reflectt the outcome of the ongoing Regiona
Regional Growth Strategy process. The
affected areas are briefly summarized
clause by clause examination is provided in
marized below and a more detailed
d
cla
Section 3 of this report.
The existing OCP, dated
the Bylaw document that are affected by the
ed
d 2007, has eight (8) main areas within
with
wi
findings and results of the
e FCL Study
Study::
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ection
ction 3 relating to Environmentally
En
S
OCP Section
Sensitive
Areas
P Section 4, relating to Marine
Mari Areas
OCP
Residen
Residentia Areas
OCP Section 6, relating to Residential
OCP Section 7, relating to Commercial
Development
Comme
OCP S
Section 11,
and Servicing
11, relating
ting to Roads
Ro
OCP
CP Section 12, relating to General Development Policies
OCP Section 13, relating
relatin to Special Development Areas
OCP Section
to Development Permit Areas
ction 14, relating
rela

It should be noted thatt a brief review of the District of North Saanich Zoning Bylaw (1255) was conducted as
part of this assignment and some zones may contain elements that are influenced by the findings and results
of the FCL Study. A review and development of potential changes is deferred until implementation of the
recommendations of this document because the final form of amendments to the OCP could influence some
zones.
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2.3 Relationship of the FCL Study to the Marine Task Force Report
The Marine Task Force Report (MTFR) was prepared in 2008, after the current OCP was adopted by Council,
and following an extensive four (4) year program of consultation with the DNS community of interest. The
main focus of the process was the protection and enhancement of the economic and environmental marine
assets of the DNS. The specific objectives of the Marine Task Force (MTF) were:

T

1. Review and possibly recommend changes to permitted use and restrictions
of the current [2008]
tio
seven (7) marine zones around the North Saanich Peninsula.
2. Develop and recommend a method to inventory sensitive shoreline areas.
3. Review and assess effectiveness of existing [DNS] bylaws, policies
icies and procedures with respect to
marine foreshore developments.
4. Recommend new policies, as required, to protect marine
new marine
ne environments and rregulate ne
development, within the context of the OCP and federal and provincial regulations.
The Marine Task Force undertook extensive consultation with the community and addressed
addresse in detail key
areas of the marine related aspects of the DNS including:
g::
Current marine and foreshore uses

AF

x
x

Existing boating and (marine) transportation
tion facilities

x

The existing (2007) Official Community
components
ity
ty Plan (OCP) and marine related
re
co

x

Zoning Bylaw No. 750, 1993 (repealed)
ealed)
d)

x

Foreshore Lease Policies

x

The existing (2008) North Saanich Permitting
tting Process
Proces

x

The current and expected
outlook for the Marine Industry [in DNS]
ed future economic impact and outlo

x

North Saanich Policy
cy [marine] options
option
Marine/Foreshore
re usage and zoning
The existing Shoreline
horeline Inventory

x

Review off relevantt legislation, policies and procedures
that address, protect and/or enhance Marine
pr
and Foreshore
ore
reshore
shore habitats

D
R

x
x

Details of the key findings and recommendatio
recommendations
of the MTF are provided in the MTFR [10] and in a Staff
recommen
Reportt to Council, dated 23 September 2008.
200

The Task
sk Force work was underta
undertaken prior to the release of the Provincial Government climate change related
SLR reports
([2][3][4]),
s issued
issue in 2011 ([2]
[2][3]
[3 [4 and climate change effects or expected SLR were not explicitly
considered by the MT
MTF. There
There are
a some implications from the FCL Study findings and results that apply to the
MTFR recommendations
degrees. A summary of the recommendations and how the FCL Study
dations in varying
v
influences or affects a recommendation,
is provided in Table 2-1.
rec

Table 2-1 is ordered according to the degree to which the findings and results of the FCL Study affect the
MTFR recommendations. Four (4) MTFR recommendations are directly affected by the FCL Study results.
Ten (10) MTFR recommendations will be influenced to some degree by the FCL Study results and in most
cases the FCL Study results will inform aspects of the issues or actions that are implied by the
recommendations. As an example, the FCL Study results will likely be a consideration in the creation of plans
or options for marina expansions or in the site selection and design process for a boat ramp on the west side
of the Peninsula. The remaining six (6) MTFR recommendations, which largely relate to coordination or
liaison actions to be undertaken, are not affected by the FCL Study.
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Table 2-1: Summary of FCL Study Effects on MTFR Recommendations

MTFR

*
General Recommendation

Influence
nfluen of the FCL Study

Recommendation
Better recognize marine heritage, economic
contributions and boating interests of many of its
residents.

13

Develop a pro-active report to dealing with and
remediating water pollution issues.

14

Develop guidelines for waste management, pumpmpouts and design standards.

The FCL Study
y and
nd the proposed Co
Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

4 of this Document)
cument) is consistent with thi
this MTFR recommendation.

D
R
AF
T

1

The FCL
Study and the proposed Coastal
Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section
CL Stud
astal Flood
Flo

4 of this Document) will help to minimize the entry of pollutants into the

ters around the Pen
Peninsula as a conse
waters
consequence of flooding or coastal storm
ge.
damage.
The FCL Study a
and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

4 of this Document)
ument) are an element of the design standards that the MTF
recommended be adapted
adapt and integrated into District practices.
The
he FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

18

ls.
Review policies pertaining to seawalls.

4 of this Document) will inform adaptation strategies for waterfront land

2

Support up to a 10% expansion
sion in the current
curren
capacity of marinas.

N direct influence.
No
Any
A
ny marina expansion will need to consider the effects of SLR.

3

Discuss expansion options,
ons, land use and zoning
changes with existing marinas.
nas.

No d
No
direct influence.
Any marina expansion planning or design will need to consider the effects of
A
SLR

4

Suggestions
ns for Reconfiguration of Dee
Deep Cove
Marina.

No direct influence.
Reconfiguration concepts or design will need to consider the effects of SLR

6

Provide
ovide flexibility in dealing with rezoning requests
r
for
dry land
and stor
storage.

parc
parcels
and the design of any shoreline protection.

No direct influence.
The FCL Study and the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

4 of this Document) will inform site selection and storage yard design.
No direct influence.

7

Develop new guidelines for private
priv
docks.

8

Have District representation on the Tsehum Harbour
Commission.

No direct influence.
Tsehum Harbour Commission planning and developments will need to
conform to the OCP.

5
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MTFR

*
General Recommendation

Influence
nce of the FCL Study

Recommendation
Development of a public boat ramp on the west side
of the Peninsula.

No direct influence.
The FCL Study and
d the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

4 of this Document)
nt) will inform site s
selection and boat ramp design.
No direct influence.
uenc
The FCL Study will inform aspects of asses
assessment or design issues of the
beach access and maintenance elements of this
t
recommendation.

D
R
AF
T

10

11

Develop a consultation process to review the issues
surrounding beach access.

17

Develop policy to address the replacement of legal
non-conforming docks.

No
o direct influence..
The FCL S
Study and th
the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

4 of thiss Document
Document) will inform the replacement design.
No direct influence.
nfluence
The FCL Study
T
y and th
the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

19

Review the existing marine zones to simplify them
hem
and integrate the other MTFR recommendations.
s.

5

Keep boat shed regulations the same.

No eff
effect.

9

p
Ask Parks Canada to considerr designating parts
of
ne Park.
Par
the Saanich Inlet as a Marine

N effect.
No

12

Support for a Shoreline
e Inven
Inventory.

No e
No
effect.
This
T
his inventory was completed in 2009 and the resulting SILAS Atlas [12] will
iinform all projects around the DNS shoreline.

15

Ensure the Zoning
oning
ning Bylaw is consistent
consisten with federal
oy Regulations
Private Buoy

No effect.

16

Liaise with the Integrated Land Management
Manageme Bureau
on Foresh
Foreshore Leases.

No effect.

20

nsider a successor marine advisory
adv
g
Consider
group

No effect.

4 of this Document) will inform related zoning issues, which are outside of
the scope of this study.
study

*

Recommendations are numbered
mbered as in the Staff Report
R
to Council dated 23 September 2008 regarding implementation of the MTFR.

6
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2.4 Relationship of the North Saanich Climate Change Action Plan to
the FCL Study
The DNS Climate Change Action Plan (NSCCAP) was developed in 2010 to address Provincial government
mandated requirements to reduce community GHG emissions. The NSCCAP focused on six (6) main areas
of focus, of which, only two have any direct or indirect reference or relationship to the issues raised by the FCL
Study. These areas were:
x

Focus Area 1 – Green Building Program

x

Focus Area 6 – Recommendations for appropriate action.

T

The recommendations in Focus Area 1 clearly speak to the interests in developing sustainable
su
sustainable building
b
programs in the District of North Saanich. Although the programs considered
NSCCAP do no
not
onsidered in the NSC
specifically apply to many of the issues relating to expected sea level rise and the conseque
consequences, the focus is
relevant to the intentions of the DNS and need to adapt or at least inform developments in DNS of potential
adaptation options.

AF

The recommendations in Focus Area 6 are concerned
communities to create
d with
h densification of existing commu
mixed-use villages and providing opportunities for shared transit
nsit options that will reduce vehicle emissions.
These recommendations identify potential village
Cove, Ardmore and one
ge sites or transit centres in Deep Co
unspecified area adjacent to Bazan Bay and
is not presently
d the McTavish Interchange. The
Th District
Dist
proceeding with the mixed use village concept.
oncept.
The results of the FCL Study indicate
te these areas
s may be affected by sea
se level rise and associated
consequences.

D
R

2.5 Relationship
hip
p of the CRD Regional G
Growth Strategy to the FCL Study
The CRD’s Regional
onal Growth
th Strategy (RGS)
(
[8], issued
issue in 2016 under the auspices of the Local Government
Act, aims to develop
evelop a vision for the C
Capital Region District for 2038 that recognizes fourteen (14) provincial
goals in the
which includ
include:
e Local Government Act,
Act, whic
x Protect environmentally sensitive areas
a
x Encourage
development that supports the unique character of communities
Encou
economic developm
dev

x Minimize
settlement
associated with natural hazards.
nimize the risks to settlem
settl

To this end the
e RGS specifically
specificall undertakes to:
“...promote
e human
huma settlement that is socially, economically, and environmentally healthy and
that makes efficient
use of public facilities and services, land and other resources”.
ff

The RGS outlines a vision that includes concentration of the future population in existing urban areas, a belt of
protected green space from Saanich Inlet to Juan de Fuca around the perimeter of the metropolitan area and
an increase in the use of public transit over single occupancy automobile use. The accomplishment of this
vision at the local municipal level is achieved, by agreement, through the incorporation of the RGS objectives
and policies into local municipality Official Community Plans (OCP).

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Within the DNS, the RGS identifies, among other aspects:
x New growth opportunities in the vicinity of Tsehum Harbour and the Lochside Drive/McTavish
interchange
x Preservation of Green and Blue Space in the Tsehum Harbour water area
x Preservation of Green and Blue Space around the northwest and west shorelines of the Saanich
peninsula
en
x Reduction of development pressures on rural communities in the Saanich p
peninsula,
while still
allowing subdivision and some densification.
L Study.
Study. Some of the
th relevant RGS
These areas are all affected to varying degrees by the findings of the FCL
nclude:
nclu
de
policies that are affected by the findings and results of the FCL Study include:
et and around the District
Distric shorelines
shoreline
Protection of the Green/Blue belt running from Saanich Inlet
as in the
th Green/Blue belt
through col
Protection of the ecological integrity of the marine areas
belt,, throug
collaboration
and public and private land stewardship programs

x

ex
Concentration of most new growth in areas that can be effectively co
concentrated by express
bus transit
(ie: the McTavish Interchange area)

x

he incorporation
tion of appropriate
ap
engin
Protection of areas prone to flooding, or the
engineering
and planning
measures to mitigate risk.

AF

T

x
x

D
R

s report are intended to assist in
i conforming to the RGS policies
The measures outlined in the remainder of this
outlined above.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MARINE POLICIES TO
ACCOMMODATE EXPECTED SEA LEVEL RISE
The implementation of marine policies that reflect or anticipate expected sea level rise depends on a number
of factors that are inter-related as described below. One of the most important factors is determining what
SLR scenario to plan for and specifically, what scenario is relevant to the issues addressed by the proposed
marine policies.

T

re being
bein actively
active conducted by the
A number of ongoing studies relevant to the future expected pace of SLR are
dies are showing
s
global science community. Ongoing updates of the findings of these studies
that the rate of SLR
is increasing faster than initially estimated. It is very possible that 0.5m
.5m and 1.0m of SLR may be seen as
early as 2030 and 2070, respectively. Further measurement of air,
r, surface and ocean ttemperature
temperatures, melting
rates of global ice sheets and the rise of sea level over the coming years will lead to a more
clear
m
understanding of the likely pace of sea level rise. In the meantime,
implementing new
antime, it is necessary to begin imple
imp
marine policies in order to minimize risks and damage associated
sociated with SLR
sociate
LR and
a coastal flooding
floodin
din events.

AF

The recommended amendments for the upcoming
current OCP relate to a planning
ng amendments
dments to the
t
horizon that accommodates a 0.5m and 1.0m rise in sea levels. Im
Implementation of these policies should
reflect these scenarios by applying, as a starting
Study [14].
rting
ing point, the FCLs from the recent FCL
F

3.1 Available Tools

Literature on climate change frequently
uently
ently refers to a quartet of adaptatio
adaptation strategies which can be summarized
as follows:
Protect –building
g protective structures specifically
specificall for protecting private and public assets. Protection
approaches and
the coastline with sea dikes, seawalls or
nd designs may be “hard” (e.g. by armouring
a
riprap revetments)
or augmenting storm berms, dunes, beaches and
etments)
ts) or “soft” (e.g. by constructing
constructi
marshes).
s
s).

D
R

x

x

Accommodate
land-based
structures and activities to tolerate flooding and inundation.
ommodate –adapting
–adapting lan
land
-based str

x

Retrea – a strategic
rategic decision to wit
Retreat
withdraw, relocate or abandon public or private assets that are at
risk of being impacted by coastal hazards.
h

x

Avoid – not developing
Avoi
ing in
i area
areas considered at moderate to high risk to a hazard.

epth definition of each strategy
s
A more in-depth
is available in [2].
ppropriate strategies
stra
str
In reality, the appropriate
can only be chosen after the exposure to sea level rise related flooding
ood, the specific vulnerabilities of exposed areas are defined, and the consequences are
hazards is understood,
understood. The appropriate strategy will depend on individual situations, exposure, resources, relevant time
frames and immediate needs and concerns, and are best evaluated and chosen on a site by site and
individual by individual basis. The results and findings of the FCL Study are a starting point for this evaluation
process. The following parts of Section 3 provide a summary of changes to the existing OCP that are
recommended to respond to and anticipate the implications of the FCL Study.
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3.2 Recommended Changes to the OCP
This section reviews specific parts of the current OCP Bylaw No. 1130 (OCP), which are affected by SLR and
the findings and results of the FCL Study. For each of these parts, the following are identified:
x

Current OCP Policy Number that is affected by the FCL Study.

x

Existing text of the affected current OCP Policy.

x

Evaluation of the current policy, and explanation why there is a need to amend
men the policy.

x

Recommended text to allow for SLR planning. Changes to the current text are
in yellow.
ar highlighted
h

3.2.1 OCP Sections 3 through 12

T

3.2.1.1 OCP Section 3 – Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Area
The intent of the policies listed in this section is to provide
de guid
guidance
guidance::

AF

“...to ensure that future land and waterfront development is compatible
with the
com
th physical nature,
resources and limitations of the land base, and growth
level of protection
wth is planned
planne to ensure a high
h
for the environment” [9].

D
R

The FCL Study findings and results have
ve no direct effect on the intent of the current policies presented in
Section 3 of the current OCP. However,
recognized worldwide that environmentally
ver, it is increasingly being recogniz
recognize
sensitive areas, such as tidal marshes
provide valuable service in reducing wave
arshes or beach areas can provid
related effects to the adjacent shorelines. Enhancement of environ
environmentally sensitive areas, in appropriate
manner, can be of value when
en Protect or Accommoda
Accommodate options are selected by a community. In particular
enhancement of the wave
ave energy absorbing features
feature of a shoreline can assist in building resilience for
existing shoreline treatments.
to this section of the OCP are summarized
eatments. The recommended changes
chang
cha
below in Table 3-1..

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Table 3-1: “Recommendations to Policies - 3.1"
3.0 Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Policy 3.1

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Recognize ecologically sensitive areas by identifying and
conserving special wildlife, plant and marine shore environments
(such as pocket beaches) in their natural state. These are outlined
on Schedule G and identified through the various development
permit requirements.

It is generally recognized that ecologically sensitive areas, such as
pocket beaches and inter-tidal marshes and related marine
vegetation can be beneficially used to
t build resilience capabilities
along the shoreline to absorb
storm related wave
rb and modify
m
energy.

D
R
AF
T

hange to this section
sectio of Bylaw 11
This suggested change
1130 is intended to
e of these areas in such
suc a fashion where
wh
allow this the use
it can be
justified.

Recommended Policy
olicy

Recognize ecologically sensitive areas by identifying and conserving special
cial wildlife, plant and marine shore environm
environments (such as pocket
beaches or the Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary) in their natural
rall state
state.. Environmentally
entally Sensitive
S
Areas are outlined on Schedule G
and identified through the various development permit requirements.
ts. Modifications
dification to
o Environmentally
Enviro
Sensitive Areas that assist in
building resilience to the effects of sea level rise will be permitted.

3.2.1.2 OCP Section 4 – Marine
ne Areas
eas

Section 4 of the OCP provides
s guidance for the allocation of use
uses in the foreshore. The purpose of the
policies in this section of the
to
protection of marine resources and reconcile
e OCP is intended
int
o allow for the pr
the demands for the use and conservation of marine areas. Marine Areas are defined as all “areas of the
District foreshore extending
ending 300m from tthe shore” [9].
[9].
The implications of the
below.
e FCL Study to Section 4 are summarized
su

OCP Section
ction 4.1 – General
neral Marine
M
Poli
Policies

This
his section of the OCP provides general
gener policies applicable to the marine areas as a whole.
gene
he FCL Study has no implications
mplic
The
to the current policies presented in Section 4.1. As a result, there are
commended amendments
amendme
no recommended
to these general policies.

OCP Section
ion 4.2 – Sho
Shoreline Components

This section of the OCP groups the DNS shoreline into four main types of shores and various objectives
and policies are prescribed for each of the four shoreline type. The implications of the FCL Study and
recommended amendments or changes are summarized below in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Recommendations to “Shoreline Components – Rocky Shores” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Rocky Shores
Policy 4.2.1

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

To preserve the natural appearance of the rocky shoreline, no
buildings or structures, or soil removal or deposit should be
permitted within a minimum of 15 metres of the high water mark,
except where it can be demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction
that a lesser distance is acceptable.

Rocky shores exist around the shoreline of the DNS in areas where
coastal flooding is expected due to SLR. In some cases low lying
bedrock outcrops at the toe of steep coastal bluffs, which will
d to sea level rise or wave effects. The
eventually become exposed
oding,, er
oding
erosion and consequential
c
risk or magnitude of flooding,
land
vely reduced by proper de
sliding can be effectively
design and
oastal structures at the shoreline, including
construction of coastal
e existing or legal shoreline
shorelin boundary. The existing
seaward of the
s not allow this adaptation approach.
appro
policy does

T

Current Policy

D
R
AF

The recommended policy change shown below iis intended to allow
or appropriate
appro
ks within
wit
ck along
a
for
works
the 15 m setback
rocky
shorelin , if they
shorelines
ey have the specific purpose of limiting or reducing
shorelines,
with coastal flooding
the risk associated w
flooding.

Recommended
ommended Policy
licy

To preserve the natural appearance of the rocky shoreline,
ne,
e, no buildings or structures, or so
soil removal o
or deposit should be permitted within
a minimum of 15 metres of the future estimated high water
er mark, except where it can be demo
demonstra
demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that a
lesser distance is acceptable, or where works are intended and designed to both preserve the shoreline
s
character and limit coastal floodrelated effects.
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Table 3-3: Recommendations to “Shoreline Components – Beach Shores – Drift Sector Beaches” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Beach Shores – Drift Sector Beaches
Policy 4.2.2
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 4.2.3
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy ar
are recommended.
Policy 4.2.4

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation
Explan
of Need
N
for Change
Drift sector beaches exist around the shoreline of the DNS in areas
ooding is expected due
d to SLR. Th
where coastal flooding
The risk or
pr
magnitude off flooding can be effectively reduced by proper
design
ruction or maintenance off beaches
beache at the sho
and construction
shoreline,
ng seaward
seaw
gal shoreline
shore
b
including
of the existing or legal
boundary. The
sting policy does not allow this adaptation approach.
app
existing

D
R
AF
T

Due to active erosion of Class 2 and 3 beaches, building
prohibitions and soil deposit and removal restrictions shall be
placed over lands within a 15 metre horizontal distance of the
natural boundary adjoining beach shores, except where it can be
demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that a lesser distance is
acceptable.

pol
change shown b
The recommended policy
below is intended to allow
work within the 15 m setback
s
for appropriate works
along shorelines of
ctor beaches
beac
drift sector
if they have the specific purpose of limiting or
he risk associated
as
reducing the
with coastal flooding.

Recommended Policy

Due to active erosion of Class 2 and 3 beaches, building prohibitions
ohibitions and soil deposit and remo
removal restrictions shall be placed over lands
within a 15 metre horizontal distance of the future estimated natural boundary adjoining beach
bea shores, except where it can be
be
demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that
hat
at a lesser distance is acceptable,
acceptab or where
re works are intended and designed to preserve the
shoreline character and limit coastal flood-related
od-related effects.
effe .
Policy 4.2.5

There are no implications
mplications from the FCL
FC Study,
Study, therefore
efore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
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Table 3-4: Recommendations to “Shoreline Components – Beach Shores – Pocket Beaches” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Beach Shores – Pocket Beaches
Policy 4.2.6

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Building prohibitions and soil removal and fill restrictions shall be
placed on lands within 15 metres horizontal distance landward of
the high water mark adjacent to Class 2 or Pocket Beaches except
where it can be demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that a
lesser distance is satisfactory.

Pocket beaches exist around the shoreline of the DNS in areas
where coastal flooding is expected due to SLR. The risk or
magnitude of flooding can be effectively
reduced by proper design
effectiv
and construction or maintenance
beaches at the shoreline,
nance of
o bea
e existing
existin or legal sh
including seaward of the
shoreline boundary. The
a
existing policy does not allow this adaptation approach.

T

nded policy change show
shown below is inte
The recommended
intended to allow
riate works
wo
5 m setback
setb
sho
for appropriate
within the 15
along shorelines
of
ific purpose
purpo of limiting
li
pocket beaches if they have the specific
or
cing the risk associated with coastal flooding.
flooding
reducing

Recommended
ded Policy
Po

R
AF

Building prohibitions and soil removal and fill restrictions shall be placed
laced on lands within 15 metres
m
horizontal distance
dis
landward of the high
future estimated water mark adjacent to Class 2 or Pocket Beaches
ches except where it can b
be demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that
a lesser distance is satisfactory, or where works are intended and designed to preserve
reserve the shoreline character and limit coastal floodrelated effects.
Policy 4.2.7

There are no implications from the FCL Study,
Study
dy,, therefore no changes to the O
OCP Policy are recommended.
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Table 3-5: Recommendations to “Shoreline Components – Mudflats, March and Delta Shores” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Mudflats, Marsh and Delta Shores
Policy 4.2.8
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 4.2.9

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation
at
of Need for Change
Shorelines composed of mudflats,
dflats, marshes,
mars
m
or deltas have high
ecological value and provide
wave
vide valuable
valu
wav energy absorption
services. Some properties
to these shorelines
are
erties adjacent
adja
s
expected to experience
due to SLR.
Specific
ence coastal flooding
floo
S
n these properties can be taken to re
measures within
reduce the
potential negative
gative effects of flooding. The existing policy
polic
discourages
ges development of these properties,
properties which may
m hinder
the properties’
roperties’ opportunity to apply adaptation measures.
mea
m

D
R
AF
T

Development immediately adjacent to a mudflat, marsh or delta
area is discouraged.

As of 2
areas adjacent to a
2016, DNS has no plans to rezone are
mudflat,
recommended policy change is
udflat, marsh, or de
delta The recommen
ded to provide opportunities related
relat to development of these
intended
es for the specific purpose of reducing the negative impacts
properties
of flooding.

Recommended Policy
Po

Development immediately adjacent to a mudflat,, marsh or delta
elta area is discouraged. Conside
Consideration will be given to developments than
enhance ecological values or include measures to limit or reduce
uce coastal floo
flood-related
elated effects
effe
while preserving the shoreline character.

3.2.1.3 OCP Section
tion 6 – Residential
den

By law, the OCP is required
ed to plan for and meet the ant
anticipated housing needs for the DNS for at least five
years. The aim off the policies provided
provide in Section 6 of the OCP is to maintain and generate a range of parcel
sizes to “support
development, in addition to supporting hobby farm and
pport low and medium density
dens residential
residen
other rural
areas” [9].
al activities adjacent to agricultural
agricultura are

Section
on 6 refers to the land use designations
designatio on Schedule B of the OCP, which forms a general guide to future
S
land use and density. The FCL Study
has identified areas along the DNS shoreline that are directly and
indirectly affected
fected
fecte
d by
b 0.5 and
d 1m of SLR. Of specific concern are two areas currently zoned as multi-family
residential that fall within the SL
SLR affected areas:
Area East of McDonald
Campground in the Tsehum Harbour area
nald Ca
Area by McTavish Road & Lochside Drive

To address the potential risks associated with coastal flooding, it is recommended that DNS:
Create Special Development Areas for these two sites so that future developments better suit the
neighbourhood and particular properties.
Future development within these two new Special Development Areas can be informed by the
provisions of the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document).
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Other implications from the FCL Study, which relate to Special Development Area policies, are presented in
Section 3.2.2. The following amendments, specifically, for OCP Section 6 are outlined in Table 3-6 below.
Table 3-6: Recommendations to “Residential” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Residential
Policy 6.1
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 6.2

Evaluation and Explanation
Explan
of Need
N
for Change

To ensure that residential developments are compatible with the
physical site conditions of slope, soil types and drainage patterns,
and that natural features such as views, tree cover and variety in
terrain are retained and enhanced, the siting of buildings, roads
and utilities shall be accomplished in a manner which maintains
any sensitive natural areas of the site and preserves the natural
landscape.

There are low-lying areas
eas within the DNS where the FCL
F
is greater than the
cond
parcel elevation. In some properties, p
physical site conditions
and natural
drainage patterns
run-off
ns may encourage run
run-off fr
from coastal wave effects to either
converge
lower lying
ge around a habitable structure, or migrate to a low
neighbouring property.
The FCL
CL Stud
Study has identified areas that are suscepti
susceptible to coastal flooding.
The
e sentence appended to the end of the current policy
polic is intended to allow
for works requiring landscape alteration for the purpose
of reducing the
p
effects of coastal flooding.
flooding Landscape alteration
alteratio should be designed such
that ground surface
surfaces slope away from structures,
and should also be
str
designed
gned discourage
discoura the migration of water
wa onto neighbouring properties.
The purpose
for a parcel owner to alter his/her
ose of this amendment is to allow
a
landscape
as an
la
a adaptation option.
The phrase “...does not negativ
negatively impact...” is included to make the policy
more co
consistent with its original intent.
con

D
R
AF

T

Current Policy

Recommended
commended Policy

To ensure that residential developments are compatible with the physical site conditio
conditions of slope, soil types and drainage patterns, and
that natural features such as views, tree
and enhanced, the siting of buildings, roads and utilities
ee cover and variety in terrain are retained an
shall be accomplished in a manner
nner which
wh
does
oes not negatively affect
affe sensitive
sensitiv natural areas of the site and, preserves the natural
landscape. An exception
tion for slope alteration will be allowed if it is designed to help reduce effects of coastal flooding.
Policy 6.3
6 through
ough Policy 6.6

There are
re no implications
plications from the FCL Study,
Study, therefo
therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 6.7

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

To encourage
rage innovative housing and subdivision desig
designs
des
such as
detached
for sloped
ed clustered residential developments, particularly
particu
flexi
upland areas, the District will provide flexibility
in regulatory bylaws.
Secti
S
Amenity bonusing, in compliance with Section
904 of the Local
ct, will be supported in certain
certa areas if site conditions
cer
Government Act,
thi
th
warrant, in order to, amongst other things,
preserve open space,
environmen
natural tree cover and environmentally
sensitive areas, leaving
slopes u
unaltered.

This amendment reflects an update of reference from Local
Government Act (LGA) Section 904 to LGA Section 482. This
update is necessary as LGA Section 482 supersedes LGA Section
904.

Recommended Policy

To encourage innovative housing and subdivision designs such as detached clustered residential developments, particularly for sloped
upland areas, the District will provide flexibility in regulatory bylaws. Amenity bonusing, in compliance with Section 482 of the Local
Government Act, will be supported in certain areas if site conditions warrant, in order to, amongst other things, preserve open space,
natural tree cover and environmentally sensitive areas, leaving slopes unaltered
Policy 6.8 through Policy 6.12
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
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Some further recommended amendments to the OCP, independent of the implications from the FCL Study,
include amending OCP Schedule B Map and/or Zoning Bylaw No. 1255 Schedule A Map to resolve
inconsistencies between the two documents.
The purpose of this amendment is to provide clarification to the overlap between OCP land designation for
residential areas, and Zoning Bylaws for family residential and multi-family residential zones.

3.2.1.4 OCP Section 7 – Commercial Development
Commercial Development is a relatively minor aspect of the DNS land use pattern.
attern. DNS does
d
not intend to
neighbouring municipalities,
municip
create heavy commercial development, as these are already available in neighbour
and is
not consistent with the RGS (Section 2.2).

D
R
AF

T

Areas designated as commercial and marine commercial as identified
OCP, are
tified in Schedule B Map o
of the OCP
s, BC Ferries’ Swartz Bay Terminal,
Termi
a the
generally waterfront properties, and consists mainly of marinas,
and
e no implications to the policy statem
Institute of Ocean Sciences. Results of the FCL Study have
statements provided
th
commercia areas will be
for either land-based or marine-based commercial uses.. However, most of these
commercial
oposed the proposed
pro
Coastal Flooding Mitigation
affected by expected future sea levels and therefore the proposed
Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document) will apply, or inform future development
areas.
develop
in these a
wi tend to
t rise as sea levels rise, or
Existing elements of commercial and marine commercial developments will
mmodate sea level rise. This ma
m
as land based elements are modified to accommodate
may create changes to existing
ended changes to this sect
access or views from adjacent areas. Recommended
section of the OCP are summarized
below in Table 3-7.

DEVELOPM
DE
Table 3-7: Recommendations to "7.0 COMMERICAL DEVELOPMENT"
7.0 Commercial
7
cial Development
D

Land Based Commercial and Marine-Bas
Marine-Based Co
Commercial Use – Policy 7.9 and Policy 7.15

Currentt Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Buildings used forr commercial use must be bu
buffered from adjacent
adjac
rural and residential uses.

As sea levels rise and a need to protect upland development from
the implications of sea level rise emerges, water based commercial
uses will likely adapt development to allow activities close to the
water while protecting non essential water based activities (for
instance offices or parking) behind protection options – floodwalls
or sea dikes. Access to or views of related water bodies may be
affected.
Design options of this type are recognized and permitted in the
Professional Practice Guidelines – Legislated Flood Assessments
in a Changing Climate in BC, Appendix G24.

Recommended Policy

Buildings or structures used for commercial use must be buffered from adjacent rural and residential uses and should preserve access and
views from adjacent rural and adjacent uses.
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3.2.1.5 OCP Section 8 – Light Industry
The municipality accommodates some light industry which may be located on or adjacent to the District
shorelines.
Existing elements of light industry developments will tend to rise as sea levels rise, or as land based
elements are modified to accommodate sea level rise. This may create changes to existing access or
CP are summarized below in
views from adjacent areas. Recommended changes to this section of the OCP
Table 3-8.
Table 3-8: Recommendations to "8.0 LIGHT INDUSTRY"
TRY"

D
R
AF
T

8.0 Light Industry Development
Policy 8.5

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for
fo Change

Buildings used for industrial use must be buffered from adjacent
rural and residential uses.

As sea levels rise and a need to protect upland development from
the implications of sea llevel rise emerges, w
water based industrial
uses
es will likely adapt development to allow
allo activities close to the
prote
water while protecting
non essential water based activities (for
instance offices or parking) behin
behind protection options – floodwalls
or sea dikes. Access to or vie
views of related water bodies may be
affect
affected.
Design options of th
this type are recognized and permitted in the
thi
Prac
Professional Practice
Guidelines – Legislated Flood Assessments
in a Changing Climate in BC, Appendix G24.

Recommended
mend Polic
Policy

Buildings or structures used forr industrial
indust
use must
st be buffered from adjacent
adja
adjacen rural and residential uses and should preserve access and
views from adjacent rural and
d adjacent
adjace uses.

3.2.1.6
6 OCP Section 11 – Roads
Roa and Servicing

The
e FCL Study has shown
own that two portions
p
along the existing main arterial transportation routes in the
S; along the Patricia Bay
ay Highway
Highwa
H
DNS;
at Tsehum Harbour and the intersection with McTavish Drive and the
n portion of Lochside Driv
D
southern
Drive may be affected by coastal storm wave-related effects.

Portions of West Saanich R
Road, where it is currently protected by a public walkway (Scoter Trail), are also
ened. This
Th area was identified as an area of concern in the MTFR.
indirectly threatened.
The implications of the FCL Study and recommended amendments specific to OCP Section 11 are
summarized in Table 3-9 below.
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Table 3-9: Recommendations to “Roads and Servicing” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
Roads and Servicing
Policy 11.1

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

At the date of adoption of this plan, no new major roads are
planned for the District with the exception of those shown on
Schedule D. No phasing of any major roads is planned.

The FCL Study has identified areas
reas that may either be directly or
indirectly affected by coastall storm wave-related
effects. To reduce
wav
the potential negative impact
should
pact on roads, developments
dev
consider the implications
outlined in the proposed
ons of the measures outl
4 of this
th Document)
(
Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

D
R
AF
T

mended change to the existing policy mandates
manda
The recommended
eveloper to consider the effects of se
owner/developer
sea level ris
rise as
med by the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Mitig
Mitigat
informed
Bylaw
(Section
Section 4 of this Document).
Document)
cum
.

Recommended
nded
ded Policy
Poli

At the date of adoption of this plan, no new major roads are planned
nned for the District with th
the exception of those shown on Schedule D. No
phasing of any major roads is planned. Developments shall take into consideration
ation expected
exp
sea level rise for the placement and
construction of roads.
Policy 11.2

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

The proposed network of bicycle paths is shown
own on Schedule D.

The recommended change to the existing policy requires
owner/developer
to consider the effects of sea level rise through
ow
owner/develope
o the draft DPA 9.
adherence of

Recommended
mende Policy
Po

The proposed network of bicycle
cycle
ycle paths is shown on Schedule D. Developments
velop
shall take into consideration expected sea level rise for
the placement and construction
n of bicycle paths.
Policy 11.3

Current Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

The areas that
hat have received servicing are identified on S
Schedule
E. No major expansions of municipal services are planned.
There
pla
expan
side the
th North Saanich
will be no expansion
of services outside
safet or agricultural support
Servicing Area except for health, fire safety,
reasons.

To reduce the potential negative impact on services, it may be
necessary to allow for works related to sea level rise adaptation.
The recommended amendment to the policy allows for expansion
and/or works related to sea level rise adaptation.

Recommended Policy

The areas that have received
ceived servi
servicing are identified on Schedule E. No major expansions of municipal services are planned. There will
be no expansion of services
es outside
out
the North Saanich Servicing Area except for health, fire safety, or agricultural support, or sea level rise
adaptation reasons.

3.2.1.7 OCP Section 12 – General Development Policies
The policies presented in Section 12 of the OCP are applicable to all land use designations. Table 3-10
summarizes the amendments that are recommended to this part of the current OCP so that it becomes
consistent with the findings and results of the FCL Study.
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Table 3-10: Recommendations to “General Development Policies” in OCP Bylaw No. 1130
General Development Policies
Policy 12.1

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

Development must be consistent with the goals and objectives of
the Plan.

The purpose of this amendment is to provide recognition of the
coastal flood-affected areas, and to enable the parcel owner to act
on reducing the risks associated
ed with coastal flood-affected areas.

Recommended Text
Development must be consistent with the goals and objectives of the Plan. Development shallll conside
consider expected coastal flooding,
incorporate appropriate adaptation measures and conform with the proposed Coastal Flood
od Mitigation Bylaw.
Byla

D
R
AF
T

Policy 12.2
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes
nges to the OCP Policy are recomm
recommended.

Policy 12.3

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation
E
of Need
Nee
ee for Change

Development should be consistent with the retention of the visual
landscape of natural areas, especially on or near the waterfront,
hilltops and ridges.

Some
ome properties within
withi the DNS are locat
located in areas where coastal
flooding
ing is expected
expecte due to SLR. The risk or magnitude of the
effects of SLR ca
adopting site-specific adaptation
can be reduced by a
measures.
The recommended policy change is intended to allow for
appropriate
ppropriate works with the specific purpose of limiting or reducing
the risk and damag
damage associated with coastal flooding.

Recommended
ommend Text

Development should be consistent with the retention
retention
ion of the visual landscape
lands
of n
natural areas, especially on or near the waterfront, hilltops
and ridges. Flexibility will be given
ven to development that incorporates ada
adaptation measures that reduce the risk or damage associated with
the effects of coastal flooding..
Policy 12.4 and 12.5

There
re are no implications
ations from the FCL Study, the
therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.

Policy 12.6

Current
ent Pol
Policy

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

No development
elopment or site alteration shall be permitted on a wetland, a
riparian area
in this bylaw for
rea or within the buffer zone specified
spe
wetlands and
permitted by law.
d riparian areas, except as pe
permit

These areas, where exposed to the threat of future coastal flooding
related to sea level rise, will likely become inundated resulting in
coastal squeeze and loss of important wetland or riparian habitat.
A sea level rise setback should be placed around these areas to
maintain the objectives of the RGS to “…maintain and conserve
Regional Green/Blue spaces on public and private lands…”.

Recommended Text

No development or site alteration shall be permitted on a wetland, a riparian area or within the buffer zone or related or a floodplain
setback, specified in this bylaw for wetlands and riparian areas, except as permitted by law and if they are a necessary sea level rise
adaptation measure.
Policy 12.7 through 12.13
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
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3.2.2 OCP Section 13 - Special Development Areas
The current OCP identifies 6 areas within the DNS as Special Development Areas with the intention of
recognizing these areas should be developed in an innovative manner that provides greater flexibility and
enables development in a manner that best suits the area and the properties within the area. These six (6)
areas are:
x

Site 1 – Canoe Cove Marina
Site 2 – East Saanich/Cresswell (Adjacent to Dean Park Estates)
Site 3 – Baldwin Property

x

Site 4 – Deep Cove Chalet

x

Site 5 – Queen Mary Bay

x

Site 6 – 9344 Ardmore Drive site

T

x
x

Four of these area; Sites 1, 4, 5, and 6, are located on the
e waterfront
wate
and will be affected
fected by
b SLR. Sites 2
and 3 are located inland and not affected by sea level rise.

AF

The four (4) SLR affected areas require some
of the OCP as
e modifications
difications to the
th current sections
secti
documented further below.
The results of the FCL Study have also shown
hown tha
that two other specific areas of the DNS will be significantly
erms
s these are:
affected by sea level rise. In general terms
x

The Tsehum Harbour area
a

x

The shoreline and adjacent
jacent areas Lochside Drive
Driv and the McTavish Interchange.

D
R

These areas should be added to the designation of Special
Development Areas as the implications of sea
S
D
level rise and the related
elated effects will likely be the most
mos important and consequential within the DNS
m
boundaries. The general
eneral location of these two new areas is indicated on the attached DRAFT revised
Schedule B map
ap for the
e existing OCP Bylaw 1130, as
a shown below in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: Draft (example) of revised OCP Bylaw 1130 Schedule B showing Special Development Areas at Tsehum Harbour and
Lochside-Mctavish
(Note: final boundaries for these two Special Development Areas to be defined in SDA process)

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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The existing 2 Special Development Area sites and the results and findings of the FCL Study are discussed
below.

3.2.2.1 OCP Section 13.1 – Special Development Area Site 1 – Canoe Cove Marina
The results of the FCL Study have no implications to the Justification or Policy
cy Statement for this special
development area (SDA). However, the FCL Study shows that this SDA
significantly affected by
DA is si
expected future sea levels. The proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation
gation Bylaw (Section 4 of this
Document) will apply in this SDA.

3.2.2.2 OCP Section 13.4 – Special Development Area
rea Site
Sit 4 – Deep
eep Cove
C
Chale
Chalet
The results of the FCL Study have no implications to the
he Justification or Policy Statement
Statemen for this SDA.
rtially affected by expected future sea
se levels and the
However, the FCL Study shows that this SDA is partially
tion
n 4 of this Document)
Docume will apply here.
he
proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section

3.2.2.3 OCP Section 13.5 – Special Development Area Site 5 – Que
Queen Mary Bay
Designating the two parcels of land at Queen
een Mary Bay as an SDA was justified
ju
for two reasons:
x

Site’s sensitive and important
ortant environmental
onmental assets,

x

An intent to increase
detached
housing clusters.
se
e density in the area by creating
cr
deta

The FCL Study shows that this
expected future sea levels, and implies that if the
this SDA
DA is affected b
by expec
densification is undertaken,
inland, away from the coastal wave-affected
dertaken, development should be sited
sit
area. Schedule B of the OCP should also be revised.
revised
Because a portion of the site is affected by ex
expected SLR, the proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Bylaw (Section
Section 4 of this Document)
Documen will apply here.
If the
e District
District allows for a mix of attached
attach and detached housing, Schedule B of the OCP must be revised
to
o reflect
refle multi-family
multi-family residential
esidential land use.

3.2.2.4
.4 OCP Section 13.6
13 – Special Development Area Site 6 – 9344 Ardmore Drive
The results of the FCL Study
S
have no implications to the Justification or Policy Statement for this SDA.
However, the FCL Study
shows that this SDA is partially affected by expected future sea levels and the
St
proposed Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw (Section 4 of this Document) will apply here.

3.2.2.5 OCP Section 13.7 – NEW - Special Development Area Site 7 – Tsehum Harbour
This area is significantly affected by the findings and results of the FCL Study. It is clear this area should
be added to the list of Special Development Areas to conform to the Provincial Government updated
guideline documents to identify Sea Level Rise Planning Areas where there is a threat of flooding due to
expected SLR as a result of ongoing climate change.
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Recommended changes to this section of the OCP are summarized below in Table 3-11.

Table 3-11: Recommendations "13 SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT AREAS"
NEW – 13.7 Tsehum Harbour

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change
This area is significantly affected
ted by the
th findings and results of the
FCL Study. It is clear this area sho
should be added to the list of
Special Development Areas to conform to the
th Provincial
Government updated
to identify
Seal Level
d guideline documents
do
id
reas where there is a threat of flooding
floo
Rise Planning Areas
due to
R as a result of ongoing climate
clim
expected SLR
change

D
R
AF
T

This SDA currently does not exist in OCP Bylaw 1130.

Recommended Text
xt

Justification:
The Tsehum Harbour area affected by future sea level rise, as delineated
eated in the proposed Bylaw 1439 – Coastal
ast Flooding
Mitigation Bylaw maps is designated as a special development area,
a, as mandated by the Provincial Guideline Memorandum
Amendment – Section 3.5 and 3.6 – Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management
nagement Guidelines
Guid
(FHALUMG) effective: 1 January
2018, for the following reasons:
a) The subject area contains significant residential,
tial, commercial,
co
light industrial
ndustria and parklands.
b) The subject area contains significant environmental
nmental values to be accommodated
accommodate in a sensitive manner and which could
be protected through innovative design.
c) The affected lands fall within the recommended
d provisions related to Sea Leve
Level Rise Planning Areas as defined in the
FHALUMG.
d) The area includes District infrastructure
rastructure including utilities, sewer,
se
roads and paths and water supply that are important to
the District.
e) The area forms the boundaries
undaries of the Shoal Harbour Migratory
Migr
Bird Sanctuary, established in 1931.
Policy Statement:
In designating these parcels
s of land as a special development area, the following planning principles shall be reflected for future
development:
a) Existing land
d uses shall continue to
t be allowed.
b) Bylaw 1439 – Coastal Flood Mitigation
Mitigat
Bylaw shall apply.
c) Development
evelopment on existing lots shall con
conform with FHALUMG.
d) The District shall engage in the developm
development of a Long Term Flood Protection Strategy as outlined in Appendix 1 of
FHALUMG.
FHA
e) The Long Term Flood Protection
Protect
Strategy shall consider the implications of policies applicable to the adjacent parcels in
Sidney,
dney, BC
BC.
The Province of BC’s Long Term Flood
Floo Projection Strategy shall consider the benefits that might be realized from active
stewardship of the Shoal Harbour Migratory
M
Bird Sanctuary that are consistent with the standing polices of the Canada Wildlife Act
and Migratory Birds Convention
onvention Act, 1994.

OCP Section 13.8 –

NEW - Special Development Area Site 8 – Lochside – McTavish

Interchange
This area is significantly affected by the findings and results of the FCL Study. It is clear this area should
be added to the list of Special Development Areas to conform to the Provincial Government updated
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guideline documents to identify Sea Level Rise Planning Areas where there is a threat of flooding due to
expected SLR as a result of ongoing climate change.
Recommended changes to this section of the OCP are summarized below in Table 3-12.

Table 3-12: Recommendations to "13 SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT AREAS"
NEW – 13.8 Lochside – McTavish Interchange

Current Text

Evaluation and
nd Explana
Explanation of Need for Change

This SDA currently does not exist in OCP Bylaw 1130.

D
R
AF
T

This area is significantly
nificantly
ificantly affected by the
th findings and results of the
FCL Study. It is clear this area should be added to the llist of
Special Development Areas to conform to the
th Provincial
Provinci
rnment updated guideline documents to identify
identi Seal Level
id
Government
se Planning Areas where there is a threat of fl
Rise
flooding due to
expected SLR as a resul
result of ongoing climate change

Recommended
mended
ed Text

Justification:
The Lochside McTavish Interchange Area affected by future
re sea level rise, as delineated iin the Bylaw 1439 – Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Bylaw maps is designated as a special development area,
a, as mandated by the Provincial Gui
Guideline Memorandum Amendment – Section
3.5 and 3.6 – Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management Guidelines (FHALUMG) effective: 1 Ja
January 2018, for the following reasons:
a)

The subject area contains significant residential, commercial,
ommercial, light industrial, par
parklands and multi-jurisdictional transportation
infrastructure.

b)

The affected lands fall within the recommended provisions related
rela
to Sea Level Rise Planning Areas as defined in the
FHALUMG.

c)

The area includes District
trict infrastructure including utilities, sew
sewer, roads and paths and water supply that are important to the
District.
Policy Statement:
In designating these parcels of land
nd as a special development area, the following planning principles shall be reflected for future
development:
a) Existing
ng land uses shall continue to be allowed.
b)

Bylaw
ylaw 1439
143 – Coastal
tal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw shall apply.

c)

Development on existing lots shall conform with FHALUMG.

d)

The District
D
shall engage in
n the development of a Long Term Flood Protection Strategy as outlined in Appendix 1 of FHALUMG.

The Long Term
erm Flood Protection Strategy shall consider the implications of policies applicable to the adjacent parcels in Sidney, BC.
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3.2.3 OCP Section 14 - Development Permit Areas
Development Permit Areas (DPA) are contained in the current OCP to cover 7 issues identified in the
version of the LGA (RSBC 1996) that existed at the time of drafting of the OCP in 2007.
These DPAs are specifically:
DPA 1: Marine Lands and Foreshore

x

Resou
DPA 2: Creeks, Wetlands Riparian Areas and Significant Waterr Resources

x

DPA 3: Sensitive Ecosystems

x

DPA 4: Steep Slopes

x

DPA 5: Commercial and Industrial

x

DPA 6: Multi-Family Dwellings

x

DPA 8 : Intensive Residential Development
ment

AF

1

T

x

2

Since 2007, the LGA has been revised and
d updated. Under section 4
488 of the latest version of the LGA ,
the number of purposes for which Development
designated is summarized below in
velopment
pment Permit Areas can be desi
d
Table 3-13.

D
R

The release of the Provincial guidelines
uidelines for climate
mate change adaptation
adaptati [2][3][4] have clearly recognized that
SLR and the related coastal
al storm effects (and related
relate river flow where appropriate) will increase existing
and create new flooding
hazard
is consistent with item b: Protection of
g hazards. This evolving flooding
flo
ha
development from hazardous
3-13.
zardous conditions in Table 33-13
13..

1

DPA 7 was re-numbered to DPA 6 in the current OCP.
Local Government Act (LGA), RSBC 2015, was made current on October 26, 2016 and contains additional issues for which a DPA can
be created.

2
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Table 3-13
(from Section 488 of LGA, RSBC 2015)
Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity;

b.

Protection of development from hazardous conditions;

c.

Protection of farming;

d.

Revitalization of an area in which a commercial use is permitted;

e.

Establishment of objectives for the form and character of intensive residential
sidential development;
d

f.

Establishment of objectives for the form and character of commercial,
ercial, industrial or multi-family
multi-family
mu
residential development;

g.

In relation to an area in a resort region, establishment of objectives for the form and character
characte of
development in the resort region;

h.

Establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation;
conserv

i.

Establishment of objectives to promote water conservation;
rvation;

j.

Establishment of objectives to promote
mote the reduction of greenhous
greenhouse gas emissions.
emissio

T

a.

AF

“

D
R

While our review of the current OCP has identified
ntified some areas of the
th existing DPAs where amendment is
th the findings and results of the FC
warranted to be consistent with
FCL Study, we originally recommended that
e FCL Study implications
ions should be concentrated in a separate and new DPA,
the relevant aspects of the
primarily to allow specific
periodically or refined independently of the
fic details of the new DPA to be reviewed
revie
existing DPAs. For instance
instance,, as the
instan
e marine environment
environmen and ecology evolve as a result of climate change,
these changes could
ould be addressed within the existing DPA 1 without affecting any specific issues related to
the coastal flooding
ooding hazard.
hazard
ard..
Specific changes recommended to the exis
existing portions of Section 14 of the current OCP, to make it
consistent
of the FCL Study are summarized below, for the remainder of
stent with the findings and result
results o
3
Section
ction 3 of this document
nt .

3.2.3.1
.1 OCP Section 14.1
14 – General Development Permit Guidelines
No changes to the guidelines
guidel
provided in Section 14.1 of the current OCP are recommended.

3

It should be noted that in the current OCP, the designation reference for the current DPAs refer to Section 919.1(1)(a) of the LGA
(RSBC 1996). These references should all be amended to reference Section 488(1)(a) of the updated LGA (RSBC 2015).
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3.2.3.2 OCP Section 14.2 – General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development
Permit

D
R

AF

T

Section 14.2 (General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit) contains 17 clauses, of
which several are affected by the results and findings of the FCL Study. These are itemized in separate
tables below for clarity.
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Table 3-14: Recommendations to “General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit”
Sections 14.2.1 a) through 14.2.1 c)
OCP Bylaw No. 1130
General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit
Policy 14.2.1 a) and b)
There are no implications from the FCL Study, therefore no changes to the OCP Policy are recommended.
Policy 14.2.1 c)

Evaluation and Explana
Explanation of Need for Change
DPA 5 and 6 pertain to commerc
commercial/industrial a
and multi-family
ly. A number of are
areas designated under these
areas, respectively.
reas where coastal flooding
floodi is expected due to SLR.
DPAs are in areas

T

Current Text

sting policy exempts the requirement for
f a DP for accessory
The existing
0.6 ft2)),, in
including; additions
ctures le
structures
less than or equal to 40m2 (430.6
o commercial and indust
industrial buildings, garden
en sheds and tool
to
sheds.. Additions to commercial
sheds
com
indust
and industrial
buildings tend to
become
come permanent fixtures to an existin
existing permanent structure.
Providing
ing exemption
exemp
to these additio
additions while knowing that the
may be a potential liability
parcel will eventually
eventua experience flooding
f
issue.

D
R
AF

…in Development Permit Areas, No. 5 and No. 6, for the
construction of fencing and structures less than or equal to 40 m2
(430.6 ft2) which are accessory to an existing principal structure.
Such accessory structures may include the following:
- Additions to commercial and industrial buildings
- Gazebos
- Garden sheds
- Tool sheds
- Decks

commercial and industrial buildings, garden sheds and
Additions to commercia
tool sheds also tend to contain hazardous or toxic substances (ie:
chemicals, fertilizer
fertiliz and fuel) or goods sensitive to flooding. If
fflooded, these types of substances and materials pose an
environmental risk to the marine and shoreline environment.
environme
The recommended policy change removes these exemptions and
Th
e
eliminates a liability that may arise.

Recommended
Recomm
comm
Text

…in Developmentt Permit Areas, No. 5 and No. 6, for the const
construction of fencing and accessory structures less than or equal to 40 m2
(430.6 ft2), which
ich are accessory to an existing principal
prin
struc
structure. Such accessory structures may include the following:
- Additions
ns to commercial and industrial buildings
- Gazebos
ebos
- Garden
en sheds
shed
- Tool sheds
eds
- Decks
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Table 3-15: Recommendations to “General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit”
Sections 14.2.1 d) through 14.2.1 e)
OCP Bylaw No. 1130
General Exemptions from Requirements for a Development Permit
Policy 14.2.1 d)

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation
natio of Need for Change

...in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for changes to
the height of an existing building, including the addition of another
storey, providing there is no increase in the building footprint;

Portions of a land parcel within
ithin DPA
DP 1, 2,
2 3 and 4 may be located
in areas where coastal flooding due to SLR is expected.

D
R
AF
T

Changing the height
is a development
that
ght of an existing building
b
de
involves substantial
tantial works. This type of
o development implies an
increase off the structure’s overall service life,
which could
l
cou extend to
presen . It is in
present
i the interest
a time when 0.5m SLR or 1.0m SLR is present.
ow
m required
requi
require FCLs to reduce
for parcel owners
to consider the minimum
he potential risk and damage associated with coastal flooding.
the

maintains the flexibility of a
The
e recommended policy
p
change maint
parcel owner to add
a an additional storey
sto
but encourages parcel
owners to consider
conside the implications
implication of FCLs.

Recommended Text
Recommend

…in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for changes
ges to the height of an existing buildi
building, including the addition of another storey,
except as defined in the proposed Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
Bylaw
Policy 14.2.1 e)

Current Policy
olicy

Evalua
Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

…in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for structures
s
which are 10 m2 (107 ft2) or less
ss in size providing they are sited
more than 15 metres from a natural marine shoreline;

S
a
Some
areas
within the designated DPA 1, 2, 3 and 4 are located in
areas
ar
area
where coastal flooding due to SLR is expected.
Structures such as a garden/tool sheds, gazebos, etc. are
examples of typical structures with a footprint of roughly 10m2 or
less. These buildings may or may not be temporary, and may be
affected by the 0.5m and 1.0m SLR.

The current policy exempts a development permit only if the
structure is sited inland of the setback identified in DPA 1 (i.e.
15m). With the introduction of the new Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Bylaw, the recommended policy change requires the structure to be
sited inland of the setbacks related to the future estimated natural
boundary, in order to limit the potential risk and damages
associated with coastal flooding.

Recommended Policy

...in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for structures which are 10 m2 (107 ft2) or less in size providing they are sited inland of
future estimated natural boundary.
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Table 3-16: Recommendations to “General Exemptions from Requirement for a Development Permit”
Sections 14.2.1 f) through 14.2.1 q)
OCP Bylaw No. 1130
General Exemptions from Requirements for a Development Permit
Policy 14.2.1 f)

Current Text

Evaluation and Explanation
natio of Need for Change

…emergency works including tree cutting necessary to remove an
immediate danger or hazard;

Section 14.11 defines "development"
elopment" to include "flood protection
elopme
works".

D
R
AF
T

The current policy
cutting for the pu
purpose of
y considers tree cu
removing immediate
mediate danger or hazard as
a a type of “emergency
“e
works”. Along
protection
ong the same lines, if an exemp
exemption to flood p
or the purpose of removing immediate danger or hazard is
works for
re
not provided, it will not be possible to prevent or reduce
damage
rom effects of SLR.
from
The
provides the parcel owner the
e recommended policy
p
change provid
ty to, take measures (for example,
exam
flexibility
sandbag his/her property
expecte high tide storm
stor event in order) to reduce
before an expected
mage that
tha could result
re
potential damage
from coastal floods.

Recommended Tex
Text

...emergency works including tree cutting or temporary coastal
tal flood-related
flo
ated mitigation measures
mea
necessary to remove an immediate
danger or hazard;
Policy 14.2.1 g) through p)

There are no implications
cations from the FCL Study,
Study, therefore
erefor no changes
chan
to the OCP Policy are recommended.

Policy 14.2.1 q)

Current
ent Tex
Text

Evaluation and Explanation of Need for Change

...in Development Permit
ermit Area 8, for the cons
construction or alteration
alteratio of
a single family residential dwelling, except that th
this exemption does
not apply to any parcel having an area equal to or less
le than
tha five
hundred square metres and created by a plan of subdivision
subdi
subd
red in the Land Title Office after September 8
registered
8, 2014.

The land areas covered by DPA 8 include the proposed Special
Development Area Site 7 (Tsehum Harbour) and draft Special
Development Area Site 8 (Lochside-McTavish). These areas will
be significantly affected by the effects of SLR.
The recommended change in this policy is intended to ensure that
any development, regardless of size is subject to the proposed
Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.

Recommended Text

in Development Permit Area
rea 8, fo
rea
for the construction or alteration of a single family residential dwelling, this exemption does not apply to any
parcel having an area equal to or less than five hundred square meters and created by a plan of subdivision registered in the Land Title
office after September 8, 2014, however the proposed Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw does apply .
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Recommended changes to specific existing Development Permit Areas in the OCP are discussed below.

3.2.3.3 OCP Section 14.3 – DPA#1 – Development Permit Area No. 1 – Marine Uplands
and Foreshore
This DPA is intended to regulate development along the shoreline, foreshore and uplands to provide longterm protection for the ecological values of those areas. The applicable area includes the area extending
trict..
trict
15 m inland from the high water mark, around the entire shoreline of the District.

AF

T

ove inla
inland
As sea levels rises, the reference datum “the high water mark”, will move
inland.. The actual meaning of
“high water mark is not defined in the current OCP; however, it shares a conceptual basis with the
4
ence
nce datum “the high
h
water mark”
m
is also
“natural boundary” as referenced in the Land Act. The reference
indirectly counter referenced in Section 14.2.1 e) of the current
rrent OCP as “a natural
natura marine shoreline”,
s
which is also consistent with the “natural boundary”. All three terms are difficult to interpret
in the field
int
when shoreline protection, which eliminates both a “natural
marine shoreline”
natural boundary” and “a natural ma
has been constructed and are impossible to identify
looking into the future when sea level
ntify
tify or define lookin
occurs and the shoreline adjusts in response to
corresponding action of the
o the rising sea level and the corresp
water.
For clarity and consistency, it is recommended
mmended that the terms “high
“hi
water mark” and “natural marine
shoreline” are replaced by the term
as defined in the Provincial
m “estimated
stimated future natural boundary
boundar
bound
Guideline document [3]”. This amendment
endmentt will make DPA 1 consistent with the amendments to Provincial
Guideline documents [2] through
below.
gh [6], which are discussed in more detail
d

3.2.3.4 OCP Section 14.4 – DPA#2
DPA# – Development
evelo
P
Permit Area No. 2 – Creeks, Wetlands,
Riparian Areas and Significant Water
Wate Resources
Re

D
R

The FCL Study
y findings
ngs and results have no significant
signific
direct effect on the areas or objectives considered
in this DPA..

3.2.3.5
3.5 OCP Section 14.5 – DPA#3
DPA – Development Permit Area No. 3 – Sensitive
Ecosystemss

The FCL Study
Stu findings and results
res
have no significant direct effect on the areas or objectives considered
in this DPA.
PA.

4

The “Natural Boundary” is defined in the Land Act as: “...the visible high watermark of any lake, river, stream or other body of water
where the presence and action of the water are so common and usual and so long continued in all ordinary years as to mark upon the soil
of the bed of the lake, river, stream or other body of water a character distinct from that of the banks thereof, in respect to vegetation, as
well as in respect to the nature of the soil itself....for coastal areas, the natural boundary shall include the natural limit of permanent
terrestrial vegetation.”.
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3.2.3.6 OCP Section 14.6 – DPA#4 – Development Permit Area No. 4 – Steep Slopes
The FCL Study findings and results have no significant direct effect on the areas or objective considered
in this DPA, because, specifically, the DPA already requires a Qualified Professional to provide a Slope
Stability Plan showing how a proposed development is to be designed and constructed in order to prevent
any destabilization or erosion of the slope. As sea levels rise, the toe of many slopes around the
shoreline of the DNS will become exposed to wave effects, mainly in areas where the existing slope is
perched on an exposed bedrock outcrop, which, in time, will become inundated
ated by
b rising sea levels. The
risk is mainly on a site by site basis and the existing DPA should be sufficient
cient to deal with
w this risk.

T

As the pace of sea level rise becomes more certain with time, the
e existing provis
provision
p
ion in DPA 4 can and
should be revisited.

3.2.3.7 OCP Section 14.7 – DPA#5 – Development
nt Permit Area No. 5 – Commerc
Co
Commercial and
Industrial

AF

All references to Section 919.1(1)(f) should be amended
mended to reference
refer
Section 4
488(1)(f) to maintain
consistency with the updated LGA.
identified in Schedule
Sche
Note: commercial lands (land, marine, and educational) identified
B does not completely
d in Map for DPA#5. It is recommended
recommen
recomm
agree with commercial lands identified
that DNS review and revise
oth maps are in agreement.
the maps so that the content of both

3.2.3.8 OCP Section 14.8
4.8 – DPA#6
DPA – Development
evelopm
Per
Permit Area No. 6 – Multi-Family
Dwellings

D
R

All references to Section 919.1(1)(f) should be am
amended to reference Section 488(1)(f) to maintain
ith the updated LGA.
consistency with

3.2.3.9 OCP Section 14.10 – DPA#8 – Development Permit Area No. 8 – Intensive
Residential Development
Developme

Alll references to Section 9
919.1(1
919.1(1)(e) should be amended to reference Section 488(1)(e) to maintain
consistency
stency with the updated LGA.
LG

3.3 Recommended
mend
Additions to OCP Bylaw No. 1130 (Section 14)
A principal outcome of the review of existing marine policies in the DNS was that specific measures
should be incorporated in the existing OCP Bylaw No. 1130 to anticipate the emerging coastal flood
hazard, as defined in the FCL Study Report. The first suggested measure was a new DPA which could
be tailored specifically to address the hazard posed by expected sea level rise. It is clear from the public
consultation process that this approach was considered to be too complex and too expensive in many
circumstances.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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The recommendation to add a new DPA to address the Sea Level Rise related Coastal Flooding Hazard
is withdrawn.

D
R

AF

T

The risks associated with the growing coastal flooding hazard can be addressed with a proposed Coastal
Flood Mitigation Bylaw. This proposed Bylaw is discussed further in Chapter 4.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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4 BASIS FOR A COASTAL FLOOD MITIGATION BYLAW
As described in Section 1.3 of this document, public consultations were held on recommended changes to the
OCP bylaw described in this report on January 26, 2017 and October 19, 2017. The overall tone of the
comments provided by the public was:
x

The proposed new DPA (DPA 9 – Sea Level Rise Coastal Flood Hazard Areas) was:
o

Too complex.

o

Too expensive.

o

It should be consistent with measures taken by other local governments
– especially
Sidney.
governm
espe

It should be made clear that any proposed change applied only to new developments.
developments.
developme

x

It was premature to consider a measure as complex as
s a Development Permit Area and
an the proposed
DPA might have unintended consequences on existing
due to the uncertainty
sting property values
val
unce
introduced regarding redevelopment options.

T

x

AF

At the same time as the comments from the public were being
considered, the Province brought
ng reviewed and considered
into effect, on 1 January 2018, amendments to Sections 3.5 and
Land Use
d 3.6 of the Flood Hazard
Haz
Management Guidelines [7], which are the reference
eference
ference guidelines of Section 542 of the Local Government Act.
Under Section 3.5.4 of the Section 3.5 and
nd 3.6 Amendment [6],
[6], the areas of tthe DNS shown to be exposed to
the risk of coastal flooding in the FCL
floodplains and local governments may, by
L Study may
y be designated as floodp
bylaw, specify flood levels and setbacks
tbacks to address the risk of coastal flooding due to sea level rise. On
review, this approach provides
s a much simpler
simp approach
roach and clearly
clear only applies to new developments.

D
R

It is recommended that a Coastal Flood Mitigation
Bylaw,
Mitig
Byla
law,
w, based
base on the results of the FCL Study should be
adopted.
The proposed Bylaw
law 1439 - Coastal Flooding Mitigation
Mitigatio Bylaw is in DRAFT form, subject to approval by the
Council of the District of North Saanich.
Saani

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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4.1

Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw Area of Application

The proposed Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw is only applicable in the areas where the FCL
Study [14] has shown that the existing ground surface in the District of North Saanich is a floodplain, as
defined by the methodology outlined in the Provincial Guidelines amendment [6].
ma included in
The defined floodplains are shown in Figure 4-1, which is the key map for largerr scale maps
ore specific
spe
flood
Appendix A of this document. The large scale maps in Appendix A show more
floodplain
mapping for
odplain maps
map
sea level rise of 0.5 m and for 1.0 m. More detailed versions of these floodplain
maps,, that prov
provide reach by
vided
ded in the propos
proposed draft Bylaw
By
reach definition of the associated Flood Construction Levels, are provided
1439 parately from the OCP review
r
D
Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw. Bylaw 1439 will be considered separately
by District
of
North Saanich Council.
ppendix A
lso be included in the OCP
The Key Map (Figure 4-1) and the larger scale maps in Appendix
A,, will also
amendment Bylaw 1442.
ps in Appendix
ndix A
A,, were
we prepared in accordance
a
The Key Map (Figure 4-1) and the larger scale maps
with the
G
results of the FCL Study [14] and the Provincial Guidelines
[6].
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Figure 4-1: Key Map for large scale Floodplain maps in Appendix A
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5 GLOSSARY
Abbreviations, acronyms and definitions of terms used in this report are listed below.

5.1 Abbreviations and Acronyms
Annual Exceedance
Probability

The probability (or % chance) of a specific
pecific event occurring or
being exceeded in any given year.
r.

CD

Chart Datum

In the DNS area, CD is 2.2m (± 0.1 m) below Geodetic Datum
(CGVD28).

CGVD28

Canadian Geodetic Vertical
Datum (1928)

In most places in Canada,
nada, this is the current
nada
rrent re
reference da
datum for
same as mean
terrestrial vertical elevations and is generally the s
ed on astronomical tides alone. A detailed
de
sea level, based
description is
s available online at:
at
ww.nrcan.gc.ca/earth
an.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geom
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/geodeticreference-systems/9054#_Canadian_Geodetic_Vertical_1.
ence-systems/9054#_Canadian_Geo
s/9054#

D
R
AF
T

AEP

CGVD28 is being replaced
aced with
w a newer
new datum plane based on
a North American common geoid.
geoi The new datum is notionally
equivalent
uivalent to the local coastal mean sea level. Details are
available
able online at:
a
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/geodetichttp://www.nrcan.gc.ca/e
www.nrc
reference-systems/9054#_Benchmarks_Information
reference
ce--systems/9
sy

CRD

Capital Regional
ional District
D

DFL

Designated
ated Flood
lood Level

A water surface
sur
elevation which includes appropriate allowances
futur SLR, land crustal movement, tide, and storm surge
for future
durin the Designated storm.
during

DPA

Development Permit Area

Refers to Development Permits as per Division 7 of the LGA or
Section 14 of the OCP.

DS

Designated Storm

A storm which includes concurrent time series of winds, storm
surge and waves, with a specific AEP.

FCL

Flood Constructi
Construction Level

Defined as the underside elevation of a wooden floor system or
the top elevation of a concrete slab, for habitable buildings [1].

FCL
Study

SNC Lavalin Inc’s report “Flood Construction Levels for 0.5 and
1.0 m Sea Level Rise”, SLI Document: 634533-3000-41ER-0001
[14].
Floodplain Bylaw

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Higher High Water Large Tide

The average of the annual highest tide over an 18.6 year
complete tidal cycle. In the DNS area, HHWLT is 1.5 m above
Geodetic Datum (CGVD28) and 3.7 m above Chart Datum (± 0.2
m).

LGA

Local Government Act

Refers to the updated Local Government Act (RSBC 2015),
which was made current as of October 26, 2016.[11]

NSCCAP

North Saanich Climate Action
Plan

Refers to Reference [15].

MTF

Marine Task Force

Refers to the individuals responsible
sponsible for the MTFR.

MTFR

Marine Task Force Report

Refers to Reference [10]
0]

D
R
AF
T

HHWLT

OCP

Official Community Plan

Depending on context
ntext refers to Official Community
Commu
Plan Bylaw
No. 1130, dated
d 23 May
M 2007 or its update [9].
9].

RGS

Regional Growth Strategy

Refers to Reference
eferen [8].

RSBC

Revised Statutes of British
Columbia

SDA

Special Development Area

SLI

SNC Lavalin Inc

SLR

Sea Level Rise

The rise
se in sea
s level including:
inc
global sea level rise driven by
global warm
warming and local sea level rise driven by regional
iso
tectonic or isosta
isostatic (glacial) subsidence or uplift.

SWAN

Simulating WAves
Aves Nearshore

Wave mode
modelling software, which can simulate wave generation,
propagation, dissipation and transformation to the shoreline.

°T

Degrees, True North
No

Direction
Dire
in degrees, with respect to True North.

Refers to Special Developmen
Area as per Section 13 of the
Development A
OCP.
CP.

5.2 Definitions
Defini

2011
1 Provincial
Prov
Guidelines
nes

Guidelines posted by BCMOE, BCMOE (2011a,b,c), and available
online at:
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/fhm2012/draw_report.html#3

Estimated Future
Natural Boundary

The estimated location of the future Natural Boundary after sea level
has risen, usually by a defined amount. Defined in the 2011 Provincial
Guidelines.

Fetch

The horizontal distance over open water (in the direction of the wind)
over which wind generates waves.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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That part of the shoreline extending between the upper limit of wave
interaction with the shoreline and the low tide elevation. Typically the
inland limit of the foreshore would be landward of the Natural
Boundary.

Freeboard

A vertical allowance added to the DFL and the Wave Effect allowance to
establish the FCL. This allowance is generally included to cover any
uncertainties in defining the FCL.

Geodetic Datum

The reference plane for terrestrial vertical
al eleva
elevations in Canada and in
general approximately equal to mean sea level.
leve

Natural Boundary

s defined in the British
Br
Colum
The present Natural Boundary as
Columbia
Land
Act, Section 1.

D
R
AF
T

Foreshore

Nearshore

An indefinite zone extending
ding seawards from the shoreline tto deepwater,
typically well seaward
d of the breaker zone and in water depths
de
in the
order of 20 m.

Overtopping

The passage of water over
er the cre
crest of a shoreline or shoreline structure
run-up.
as a resultt of wave run-up.

Residual Water Level

The component
ponent of the measured water level that is not attributed to tidal
effects. The
e residual water level is gen
generally assumed to be
approximately
ely equal to th
the storm surge.
su
Calculated as the measured
total water level minus the predicted tides at a given location.

Run-Up

The
e vertical distance travelled
travell by the action of individual waves that
break
or slope of a shoreline structure.
eak and travel up the
th shoreline
s

Storm Surge

The non-tidal rise/fa
rise/fall in a body of water due to atmospheric effects.
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APPENDIX A – Floodplain Maps for 0.5 and 1.0 m sea level rise
Key Map – 1 map
Floodplain Maps for 0.5 m SLR – 5 maps
ps
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Floodplain Maps for 1.0 m SLR – 5 maps
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Official Community Plan Bylaw 1130
Amendment Bylaw 1442
Schedule J Floodplain Maps

Key Map

Floodplain Map 3
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Floodplain Map 4

K

Floodplain Map
ap 2

Floodplain Map 5

Floodplain Map 1
This Map provides the key to detailed mapping showing the extent of the floodplain expected
over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
The detailed maps of the floodplain are provided in Schedule J of OCP Bylaw 1130.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 1
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise
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Floodplain Map 2

Floodplain Map 1

K

Extent of the Floodplain ground
subject to Flood Construction
Level (FCL) elevation
0

250

500
Meters

1:16,000

Not Defined
Ponds
Creeks

This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise
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Floodplain Map 3

Floodplain Map 2

Floodplain Map 1

K

Extent of the Floodplain ground
subject to Flood Construction
Level (FCL) elevation
0

250

500
Meters

1:16,000

Not Defined
Ponds
Creeks

This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 3
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise
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Floodplain Map 3

K

Floodplain Map 2
0

250

Extent of the Floodplain ground
subject to Flood Construction
Level (FCL) elevation

500
Meters

1:16,000

Not Defined
Ponds
Creeks

This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 4
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise
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Floodplain Map 4

Extent of the Floodplain ground
subject to Flood Construction
Level (FCL) elevation
Not Defined
Ponds
Creeks

K

0

250

500
Meters

1:16,000

This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 5
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise

Floodplain Map 5

Extent of the Floodplain ground
subject to Flood Construction
Level (FCL) elevation
Not Defined
Ponds
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
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AMENDMENT
Section 3.5 and 3.6 – Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management
Guidelines
3.5

The Sea

3.5.1 Background and Reference Documents
The content for this Amendment is drawn primarily from, “Climate Change Adaptation
Guidelines for Sea Dikes and Coastal Flood Hazard Land Use – Guidelines for Management of
Coastal Flood Hazard Land Use”, Ausenco Sandwell, report to BC Ministry of Environment,
January 27, 2011 (AS (2011b)) and the companion reports, “Sea Dike Guidelines” and “Draft
Policy Discussion Paper”, also dated January 27, 2011.
These 2011 reports, including terminology, definitions and explanatory figures, supplement this
Amendment to the “Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management Guidelines”. Definitions for the
terms used in this Amendment are provided in Appendix A of AS (2011b). Where there is any
inconsistency between the Ausenco Sandwell (2011) reports and this Amendment document,
the Amendment document shall govern. These reports are referenced in this Amendment as:
“Draft Policy Discussion Paper” - AS(2011a)
“Guidelines for Management of Coastal Flood Hazard Land Use” - AS (2011b)
“Sea Dike Guidelines” - AS (2011c)
These reports are available on the ministry web page:
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/fhm-2012/draw_report.html
The definition of and method(s) of determination of Flood Construction Level (FCL) for coastal
areas has been modified for the purposes of this Amendment (also see definitions in AS 2011b).
The FCL is used to establish the elevation of the underside of a wooden floor system or top of
concrete slab for habitable buildings, but does not relate to the crest level of a sea dike.
The management of land use in coastal flood hazards may require flood hazard assessments to
be completed by suitably qualified Professional Engineers, experienced in coastal engineering.
The standards of practice that these Professionals should follow include those outlined in the
most recent revision of the “Professional Practice Guidelines – Legislated Flood Assessments in
a Changing Climate in BC”, first published by the Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of BC (APEGBC) in 2012.
The APEGBC Professional Practice Guidelines describe and provide for use of risk assessment
methodologies, however, this Amendment does not consider how risk based approaches might
be incorporated into sea level rise area planning, determination of setbacks and FCLs, or long
term flood protection strategies. Should local governments, land use managers and approving
officers choose to base approval decisions on risk assessments prepared by Professional
Engineers, the changes in risk over time due to sea level rise must be fully taken into account.
3
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3.5.2 Design and Planning Time Frame
Requirements for buildings, subdivision, and zoning should allow for sea level rise (SLR) to the
year 2100.
Land use adaptation strategies as set out in Official Community Plans (OCPs) and Regional
Growth Strategies (RGSs) should allow for sea level rise to the year 2200 and beyond.
3.5.3 Recommended Sea Level Rise Scenario for BC
Allow for Global Sea Level Rise of 0.5 m by 2050, 1.0 m by 2100 and 2.0 m by 2200 relative to
the year 2000 as per Figure 1.
Adjust for regional uplift and subsidence using the most recent and best information available.
Where no information is available, assume neutral conditions (i.e. no uplift or subsidence).
The scenario in Figure 1 is intended to be reviewed every 10 years or sooner if there is
significant new scientific information.

Figure 1. Recommended Global Sea Level Rise Curve for Planning and Design in BC
3.5.4 Sea Level Rise Planning Areas
Local Governments should consider defining SLR Planning Areas and developing land use
planning strategies integrating both flood protection (sea dikes) and flood hazard management
tools. These areas should include areas exposed to coastal flood hazards, diked areas and
inland floodplains adjacent to tidally influenced rivers where potential flood levels will be
increased by sea level rise.
As one possible management tool, lands included within SLR Planning areas may be
designated by local governments as floodplains under Section 524 of the Local Government Act
4
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and if land is so designated, local governments may, by bylaw, specify flood levels and setbacks
to address sea level rise.
3.5.5 Strait of Georgia - Areas Not Subject to Significant Tsunami Hazard1
3.5.5.1 Standard FCLs and Setbacks
The Year 2100 FCL should be established for specific coastal areas by a suitably qualified
Professional Engineer, experienced in coastal engineering. This work could be completed as
part of regional floodplain mapping, SLR Planning Area studies, or as part of development
approval processes. The Year 2100 FCL should be the minimum elevation for the underside of
a wooden floor system or top of concrete slab for habitable buildings, and should be determined
(see Figure 2) as the sum of:
x
x
x
x
x

The 1:200, or 1:5002 Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) total water level as
determined by probabilistic analyses3 of tides and storm surge;
Allowance for future SLR to the year 2100;
Allowance for regional uplift, or subsidence to the year 2100;
Estimated wave effects associated with the Designated Storm with an AEP of 1:200, or
1:500; and
A minimum freeboard of 0.6 metres.

Alternatively, the Year 2100 FCL can be determined by a more conservative “Combined
Method” as described in the Ausenco Sandwell (2011) reports (see Figure 3). Example
calculations of FCLs for specific areas in coastal BC are provided in Table 3-2 AS(2011b) where
the FCL is determined as the sum of:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Allowance for future SLR to the year 2100;
Allowance for regional uplift, or subsidence to the year 2100;
Higher high water large tide (HHWLT);
Estimated storm surge for the Designated Storm with an AEP of 1:200, or 1:500 as per
Table 6-1 in AS(2011a);
Estimated wave effects associated with the Designated Storm; and
A minimum freeboard of 0.3 metres.4

1

Refers to “Zone E” as shown on the “Tsunami Notification Zones for BC” map published by Emergency Management BC, November,
2015 and includes the Strait of Georgia, Gulf Islands, Greater Vancouver, Johnstone Strait but not including the east side of the Saanich
Peninsula and Greater Victoria.

2
While a 1:200 AEP is the minimum provincial standard, local governments may decide to adopt more stringent criteria for heavily
populated and built-up areas.
3
Because of the variation along the BC Coast in the availability of reliable long term water level gauge data and site specific effects
including uplift, subsidence and wave effects, the decision on selection of an appropriate methodology to determine the FCL is up to the
local government jurisdiction based on recommendations from a suitably qualified Professional Engineer, experienced in coastal
engineering. Where studies are required to determine sea dike design levels, the design level analyses and dike design must be reviewed
and approved by the Inspector, or Deputy Inspector of Dikes, as part of the Dike Maintenance Act approval process.
4
Given that the “Combined Method” provides conservative values for Year 2100 Designated Flood Levels (because the method assumes
the Designated Storm occurs in conjunction with a high tide) the freeboard may be reduced from 0.6 m to 0.3 m for this method for
situations where the full FCL may be difficult to achieve.

5
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The building setback should be at least the greater of 15 m from the future estimated Natural
Boundary of the sea at Year 2100, or landward of the location where the natural ground
elevation contour is equivalent to the Year 2100 FCL (refer to Figure 2-2 in AS (2011b) for a
definition sketch – except that the Year 2100 Designated Flood Level and future FCL as shown
in this sketch can be determined by either probabilistic analyses, or the “Combined Method”).
Where the sea frontage is protected from erosion by a natural bedrock formation, the
development approving official may agree to modify setback requirements as recommended by
a suitably qualified Professional Engineer experienced in coastal engineering. The
Professional Engineer should fully consider all aspects of the coastal flood hazard associated
with Year 2100 water levels including potential wave, debris and related splash impacts on
buildings. This approval should be augmented through a restrictive covenant describing the
hazard and building requirements, and including the Professional Engineer’s report and a
liability disclaimer.
The setback may be increased on a site-specific basis such as for exposed erodible beaches
and/or in areas of known erosion hazard.
3.5.5.2 Subdivision
All lots created through subdivision should have viable building sites on natural ground that is
above the Year 2100 FCL and comply with the setback guidelines noted above.
To regulate redevelopment at the end of the building lifespan, the development approving officer
should require a restrictive covenant stipulating that any future reconstruction must meet the
FCL and setbacks requirements in force at the time of redevelopment.
Subdivision may be approved within a Sea Level Rise Planning Area in areas where the natural
ground is lower than the Year 2100 FCL where the local government has developed and
adopted a long term flood protection strategy completed by a suitably qualified Professional
Engineer experienced in coastal engineering and referencing applicable professional practice
(APEGBC) and provincial guidelines available at the time. The strategy should incorporate
mitigation to address all relevant risks including flood risk due to sea level rise to the year 2200
and beyond5 and is to be comprised of both raising of ground elevations with fill and adequate
provisions for future dike protection, including sufficient land and/or rights of way for the future
dike (also see Appendix 1).
Subdivision may also be approved in areas where the natural ground is lower than the Year
2100 FCL where all of the following conditions have been met:
x
x
x

5

The subdivision development involves a maximum of 2 lots;
The site is located on the coastal floodplain fringe adjacent to high ground;
The building site ground elevations have been raised to the Year 2100 FCL and the fill
extends to and is contiguous with natural ground above the Year 2100 FCL;

The long term flood protection strategy should be reviewed and updated as necessary every 10 years, or as a
change to an OCP or RGS warrants. Updates should continue to consider flood risks a minimum of 100 years in the
future.

7
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x
x
x

x
x

The fill is adequately protected from the sea by erosion protection works, with
consideration of wave impacts associated with Year 2100 sea levels;
The building setbacks comply with the setback guidelines noted above;
A suitably qualified Professional Engineer, with experience in coastal engineering has
prepared a detailed design for the fill and erosion protection works including a report
considering all of the above and has concluded that the site may be suitable for the use
intended;
The Professional Engineers’ report forms part of the restrictive covenant registered on
the title of each lot; and
The restrictive covenant registered on title stipulates that the landowners are responsible
for maintenance of the erosion protection works on their own land.

3.5.5.3 Development on Existing Lots
Standard setbacks and elevations apply. To regulate redevelopment at the end of the building
lifespan, the development approving official should require a restrictive covenant stipulating that
any future reconstruction must meet the FCL and setbacks requirements in force at the time of
redevelopment.
On existing lots, if meeting the setback guidelines noted above would sterilize the lot (i.e., not
allow even one of the land uses or structures permitted under the current zoning), the
development approving official may agree to modify setback requirements as recommended by
a suitably qualified Professional Engineer experienced in coastal engineering, provided that this
is augmented through a restrictive covenant stipulating the hazard, building requirements, and
liability disclaimer.
The Year 2100 FCL requirements would still apply to new habitable building construction.
3.5.5.4 Lots with Coastal Bluffs
For lots containing coastal bluffs that are steeper than 3(H):1(V) and susceptible to erosion from
the sea, setbacks should be determined as follows:
1. If the future estimated Natural Boundary is located at least 15 m seaward of the toe of
the bluff, then no action is required and the setback should conform with other guidelines
that adequately address terrestrial cliff and slope stability hazards.
2. If the future estimated Natural Boundary is located 15m or less seaward of the toe of the
bluff, then the setback from the future estimated Natural Boundary should be located at
a horizontal distance of at least 3 times the height of the bluff, measured from 15 m
landwards from the location of the future estimated Natural Boundary.
In some conditions, setbacks may require site-specific interpretation and could result in the use
of a minimum distance measured back from the crest of the bluff. The setback may be modified
provided the modification is supported by a report, giving consideration to the coastal erosion
that may occur over the life of the project, prepared by a suitably qualified Professional Engineer
experienced in coastal engineering.

8
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3.5.6 Outside the Strait of Georgia Area - Areas Subject to Significant Tsunami Hazard6
Tsunami setbacks and elevations should be required for new lots created through the
subdivision approval process. Tsunami hazard requirements and regulations for existing lots
may be determined by local governments on a site specific or regional basis.
The “standard” setbacks and elevations in sections 3.5.5.1 to 3.5.5.4 above apply to all coastal
areas outside of the Strait of Georgia, except for new subdivisions subject to significant tsunami
hazards, in which case the tsunami setbacks and elevations shall apply. Where the tsunami
hazard is low, the greater FCLs and setbacks shall apply.
A subdivision application in a tsunami prone area must include a report by a suitably qualified
Professional Engineer, experienced in coastal engineering who must formulate safe building
conditions for each proposed lot based on a review of recent Tsunami hazard literature
including the report, “Modelling of Potential Tsunami Inundation Limits and Run-Up”, by AECOM
for the Capital Regional District, dated June 14, 2013, plus the historical report, “Evaluation of
Tsunami Levels Along the British Columbia Coast”, by Seaconsult Marine Research Ltd., dated
March 1988.
At a minimum, building conditions should protect improvements from damage from a tsunami of
equal magnitude to the March 28, 1964 tsunami that resulted from the Prince William Sound,
Alaska earthquake and a possible Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake.
Setback –
Setback requirements should be established on a site-specific basis and take into account
tsunami hazards.
The setback must be sufficient to protect buildings and must be at least 30 metres from the Year
2100 estimated natural boundary.
FCL –
FCL requirements should be established on a site-specific basis and take into account tsunami
hazards.
Reductions to these requirements should only be considered where the building can be built to
the Tsunami FCL on bedrock.
3.6 Areas Protected by Dikes
Residential, commercial and institutional developments in areas protected by dikes are required
to comply with full flood proofing requirements for their respective categories, with a possible
exception for development within Sea Level Rise Planning Areas as noted below.
Setback –
Buildings should be located a minimum of 7.5 metres away from any structure for flood
protection or seepage control or any dike right-of-way used for protection works. In addition, fill
6

Refers to “Zones A, B,C and D” as shown on the “Tsunami Notification Zones for BC” map published by
Emergency Management BC, November, 2015 and includes the North Coast, Central Coast, and Juan de Fuca Strait
including Greater Victoria and the east side of the Saanich Peninsula.

9
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for floodproofing should not be placed within 7.5 metres of the inboard toe of any structure for
flood protection or seepage control or the inboard side of any dike right of-way used for
protection works, unless approved by the Inspector of Dikes as part of a dike upgrading plan.
Additional dike right of way and building set back requirements should be defined for Sea Level
Rise Planning Areas to accommodate the widening and raising of dikes for sea level rise.
Any change to these conditions requires the approval of the Inspector of Dikes.
FCL –
Buildings and manufactured homes in areas protected by dikes should meet minimum FCLs
prescribed for the primary stream, lake or sea adjacent to the dike and the FCL requirements for
any internal drainage (minimum ponding elevations). FCLs for diked coastal areas may also be
determined through a comprehensive, site-specific dike breach modeling study, completed by a
suitably qualified Professional Engineer, and based on a minimum 1:200 AEP sea water level in
the Year 2100, inclusion of a minimum 0.6 m freeboard above modelled water levels and
conservative modelling assumptions.
Relaxation of FCL requirements for new development in coastal areas protected by dikes may
be appropriate for Sea Level Rise Planning Areas where the local government has developed
and adopted a long term flood protection strategy completed by a suitably qualified Professional
Engineer experienced in coastal engineering and referencing applicable professional practice
(APEGBC) and provincial guidelines available at the time (see Appendix 1). This relaxation
should be augmented through a restrictive covenant stipulating the hazard and protection
strategy, building requirements, and liability disclaimer.
3.6.1 Secondary sources of flooding
Where there are secondary sources of flooding within diked areas, the appropriate requirements
as set out in Clauses 3.1 through 3.5 should be applied. These should include consideration of
minimum ponding elevations behind the dike to protect against internal drainage.
Amended: October 1, 2016

10
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APPENDIX 1 – LONG TERM FLOOD PROTECTION STRATEGY
Section 3.6 states that “Relaxation of FCL requirements for new development in coastal areas
protected by dikes may be appropriate for Sea Level Rise Planning Areas where the local
government has developed and adopted a long term flood protection strategy completed by a
suitably qualified Professional Engineer experienced in coastal engineering and referencing
applicable professional practice (APEGBC) and provincial guidelines available at the time.”
Similarly section 3.5.2 provides for subdivision approvals in low lying coastal floodplain areas
where the local government has developed a long term flood protection strategy. This appendix
outlines the steps involved in developing a long-term flood protection strategy and the issues
that should be addressed at the various stages of development of the strategy.
1.

General
x

x

2.

Relaxation of FCL requirements for new development in the protected area and
intensification of development through subdivision of land has significant long term
implications. The future reliance on the sea dikes and consequences of dike failure will
increase as development occurs and sea level rises. Therefore, the extent of work
required to establish a successful long term dike upgrading program is demanding and
costly. This approach should only be undertaken where the extent of community
development in the floodplain justifies the high cost and level of effort.
While additional site specific factors and flood hazards may be relevant for specific
areas, the criteria and work outlined herein must generally be completed to justify
relaxation of requirements.
Feasibility Study

The objective of the feasibility study is to help select a conceptual design option or options and
to support a decision to proceed with preliminary design for Phase 1. The feasibility study
should include the following steps:
x

x
x

x
11

Collect background data and assess information needs including:
o Wind and wave
o Geotechnical (including seismic)
o Land ownership/rights of way
o Long term subsidence information for the site/area
o Environmental
o Proximity and availability of construction materials
Review regulations and permits required
Define design parameters
o Dike safety standards and guidelines
o Decision on minimum Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) of design water
level
o Sea level rise scenario(s) and planning horizons (i.e. year 2100 and 2200) based
on the Recommended Sea Level Rise Planning Curve presented in Figure 1.
Develop options and complete conceptual designs. Design options may include:
o Offshore breakwater, erosion protection and various overtopping designs
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
3.

o Wide landfills (i.e.“superdike”concept)
o Conventional earth dike (minimal use of floodwall closure sections)
o Sea barrier/tide gate
o other
Assess adaptability of option for very long term upgrading (i.e. year 2200)
Assess environmental impact of options
Assess social impact of options
Develop cost estimates
Develop recommendations for detailed engineering and environmental studies
Prepare draft report
Define key stakeholders and engage to get feedback
Complete public consultation process
Compare alternatives with respect to cost/ social acceptance/environment
Develop draft short term and long term implementation plans
Prepare final report
Present to local government council/board and funding agencies (Province) for approval
in principle
Preliminary Design for Phase 1

Preliminary design for a Phase 1 of the flood protection program is required to support funding
commitments.7 The Phase 1 project scope would typically include at least 25% of the dike
upgrading work required to meet the year 2100 flood protection requirements.
x
x
x
x
x
4.

Complete detailed engineering studies as recommended by the feasibility study (such as
geotechnical, land acquisition, environmental etc.):
Phasing should be planned so that the minimum design AEP is maintained or exceeded
at all times, considering up to date SLR curve information.
Complete preliminary design for Phase 1
Prepare detailed cost estimates to support funding commitments by both local and
senior governments
Before any design work is initiated, local governments are encouraged to contact the
regional Deputy Inspector of Dikes to discuss proposed design projects.
Long Term Flood Protection Strategy

x

Outline construction phasing plan – while work can proceed incrementally, preliminary
designs and major components (i.e. land assembly) should be completed in no more
than 4 phases by 2100. (As previously noted, phasing should be planned so that the

7
Where subdivision development is being contemplated in areas where the natural ground is lower than the Year
2100 FCL, the long term flood protection strategy is to be comprised of both raising of ground elevations with fill
and adequate provisions for future dike protection. Phasing of land filling and dike construction would be
established on a site specific basis.

12
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x

x
x
x

5.

minimum design AEP is maintained or exceeded at all times, considering up to date SLR
curve information.)
Land Ownership and Legal Access – confirm detailed plans to acquire lands for at least
Phase 1 as a minimum, and a strategy to acquire lands for Phases 2, 3 and 4 (if
needed).
Dike Operation and Maintenance – prepare detailed operation and maintenance plan.
Dike Maintenance Act (DMA) Approval for Phase 1 – apply for and obtain approval from
the regional Deputy Inspector of Dikes
Financial Plan – confirm funding approval in place for Phase 1 through established cost
share programs. Confirm political commitment by both local and senior governments to
long term support for the Flood Protection Strategy.
Governance

Local governments may wish to establish appropriate governance or committees to provide
direction, technical input, and public consultation throughout the process. The province may
participate in an advisory capacity, providing guidance and information on provincial policies,
standards, regulations and design criteria. The province’s participation does not guarantee
approval of applications required under the Dike Maintenance Act. Applications will be assessed
on their own merit and the decision maker will consider the application within the context of the
long term strategy.

13
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Flood Construction Levels for 0.5 and 1.0 m Sea Level Rise

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
SNC-Lavalin was retained by the District of North Saanich (DNS) to review and refine Flood Construction
Levels (FCLs) previously developed for the District of North Saanich by the CRD.
The existing CRD FCL estimate for the District of North Saanich was 5.04 m for one meter of sea level rise,
relative to the present Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum (CGVD28). The CGVD28 reference datum is
notionally the same as mean sea level today.
The Flood Construction Level is defined as the underside elevation of a wooden floor system, or the top
elevation of a concrete slab, for habitable buildings, and is calculated from the sum of the following
components:
x

The Designated Flood Level (DFL), which includes tide, storm surge, and sea level rise,

x

The effects of waves at the shoreline during a Designated Storm, and

x

A freeboard allowance, that accounts for uncertainties in the methodology.

Flood Construction Levels (FCL’s) are intended to provide safety and security against flooding or related
damage in habitable levels of buildings along the shoreline. The extent of flooding or the risk to personnel is
directly related to the quantity of water that crosses the shoreline during a storm and for this reason the main
focus of this refinement of FCLs has focused on the specific wave effects to be expected at specific locations
around the shoreline of the DNS.
Approach and Methodology
The 2011 Provincial Guidelines recommend consideration of 1 m of Sea Level Rise, adjusted for local land
movement, for estimating the Designated Flood Level (DFL) for 2100. However, the rate of rise of sea level is
now generally expected to occur faster than previously estimated in 2011. To allow for these uncertainties and
to aid in both short- and long-term sea level rise response planning, a net rise in sea level of 0.5 m and 1.0 m,
independent of any particular year of occurrence, have been used for this assessment.
In order to define the Designated Flood Level, an analysis of storm conditions and related water levels was
initially undertaken to establish the expected storm surge and associated wind and resulting wave conditions
during the Designated Storm for distinct reaches along tthe DNS shoreline. The Designated Storm was based
on a storm that has an average annual probability (AEP) of being equalled or exceeded of 1/500, or a 0.2%
chance of occurring or being exceeded in any given year. This level of probability was selected, based on
guidance in the Provincial Guideline documents, to minimize and equalize risk to exposed residential
properties around the peninsula.
The shoreline of the DNS is exposed to winds and waves from various directions depending on the location,
and the type of storm that produces severe (1/500 AEP condition) on that portion of the shoreline. In some
cases, depending on the direction of exposure, severe winds (and resulting waves) can come from several
different types of storms. The dominant storm patterns include winter outflow conditions that typically produce
NE winds, and more typical and relatively frequent, mid-latitude Pacific Ocean storms that generally produce
SE, SW, or NW winds.
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Detailed analysis found that winter outflow conditions (NE winds) are typically associated with negative storm
surges while mid-latitude storms are generally associated with large positive storm surges. It was also found
that the peak storm surge generally occurs several hours after the peak wind speed and that the surge can
change rapidly as the storm passes over or by the area.
Nearshore wave conditions during the Designated Storm were estimated using a detailed wave generation
and propagation numerical wave model (SWAN) for six specific storm scenarios that are capable of producing
1/500 AEP conditions at the shoreline of the DNS. The resulting wave fields vary significantly around the
shoreline. The image below shows the expected wave field for a SE storm in Haro Strait.
The DNS shoreline was subdivided into 39 reaches, defined
by the typical shoreline characteristics and the wave
exposure on each reach. The nearshore wave climate
results were then used to establish a governing storm
condition for each reach and to then estimate the
corresponding wave effects on the shoreline. Wave effects
are defined by the wave run-up on the shoreline and/or wave
overtopping of characteristic shoreline features including
seawalls or rock revetments.
For the purpose of calculating FCL’s, a threshold of 10 L/m/s
(Litres/meter/second) for acceptable quantities of water at
the shoreline was considered. This threshold value provides
safety and security of personnel and property. A freeboard
allowance of 0.6 m, as recommended in the 2011 Provincial
Guidelines, was also included.
Results
The 1m Sea Level Rise scenario resulted in 25 shoreline
reaches with FCL’s that are lower than the existing uniform
Expected Seastate in a 1/500 AEP SE storm
CRD estimate of 5.04 m, CGVD28. The remaining 14
reaches have higher FCL’s. These changes from the CRD
estimate are largely due to the particular characteristics of each reach, including specific shoreline exposure or
shoreline characteristics, which includes the type and character of the inter-tidal portion of the shoreline and
the nature of the shoreline at the high water line.
The 0.5m SLR scenario resulted in FCL’s that are between 0.4m and 1.1m lower than the FCL’s for the 1.0m
SLR scenario. This reduction is largely due to the lower water level which essentially limits the seastate that
can exist at the shoreline during the Designated Storm. For 0.5 m of sea level rise, 30 reaches have FCL’s
lower than the CRD estimate of 5.04m and 9 reaches have higher FCL’s.
The overall reductions in FCL elevations can be largely attributed to the detailed definition of storm scenarios,
associated storm surges and the specifics of each shoreline reach. These details are very important when
defining specific FCL’s on a shoreline as variable as the DNS.
Detailed maps of the resulting FCLs for each shoreline reach are provided in Appendix C.
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Implications to the District of North Saanich
There are approximately 713 waterfront lots on the coastline of the District of North Saanich.
For a 0.5m SLR scenario, the revised wave effects and flooding are confined to the shoreline or the first 15 m
of setback (Criteria 1 & 2) on approximately 582 lots. Partial flooding, including in some cases, complete
inundation (Criteria 3 & 4) is expected on 131 properties.
For the 1.0m SLR scenario, minor flooding (Criteria 1 & 2) is expected on approximately 550 lots. Partial
flooding, including in some cases complete inundation (Criteria 3 & 4) is expected on 163 lots.
A potential 77 lots are indirectly exposed to the risk of flooding during a 1.0m SLR scenario, either from an
adjacent waterfront property or because flooding may extend landward from the waterfront properties. For a
0.5m SLR scenario, a potential 54 lots are indirectly exposed to flooding. The flooding and safety of these
indirectly affected lots is dependent on the action taken on the adjacent lots.

End of Executive Summary
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1. INTRODUCTION
SNC-Lavalin Inc. (SLI) was retained to define the Flood Construction Levels (FCL) for the District of North
Saanich, considering district specific conditions such as wave exposure, shoreline type and a range of
expected sea level rise scenarios. This report details the methodology and findings of this work and
supersedes the previous SLI FCL Report; Document 634533-1000-41ER-001, dated May 2016.

Background
This study refines the Flood Construction Levels (FCLs) previously presented by the Capital Regional District
(CRD) In-house Assessment Methodology for the District of North Saanich (DNS). These existing CRD FCLs
are described in reports prepared by AECOM [4], CRD [5] and Groundrush Consulting [6].
The existing CRD FCLs were estimated based on the procedures recommended in the 2011 Provincial
Guideline documents, BCMOE [1][2][3] and a single value of 5.04 m, CGVD28 was recommended for Zone 4,
which includes the DNS. The CRD values were based on a global average sea level rise of 1 m, estimated to
occur by the year 2100 [5]. This included a single value of 0.65 m for all areas in the DNS to estimate the
Wave Effects component of the FCL. It is expected that the regional application of a single value of wave
effects is not accurate, considering the close inter-relationship between the storm surge, wave exposure,
Wave Effects, and the varying shoreline types around the DNS shoreline.

Scope
The scope of this assignment was to examine and define
the storm surge and wave effect components at a finer
resolution than that used for the CRD FCLs and provide
revised FCLs specific to the DNS shoreline (shown in
Figure 1) for 0.5 m and 1.0 m and of sea level rise.
The following areas were specifically excluded from the
study:
x

First Nations Lands

x

Federal Lands within Patricia Bay (The Institute
of Ocean Sciences Marine Facility)

x

BC Ferries terminal at Swartz Bay

x

Town of Sidney

Vertical Datum
Unless noted otherwise, all elevations are in meters with
respect to Geodetic Datum (CGVD28).

Figure 1: District of North Saanich
source: Google Maps 2015
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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2. METHODOLOGY
In order to estimate the FCL’s for the DNS, we used the following methodology, which is consistent with the
Provincial Guideline documents and is discussed further in the following sub-sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define the Designated Storm(s) and the associated winds and storm surge
Determine the Designated Flood Level, considering sea level rise, tide conditions, and storm surge
Characterize the incident wave climate approaching the shoreline
Determine Wave Effects and overtopping rates at the shoreline
Calculate the Flood Construction Levels
Determine the number of affected lots in the DNS

2.1. Designated Storms
The Saanich peninsula is exposed to winds and waves from six principle directions; NE, E and SE, SW, W
and NW, but in general terms, the east shoreline is only exposed to NE, E and SE, E winds, the west shoreline
is only exposed to SW, W and NW winds and the north shoreline is only exposed to NE, N and NW winds. In
order to define FCLs around the entire shoreline of the DNS, it is therefore necessary to consider different
combinations of wind speed, direction, and related storm surge to determine the governing case for each
section of the DNS shoreline.

Definition of the Designated Storm
The 2011 Provincial Guideline Documents provide some flexibility in the choice of the appropriate annual
exceedance probability (AEP) for the Designated Storm, based on the type and value of land use along the
shoreline. For the purpose of this project, an annual exceedance probability (AEP) for the Designated Storm
(DS) of 1/500, which corresponds to a 0.2% chance of occurring in a given year, was selected.
This AEP value was chosen for the following reasons:
x The CRD based results [6] indicated the most vulnerable lands (in the Tsehum Harbour area) were
generally high value residential waterfront properties
x Other vulnerable areas on the west side of the peninsula were also mainly residential properties.

Storm Types and Wind Field
Due to the exposure of the DNS to winds and waves from various directions, typical storm patterns that could
produce 1/500 AEP winds and waves – i.e.: the Designated Storm – at different locations around the
shoreline, could come from two primary sources: winter outflow conditions, which generally produce NE
storms or more typical and more frequent mid-latitude storms, from the Pacific Ocean basin, which generally
produce SE, SW, and then NW winds, as the storm system propagates towards and across the south coast of
British Columbia.
Typical patterns for the storm types are shown in Figure 2. The left hand side shows the typical wind
directions around an intense mid-latitude low pressure system as it approaches the coast of British Columbia
from the Pacific. This direction of approach initially brings strong E to SE winds that change to SW winds as
the associated warm front passes and then often produce strong W to NW winds when the associated cold
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front crosses the coast. Severe mid-latitude storms typically bring large storm surges, reflecting the effect of
the storm, that, within the Straits of Juan de Fuca and Georgia, often occur after the strongest E or SE winds
have occurred. The right hand image in Figure 2 shows a typical outflow condition where a ridge of high
pressure north of Vancouver Island results in pressure contours that drive strong NE outflow winds across the
Strait of Georgia towards Vancouver Island and the DNS.

Figure 2: (left) Forecast for a typical mid-latitude storm 17 Jan. 2016 - (right) Forecast for a typical outflow condition 14 Feb 2006
Source: NOAA

Review of the local overwater wind fields in the vicinity of the Saanich peninsula during severe storms also
shows that generally during SE storms; the wind speed progressively decreases in strength as the winds
approach the Sidney area. Winds in the eastern end of Juan de Fuca strait are consistently stronger than the
winds at Kelp Reef, at the north end of Haro Strait. Winds in the area between James Island and Sidney Island
and the Sidney shoreline are less than the wind speeds recorded at Kelp Reef.
The expected wind speeds associated with severe storms, and specifically the Designated Storms, (with an
AEP of 1/500), were evaluated for this assignment using data from the Environment Canada Victoria Airport
anemometer, due to its proximity to most of the DNS shorelines and it’s long record, supplemented by data
from the Environment Canada anemometer at Kelp Reef, for SE events and from the Environment Canada
Wind and Wave recording buoy in Patricia Bay for SW and NW events. Anemometer locations are shown in
Figure 3.
Wind speed data from Victoria Airport was adjusted to account its over-land location using standard
procedures for overland to overwater modification.
A peak over threshold extreme value analysis was completed to estimate the 1/500 AEP wind events for each
directional sector for the modified Victoria Airport winds and the unmodified Kelp Reef winds. The results of
the extreme value analysis for the modified Victoria Airport data, by major direction, are provided in Figure 4.
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The extreme value analysis results confirmed that peak winds at Kelp Reef are stronger, for the same AEP
event, than the modified Victoria Airports winds, which supports the qualitative description of SE overwater
wind fields above.

Figure 3: Environment Canada wind stations referenced for DNS project
source: Google Earth
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Figure 4: Extreme Value Analysis Results for Wind Speed

Storm Surge during the Designated Storms
In the 2011 Provincial Guidelines, the expected storm surge for a generalized 1/500 AEP storm event in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca or the Strait of Georgia is 1.3 m. However, detailed examination of the correlation
between the storm surge event and the winds during the related storm event shows that the correlation
between the timing of wind speeds in the Straits and the arrival of a storm surge varies significantly. As an
example the recorded data shows that the peak wind speed during a recent severe SE storm on the south
coast preceded the peak storm surge by approximately 6 hours at Point Atkinson, Figure 5. A similar lag can
be expected around the DNS shoreline.
Examination of the top 7 storm surge events in the last 20 years showed that:
x In general, winds during storms tend to peak several hours before the maximum storm surge arrives.
x In most cases, winds have already shifted from a SE to a SW direction and the wind speeds have
generally decreased from the peak wind speed.
x In the most severe storm surge event in the record, the winds peaked when the direction had already
shifted into the SW.
An examination of the storm surge associated with strong NE or NW winds, which directly affect the north and
west sides of the DNS shoreline, shows there are further significantly different correlations between wind
strength, as described further below.
It is overly conservative, for the DNS area, to pair the 1/500 AEP storm surge (1.3 m) with a 1/500 yr AEP
wind for all Designated Storm direction scenarios.
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Figure 5: Correlation of Residual water level and wind speed during a SE storm event

For the purpose of this assignment, a specific assessment was conducted correlating wind events with storm
surges by directional sector, and specifically for the NE, NW, SW, and SE sectors.
The analysis was based on the top 10 storms on record and a relationship was determined between peak
wind speeds in the Sidney area and the corresponding storm surge, for each directional sector. The
relationships for the top 10 SE and NE storms in the record are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively.
The expected wind speed for the Designated Storm is also shown.
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Figure 6: Residual water levels at the time of peak winds for a SE storm.
Source: modified Victoria Airport winds

Figure 7: Residual water levels at the time of peak winds for a NE storm event.
Source: modified Victoria Airport winds

The results in Figure 6 suggest that significantly lower storm surge amplitude, compared to the Provincial
Guideline of 1.3 m, can be expected when winds actually peak in the waters offshore of Sidney.
Analysis of the top 10 NE storms, Figure 7 suggests that there is a negative storm surge (residual) during
severe NE storm events. Analysis of strong NW events provided similar correlations.
Analyses of SW storms showed that the correlation between peak SW winds and residual water levels is
similar to that found for the SE storms – the expected storm surge at the time of maximum SW winds is also
less than suggested by the Provincial Guideline documents. However, it was noticed that at the time of the
largest recorded storm surge on record (0.9 m), winds at Victoria Airport (and Kelp Reef) had swung to the
SW.
These results suggest that there is more than one storm scenario that could produce governing storm related
Wave Effects around the Saanich peninsula:
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x The time at which winds (and related waves) peak and the storm surge is not a maximum
x The time when the storm surge is a maximum but winds (and related waves) have either not yet
peaked or they have already started to decrease.
In reality, there are many possible combinations of water levels (astronomical tide plus storm surge) and
waves which could produce governing Wave Effects around the peak of the storm for several hours. For the
purpose of this assignment we have concentrated on the likely governing scenarios that could define
appropriated FCLs.

2.2. Designated Flood Level
The designated flood level (DFL), which does not include the effect of waves at the shoreline, is the sum of the
following components [2]:
x Future SLR Allowance
x Maximum high tide (HHWLT)
x Total storm surge during the Designated Storm
The DFL will vary around the shoreline perimeter of the DNS, depending on the exposure of each section of
shoreline and the timing of the Designated Storm, winds, storm surge and resulting waves for the particular
shoreline exposure.

Sea Level Rise
The existing 2011 Provincial Guideline documents are based on an estimated linear rate of SLR through 2200.
The recommended planning curve is shown in Figure 8 as the BC 2011 Planning Curve.
The BC 2011 Planning curve suggests that 1 m of SLR should be expected by the year 2100. However, the
weight of science and data related to ongoing sea level rise strongly suggests that 1 m of SLR may occur
sooner, as suggested by more recent projections, also shown in Figure 8.
One component of local SLR is the influence of land uplift or subsidence, due either to tectonic effects or
glacial isostatic rebound. The current measured land uplift rate in the DNS area is approximately +1.4 mm/yr
[1]. This rate, if projected to the year 2100, will result in land uplift of roughly +0.1 m and a slightly slower rate
of local SLR than indicated in Figure 8
If the more aggressive SLR projection curves in Figure 8 are representative, then in the most aggressive
scenario (the red dashed curve in Figure 8) one meter (1 m) of global SLR may occur by approximately 2065.
In this case, the effect of local uplift will be much less and only represents a small fraction of the expected
duration until 1 m of local SLR actually occurs.
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Figure 8: Mean Global Sea Level Rise Projection Curves

For this reason, we have considered two local sea level rise scenarios, 0.5m and 1.0m of net local SLR. These
values generally correspond to the estimates for SLR in the year 2050 and 2100 by the 2011 BC Provincial
Guideline documents [1], but most likely will occur sooner. The combined interaction of the actual future rate of
rise of global sea levels and the appropriate allowance for local land uplift effect is considered to be a part of
the inherent uncertainty in the predicted SLR values.

Tidal Water Level
Tide levels vary slightly around the DNS peninsula, with HHWLT ranging from 1.4 m CGVD28 to 1.6 m
CGVD28. The specific HHWLT from various local CHS tidal stations are listed in Table 2-1. For the purpose
of estimating the DFL, a HHWLT elevation of 1.5m CGVD28, is used.
Table 2-1: Tide Levels at Patricia Bay [8]

Tidal Station

HHWLT (m, CGVD28)

Brentwood Bay

1.6

Patricia Bay

1.4

Swartz Bay

1.5

Sidney

1.4

Saanichton Bay

1.4
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2.3. Storm Scenarios during the Designated Storm
The assessment of winds, waves and storm surges undertaken for this assignment has shown there are
different scenarios that can affect the various parts of the DNS shoreline depending on the shoreline
exposure. In particular, during typical mid-latitude storms, the highest water levels (high tide plus storm surge)
may occur after the strongest winds have started to decrease or alternatively after the wind direction has
switched, for example from SE to SW. In these cases the incident wave climate and therefore the expected
Wave Effects can change significantly and the governing total effect may occur at several moments during the
storm that do not exactly coincide with either the time of strongest winds or highest surge.
A summary of the governing conditions is provided in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 for 0.5 m and 1.0 of SLR,
respectively.
Table 2-2: Summary of Designated Flood Levels for 0.5m of SLR

Storm Wind
Direction
Scenario

Case

Description

SLR
Allowance
(m)

Tide
(m, CGVD28)

Storm
Surge
(m)

DFL
(m, CGVD28)

NE

1

Peak wind

0.5

1.5

-0.1

1.9

NW

1

Peak wind

0.5

1.5

-0.1

1.9

SW

1

Peak wind

0.5

1.5

0.4

2.4

SW

2

Peak surge

0.5

1.5

0.9

2.9

SE

1

Peak wind

0.5

1.5

0.6

2.6

SE

2

Peak surge

0.5

1.5

1.3

3.3

Table 2-3: Summary of Designated Flood Levels for 1m of SLR

Storm Wind
Direction
Scenario

Case

Description

SLR
Allowance
(m)

Tide
(m, CGVD28)

Storm
Surge
(m)

DFL
(m, CGVD28)

NE

1

Peak wind

1.0

1.5

-0.1

2.4

NW

1

Peak wind

1.0

1.5

-0.1

2.4

SW

1

Peak wind

1.0

1.5

0.4

2.9

SW

2

Peak surge

1.0

1.5

0.9

3.4

SE

1

Peak wind

1.0

1.5

0.6

3.1

SE

2

Peak surge

1.0

1.5

1.3

3.8
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2.4. Incident Wave Climate
Definition of Local Wind Climate
Wave generation during a storm is dependent on the wind speed, the related duration, and the extent of open
water (fetch) upwind from the shoreline in question.
For the NE, NW, and SW cases, the wind speed and available fetch is almost fully constrained by adjacent
land areas and limited open water fetch is available for wave generation. The estimation of incident waves at
the shoreline and any resulting wave effects during the Designated Storm is relatively straightforward.
For the NE, NW, and SW-Case 1 scenarios, the 1/500 AEP wind speed based on modified Victoria Airport
data, was used. To estimate the incident sea state during a potential 1/500 AEP SW maximum storm surge
scenario, a 1/5 AEP wind speed was used for the SW-Case 2 scenario to avoid compounding probabilities
unreasonably.
However; for the SE storm scenarios, the incident sea state is initially generated by strong winds blowing
across eastern Juan de Fuca Strait from Admiralty Inlet on the US side of the Strait and then further affected
by the winds in Haro Strait and then again by the wind in the waters between Haro Strait and the east
shoreline of the Saanich peninsula. As the sea state propagates between James Island and Sidney Island in
particular, wave dissipation will occur and the dissipated sea state can be re-generated by the decreased
winds in this area.
For this assignment, the incident sea states for SE storm scenarios were first estimated in Haro Strait, using a
fetch limited assumption across the east end of Juan de Fuca Strait and Haro Strait and then further modified
to reflect the influence of Sidney and James Islands and the modification of the wind field in this area. A
detailed definition of a wind speed dominated case for the SE direction is beyond the scope of this assignment
as it involves estimating overwater wind fields across the entire east of Juan de Fuca Strait during a 1/500
AEP Storm. For this assignment, we have used a conservative scenario of a hurricane force wind speed in the
Strait. The estimated 1/500 AEP wind speed, based on modified Victoria Airport data was used for the SE
maximum storm surge scenario.
A summary of the wind and offshore wave related parameters for the Designated Storm scenarios is provided
in Table 2-4. These scenarios and cases were used to define the expected wave climate at the shoreline,
which is further described below.
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Table 2-4: Summary of Designated Storm Parameters

Wind
Storm
Scenario

Case

Description

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

NE

1

Peak wind

NW

1

SW
SW
SE
SE

Incident Waves

Storm
Surge
(m)

Direction
o
(from, T)

Wave
Height,
Hs (m)

Period,
Tp
(s)

22.4

45

-

-

-0.1

Peak wind

20.9

320

-

-

-0.1

1

Peak wind

28.6

240

-

-

0.4

2

Peak surge

20.8

240

-

-

0.9

1

Peak wind

33.4

135

5.7

8.4

0.6

2

Peak surge

25.2

135

3.9

7.4

1.3

Definition of the Local Incident Wave Climate
An industry standard wave modeling software, Simulating WAves Nearshore (SWAN) was used to estimate
the expected incident wave climate around the shoreline of the Saanich peninsula.
SWAN is a third-generation numerical wave model developed by Delft University of Technology, which
computes the generation and propagation of random, short-crested wind-generated waves in coastal regions
and inland waters. It is a spectral (phase averaged) model that is valid on mild slopes for the propagation of
waves influenced by shoaling, refraction, currents, and wind forcing. Dissipation of waves due to whitecapping, bottom friction, and depth-induced breaking is accounted for in the software. For this project we have
utilized SWAN version 41.01A.

Bathymetry and Grids
Bathymetry data for the SWAN model was obtained from an in-house bathymetric model of the SW coast of
British Columbia, which was then refined near the Saanich peninsula. The existing model has various sources
of bathymetric data, including data available from NOAA, for US waters in Juan de Fuca Strait and the
Canadian Hydrographic Services (CHS) for Canadian waters. For this assignment, CHS Chart 3441 and
Chart 3447 were digitized and used as references for bathymetric data in the vicinity of the DNS shoreline. An
image of the refined bathymetric model is shown in Figure 9.
Three different computational SWAN grids were used for the different storm scenarios as shown in Figure 9.
Sensitivity runs were completed to determine the grid size needed to appropriately define the wave climate at
the -10m contour.
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Figure 9: Bathymetric model and SWAN grid extents for designated storm cases

Model Run Scenarios
For the purpose of this project, the six storm scenario cases in Table 2-4 were used to determine the resultant
incident wave climate around the Saanich Peninsula.
Whenever possible, it is useful to calibrate numerical wave models with long-term, measured data. The wave
buoy in Patricia Bay, which has an approximately 20 year record, was used to calibrate SW and NW winds in
order to achieve realistic wave heights during the related model runs. Sensitivity tests were completed to
reproduce actual storm events measured at the Patricia Bay Buoy. The tests resulted in the following
conclusions:
x SW and NW wind speeds can be reduced to 85% of the modified Victoria Airport wind speeds for
numerical modeling purposes to account for the duration-limited wind conditions and stationary
modeling methods used for these directions.
o

x Governing SW winds predominantly occur from 240 , rather than directly down the longer fetch in
o
Saanich Inlet. The shorter 240 fetch results in a more realistic nearshore wave climate in the affected
areas.
NE and SE designated storm wind speeds were not reduced, as the Patricia Bay wave buoy is not located in
an area indicative of the wind and wave climate on the East side of the Peninsula
A summary of the modeled scenarios and their respective inputs is included in Table 2-5.
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Table 2-5: Summary of Model Run Inputs

Incident Waves at
Boundary

Winds

Water Level

Storm
Scenario

Case

Grid

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

Direction
o
( T from)

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

DFL
(m, CGVD)

NE

1

A

22.4

45

-

-

2.4

NW

1

B

17.8

320

-

-

2.4

SW

1

B

24.3

240

-

-

2.9

SW

2

B

17.7

240

-

-

3.4

SE

1

C

33.4

135

5.7

8.4

3.1

SE

2

C

25.2

135

3.9

7.4

3.8

Nearshore Wave Climate
The resulting wave fields for the SW peak wind speed, and SE peak wind speed scenarios, are shown in
Figure 10. These images illustrate how the nearshore wave climate can vary significantly along the shoreline
for a specific storm scenario. Images showing the resulting wave fields for all storm scenarios are provided in
Appendix A.
The nearshore wave characteristics, generally along the -10 m CGVD28 contour, but in some cases, in
shallow water areas, along the -5 m or -2 m CGVD28 contour, are shown in Figure 11 for the SW peak wind
speed and SE peak wind speed scenarios for 1m of SLR. Summaries of the nearshore sea states along
specific reaches of the DNS shoreline, for all scenarios, are provided in Appendix B.
It should be noted these summaries of the nearshore wave climate do not include the potential influence of
floating structures (docks or moored vessels) which in some cases, especially near marinas, could attenuate
wave energy.
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Figure 10: SWAN results for SW peak wind speed (left), and SE peak wind speed (right), 1m SLR

Figure 11: Compiled nearshore seastate, SW peak wind speed (left) and SE peak wind speed (right), 1m SLR
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2.5. Wave Effects
The nearshore wave climate results described in Section 2.4 were then used to define the expected Wave
Effects around the DNS shoreline for the governing storm scenarios. Wave effects are site and shoreline
dependent, and reflect the interaction of the incident waves with a particular shoreline feature. In general
terms the Wave Effects will either be wave run-up on the shoreline or wave overtopping of shoreline features
such as seawalls or rock revetments. The Wave Effects can result in flooding depending on the elevation of
the lands adjacent to the shoreline.
Wave run-up is the vertical distance that water runs up the shoreline/structure slope during the Designated
Storm. Wave overtopping is the volume of water that travels over the structure crest and can range from a
small amount of spray to a sufficiently large volume capable of damaging structures or flooding of the land.
Wave overtopping can be quantified by an average discharge rate, q, in L/m/s (liters/meter of
shoreline/second). The average rate of overtopping is essentially defined by the crest elevation of the
shoreline structure crest elevation. It should be noted that actual overtopping will occur in individual wave
related pulses of water, which, averaged over time, will equal the average discharge rate.
The shoreline types utilized in estimating wave effects are discussed below. A discussion on the appropriate
overtopping threshold for defining FCLs is also provided in the following sections.

Shoreline Types
A site visit was conducted by boat on January 14, 2016, to identify the different shoreline types above the high
water line around the DNS shoreline. In general, shoreline types range from tall vertical cliffs to mildly sloping
beaches. In general, the characteristics of the DNS shoreline can be classified into 3 main types, as illustrated
in Figure 12:
x Erodible natural shorelines (green)
x Non-erodible natural shorelines (grey)
x Seawall or revetments (black)

Reaches
The DNS shoreline was divided into 39 reaches, based on the observed shoreline composition and the
characteristics of the nearshore wave climate as summarized in Section 2.4. The reaches, alternating in red
and blue, are illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Shoreline Reaches R.1 to R.39
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Overtopping Thresholds
In order to determine crest elevations, and therefore
FCLs, a threshold for overtopping must be specified.
Generally, an overtopping threshold of q = 10 L/m/s
results in a crest elevation that provides safety and
security against flooding to personnel or property behind
the shoreline. A threshold of q = 100 L/m/s assumes a
lower crest elevation and results in more flooding and
overtopping. This can mean that it is very dangerous for
pedestrians and/or trained staff. This higher threshold
also implies wave overtopping that is sufficient to result
in damage to any shoreline structures and flooding, with
standing water, up to the same elevation as the FCL.

q = ~10 L/m/s

q = ~100 L/m/s

Figure 1312 illustrates the level of flooding associated
with these two thresholds.
For the purpose of this study, an overtopping threshold
of q = 10 L/m/s, was used, which is associated with
significantly less risk to people and structures.
Figure 13: Recent overtopping events in BC corresponding to

Sensitivity tests were also completed using a set of
approximately q = 10 L/m/s (top) and q = 100 L/m/s (bottom)
identical nearshore wave conditions to determine the
sensitivity of FCL’s to the chosen overtopping threshold. The results from these tests are detailed in Appendix
D. In Reaches 1 and 32, for example, the overtopping threshold had no effect because wave heights and
effects are almost negligible. In highly exposed areas, such as Reach 36, an overtopping rate of 10 L/m/s
increases the FCL to 1.5 times the 100 L/m/s FCL; however it implicitly implies a much safer scenario on the
related reaches.

Wave Effects
The estimated Wave Effects for each Designated Storm scenario on each shoreline reach for an average
overtopping rate (q) of 10 L/m/s were assessed using the industry standard software BREAKWAT, which is
capable of assessing all types of shore structure types. BREAKWAT was used to calculate the crest elevation
required above the Designated Flood Level (DFL) to limit the average rate of overtopping to the previously
mentioned thresholds. The following additional assumptions were made in estimating the Wave Effects:
x The maximum intertidal slope, from the toe of any shoreline feature to the nearshore contour = 1:10
x Wave Effects are based on common shoreline feature for each reach
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3. FINDINGS
Flood Construction Levels define either the underside elevation of a wooden floor system for habitable
buildings, or the top elevation of a concrete slab for habitable buildings. FCLs should not be interpreted as a
required ground elevation surrounding a building intended for human habitation. Other measures, including
drainage or wet or dry flood proofing measures may be appropriate where ground levels are lower than the
FCL.
Flood Construction Levels were calculated as the sum of the following components for any given reach [2]:
x Designated Flood Level (DFL)
x Estimated Wave Effects during Designated Storm
x Freeboard Allowance
A freeboard allowance of 0.6 m, as recommended in the 2011 Provincial Guidelines is included unless
otherwise noted. The factors included in the Freeboard Allowance are discussed further below.

3.1. Revised Flood Construction Levels
The revised FCLs are provided in
n Figure 15 Figure 14 and Figure 15for a future sea level rise of 0.5m and
1.0m, respectively, for a overtopping rate q = 10 L/m/s. As noted above, the overtopping threshold of q = 10
L/m/s results in an elevation that provides safety and security against flooding to personnel or property behind
the shoreline.
At this threshold, 25 reaches have FCL’s for a 1.0m Sea Level Rise scenario that are lower than the existing
uniform CRD estimate of 5.04 m. The remaining 14 reaches have higher FCL’s largely due to the shoreline
exposure or shoreline characteristics.
The 0.5m SLR scenario resulted in reaches with FCL’s that are between 0.4m and 1.1m lower than the 1.0m
SLR scenario FCL’s, depending on location. This reduction is largely due to a reduction in water depth which
also serves to limit nearshore wave heights. For this scenario, 30 reaches have revised FCL’s lower than the
CRD estimate and only 9 reaches have higher FCL’s.
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Figure 14: FCL’s for 0.5m Sea Level Rise
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Figure 15: FCL’s for 1.0m Sea Level Rise
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3.2. Affected Lots
There are approximately 713 properties along the DNS shoreline that are exposed to the future threat of sea
level rise and the associated wave related effects. For the purpose of understanding how these lots are
affected by the FCL’s, we have used the following criteria:

Directly Affected:
1. Lot is not affected: The FCL elevation does not encroach into the lot.
2. Lot is partially affected: The FCL elevation encroaches less than a 15m setback on the lot.
3. Lot is partially flooded: The FCL encroaches beyond a 15m setback, but does not inundate the entire
lot.
4. Lot is completely inundated: The FCL elevation encroaches on the entire lot and possibly further
landward.

Indirectly Affected:
1. Lot is adjacent to a lot where flooding is expected, which is substantially greater than the flooding for
the reference lot.
2. Lot is adjacent to a completely inundated lot.
The levels of inundation were defined using a digital elevation model (DEM) of the District of North Saanich
based on LiDAR measurements of District topography. The DEM was provided by the DNS. Lot boundaries
are based on Cadastral mapping also provided by the DNS.
Criteria 1 implies that the FCL will have little to no effect on applicable lots and mainly occurs where the
shoreline is steep and high.
Lots where Criteria 2 is applicable will have limited flooding or wave interaction, provided that the main
building is landward of a 15m setback. Lots affected by Criteria 3 and 4, may require protection or other
measures.
Indirectly affected lots are dependent on the action of the adjacent lots. For example, if a waterfront lot
constructs a sea wall, the adjacent lots may be impacted by overtopping.
The number of lots affected by 1m and 0.5m FCL’s for an overtopping threshold of 10 L/m/s are summarized
in Table 3-1. These values are based on the map of the revised FCL’s for the entire Peninsula, included in
Appendix C.
It is important to note that the total number of directly affected lots is equal to the total number of waterfront
lots in the DNS. For the purpose of this analysis, waterfront lots are defined as properties directly adjoined to
the ocean, not including parks or areas out of the Scope of Work as defined in Section 1. We also assumed
that for properties affected by more than one FCL, the higher FCL governs.
The indirectly affected lots includes lots already counted as directly affected and lots that are typically inland
(generally across a road right of way) of a waterfront lot.
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Table 3-1: Summary of lots affected by the revised FCL’s

Number of Lots

Criteria
0.5m SLR

1.0m SLR

Directly Affected Lots
Criteria 1

83

48

Criteria 2

499

502

Criteria 3

67

81

Criteria 4

64

82

713

713

Total

Indirectly Affected Lots
Criteria 5

17

31

Criteria 6

37

46

Total

54

77

3.3. Uncertainties
As discussed previously, a freeboard allowance of 0.6 m was included in the FCL’s to account for
uncertainties, which include the following:
x A uniform 1:10 intertidal slope was used based on observations during the field reconnaissance.
Steeper slopes could increase the Wave Effects.
x Although the shoreline is sub-divided into 39 reaches, variation in shoreline type, slope, and
orientation still exist within each reach. Some of these variations could result in either higher or lower
Wave Effects within each reach.
x Nearshore wave heights and wave effects do not consider the effects of local structures, vessels, or
docks.
x The numerical wave model computational grid has 100m grid spacing, which is appropriate when
considering a 1-2km reach length, but fails to capture some local complexities, such as rapid changes
in bathymetry, narrow channels, or small islands, which may be important for an individual lot
assessment.
x Shoreline orientations are averaged over the entire reach and within a reach, some lots may be more
exposed or less exposed to the Designated Storms.
x Some reaches may be more exposed to waves generated by another wind direction, other than that
considered by the Designated Storms. This is an inherent uncertainty of completing FCL’s on a highly
variable shoreline at a scale larger than that of the individual lot. However, these risks have been
appropriately balanced by using some conservative engineering approaches, such as a lower
overtopping threshold of q = 10 L/m/s, and by applying a 0.6m freeboard.
x The refined FCL’s are largely based on modifications of the recorded overland wind measurements
from Victoria Airport and calibration with the Patricia Bay Buoy wind and wave data for SW and NW
winds. Ideally, overwater wind measurements would also be available on the East side of the
peninsula to validate the modifications made in this study for SE and NE winds.
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x The Wave Effects are largely based on the wind climate from the last 60 years of measurements made
at Victoria Airport. Climate change is expected to increase the frequency of severe weather events
and possibly the intensity of these same events.
x There is a significant variation in present estimates of the future rate of SLR. The flow of new
information and science related to future rates of SLR consistently indicates that SLR will occur faster
than indicated by the 2011 Provincial Planning Curve. There is no scientific information that suggests
rates will be lower. The freeboard allowance of 0.6 m provides an allowance for this particular
uncertainly, the magnitude of which also depends on the magnitude of other relevant uncertainties in
the calculations.
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4. GLOSSARY
Abbreviations and definitions of terms used in this report are listed below.

4.1. Abbreviations
AEP

Annual Exceedance
Probability

The probability (or % chance) of a specific event occurring or being
exceeded iin any given year.

CD

Chart Datum

In the DNS area, CD is 2.2m (± 0.1 m) below Geodetic Datum
(CGVD28).

CGVD28

Canadian Geodetic
Vertical Datum (1928)

In most places in Canada, this is the current reference datum for
terrestrial vertical elevations and is generally the same as mean sea
level, based on astronomical tides alone. A detailed description is
available online at:
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/geodetic-referencesystems/9054#_Canadian_Geodetic_Vertical_1.
CGVD28 is being replaced with a newer datum plane based on a North
American common geoid. The new datum is notionally equivalent to
the local coastal mean sea level. Details are available online at:
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/geodetic-referencesystems/9054#_Benchmarks_Information

CRD

Capital Regional
District

DFL

Designated Flood
Level

A water surface elevation which includes appropriate allowances for
future SLR, land crustal movement, tide, and storm surge during the
Designated storm.

DPA

Development Permit
Area

Refers to Development Permits as per Division 7 of the LGA or Section
14 of the OCP.

DS

Designated Storm

A storm which includes concurrent time series of winds, storm surge
and waves, with a specific AEP.

FCL

Flood Construction
Level

Defined as the underside elevation of a wooden floor system or the top
elevation of a concrete slab, for habitable buildings [2].

Floodplain Bylaw

Bylaw designated under Section 524 of the Local Government Act.

HHWLT

Higher High Water
Large Tide

The average of the annual highest tide over an 18.6
1
year complete tidal
cycle. In the DNS area, HHWLT is 1.5 m above Geodetic Datum
(CGVD28) and 3.7 m above Chart Datum (± 0.2 m).

LGA

Local Government Act

Refers to the updated Local Government Act (RSBC 2015), which was
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made current as of October 26, 2016 .
MTF

Marine Task Force

Refers to the individuals responsible for the MTFR.

RSBC

Revised Statutes of
British Columbia

SDA

Special Development
Area

SLI

SNC Lavalin Inc

SLR

Sea Level Rise

The rise in sea level including: global sea level rise driven by global
warming and local sea level rise driven by regional tectonic or isostatic
(glacial) subsidence or uplift.

SWAN

Simulating WAves
Nearshore

Wave modelling software, which can simulate wave generation,
propagation, dissipation and transformation to the shoreline.

°T

Degrees, True North

Direction in degrees, with respect to True North.

Refers to Special Development Area as per Section 13 of the OCP.

4.2. Definitions
2011 Provincial
Guidelines

Guidelines posted by BCMOE, BCMOE (2011a,b,c), and available
online at:
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/fhm2012/draw_report.html#3

Estimated Future
Natural Boundary

The estimated location of the future Natural Boundary after sea level
has risen, usually by a defined amount. Defined in the 2011 Provincial
Guidelines.

Fetch

The horizontal distance over open water (in the direction of the wind)
over which wind generates waves.

Foreshore

That part of the shoreline extending between the upper limit of wave
interaction with the shoreline and the low tide elevation. Typically the
inland limit of the foreshore would be landward of the Natural
Boundary.

Freeboard

A vertical allowance added to the DFL and the Wave Effect allowance to
establish the FCL. This allowance is generally included to cover any
uncertainties in defining the FCL.

Geodetic Datum

The reference plane for terrestrial vertical elevations in Canada and in
general approximately equal to mean sea level.

Natural Boundary

The present Natural Boundary as defined in the British Columbia Land
Act, Section 1.
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Nearshore

An indefinite zone extending seawards from the shoreline to deepwater,
typically well seaward of the breaker zone and in water depths in the
order of 20 m.

Overtopping

The passage of water over the crest of a shoreline or shoreline structure
as a result of wave run-up.

Residual Water Level

The component of the measured water level that is not attributed to tidal
effects. The residual water level is generally assumed to be
approximately equal to the storm surge. Calculated as the measured
total water level minus the predicted tides at a given location.

Run-Up

The vertical distance travelled by the action of individual waves that
break and travel up the shoreline or slope of a shoreline structure.

Storm Surge

The non-tidal rise/fall in a body of water due to atmospheric effects.
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6. NOTICE TO READERS
This document contains the expression of the professional opinion of SNC-Lavalin Inc. (“SLI”) as to the
matters set out herein, using its professional judgment and reasonable care. It is to be read in the context of
the Agreement, and the methodology, procedures and techniques used, SLI’s assumptions, and the
circumstances and constrains under which its mandate was performed. This document is written solely for the
purpose stated in the Agreement, and for the sole and exclusive benefit of the Client, whose remedies are
limited to those set out in the Agreement. This document is meant to be read as a whole, and sections or parts
thereof should thus not be read or relied upon out of context.
SLI has, in preparing any cost estimates, followed methodology and procedures, and exercised due care
consistent with the intended level of accuracy, using its professional judgment and reasonable care, and is
thus of the opinion that there is a high probability that actual costs will fall within the specified error margin.
However, no warranty should be implied as to the accuracy of any estimates contained herein. Unless
expressly stated otherwise, assumptions, data and information supplied by, or gathered from other sources
(including the Client, other consultants, testing laboratories and equipment suppliers, etc.) upon which SLI’s
opinion as set out herein is based has not been verified by SLI; SLI makes no representation as to its
accuracy and disclaims all liability with respect thereto.
SLI disclaims any liability to the Client and to third parties in respect of the publication, reference, quoting, or
distribution of this report or any of its contents to and reliance thereon by any third party.
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$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

APPENDIX A – SWAN Results
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Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 1: SWAN results for the NE peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m SLR
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Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 2: SWAN results for SWAN for the NW peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m SLR
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Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 3: SWAN results for SWAN for the SW peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m SLR
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Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 4: SWAN results for SWAN for the SW peak storm surge scenario for 0.5m SLR
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Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 5: SWAN results for SWAN for the SE peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m SLR
© SNC
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Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 6: SWAN results for the SE peak storm surge scenario for 0.5m SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV
$33(1',;
$± 6:$1 5HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 7: SWAN results for the NE peak wind speed scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV
$33(1',;$±
6:$1 5HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 8: SWAN results for SWAN for the NW peak wind speed scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV
$33(1',;$±
6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 9: SWAN results for SWAN for the SW peak wind speed scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV
$33(1',;$±
6:$15HVXOWV 

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 10: SWAN results for SWAN for the SW peak storm surge scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV
$33(1',;
$± 6:$15HVXOWV

Saltspring
Island
Moresby
Island

North
Saanich

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Sidney
Island

Figure 11: SWAN results for SWAN for the SE peak wind speed scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV
$33(1',;
$± 6:$1 5HVXOWV

Saltspring
Island

Moresby
Island

North
Saanich

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Sidney
Island

Figure 12: SWAN results for the SE peak storm surge scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV
$33(1',;
$± 6:$15HVXOWV 

APPENDIX B – Nearshore Wave Climate

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ >ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌ Ϭ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ >ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 1: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for NE peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱ ĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
Ă
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 2: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for NW peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ >ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌ Ϭ͘ϱ ĂŶĚ ϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 3: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SW peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌ Ϭ͘ϱ ĂŶĚ ϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH
$33(1',;

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 4: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SW peak storm surge scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ >ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌ Ϭ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ >ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 5: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SE peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved..
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH
$33(1',;

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 6: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SE peak storm surge scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ >ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌ Ϭ͘ϱĂŶĚ ϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ >ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 7: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for NE peak wind speed scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ >ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌ Ϭ͘ϱĂŶĚ ϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ >ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 8: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for NW peak wind speed scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱ
ĂŶĚ ϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH
$33(1',;

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 9: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SW peak wind speed scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱ
ĂŶĚ ϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH
$33(1',;

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 10: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SW peak storm surge scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ >ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 11: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SE peak wind speed scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ >ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌ Ϭ͘ϱ ĂŶĚ ϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 12: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SE peak storm surge scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
&ůŽŽĚ
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ >ĞǀĞůƐ ĨŽƌ Ϭ͘ϱĂŶĚ ϭ͘Ϭŵ ^ĞĂ >ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;&±0DSSHG)ORRG&RQVWUXFWLRQ/HYHOV
$33(1',;&
± 0DSSHG)ORRG&RQVWUXFWLRQ/HYHOV 

APPENDIX C – Mapped Flood Construction Levels

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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FLOOD CONSTRUCTION LEVEL
LEVEL6
LEVEL6
6
0.5 m SEA LEVEL RISE

'
'RFXPHQW(5)ORRG&RQVWUXFWLRQ/HYHOVIRUPDQGP6HD/HYHO5LVH$SSHQGL[&
W   (5  )O G &
W WL /
O I 
G 6 /
O 5L
$
GL &

R.22
4.4 m

R.21
4.3 m

R.23
3.9 m

K

R.24
4.6 m

Colour polygons on the Map show floodplain areas
subject to the indicated Flood Construction Level.
Information shown on these Maps is compiled from
numerous sources. The District of North Saanich
does not represent that flooding will not occur
outside of the indicated floodplain areas or will not
exceed the Flood Construction Levels indicated on
the Map
Map.
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This Map displays the Flood Construction Level (FCL),
(FCL) , by Reach
The FCL elevations are referenced to Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28)
0 m CGVD28 is equal to + 2.2 m Chart Datum, as measured at Swartz Bay
1 The methodology used to define the FCL is provided in Document No. 634533-3000-41ER-0001 Rev 0
prepared by SNC Lavalin Inc and available from the District of North Saanich
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M
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FLOOD CONSTRUCTION LEVEL
1.0 m SEA LEVEL RISE
'RFXPHQW(5)ORRG&RQVWUXFWLRQ/HYHOVIRUPDQGP6HD/HYHO5LVH$SSHQGL[&
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Colour polygons on the Map show floodplain areas
subject to the indicated Flood Construction Level.
Information shown on these Maps is compiled from
numerous sources. The District of North Saanich
does not represent that flooding will not occur
outside of the indicated floodplain areas or will not
exceed the Flood Construction Levels indicated on
the Map.
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This Map displays the Flood Construction Level (FCL),
(FCL) , by Reach
The FCL elevations are referenced to Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28)
0 m CGVD28 is equal to + 2.2 m Chart Datum, as measured at Swartz Bay
1 The methodology used to define the FCL is provided in Document No. 634533-3000-41ER-0001 Rev 0
prepared
p
p
by
y SNC Lavalin Inc and available from the District of North Saanich
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
SNC-Lavalin was retained by the District of North Saanich (DNS) to review and refine Flood Construction
Levels (FCLs) previously developed for the District of North Saanich by the CRD.
The existing CRD FCL estimate for the District of North Saanich was 5.04 m for
or one meter of sea level rise,
relative to the present Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum (CGVD28). The
reference datum is
he CGVD28
CG
notionally the same as mean sea level today.

T

n of a wooden ffloor system
The Flood Construction Level is defined as the underside elevation
system, or the top
elevation of a concrete slab, for habitable buildings, and is calculated from the sum
su of the following
components:
udes tide, storm surge, and sea level rise,
The Designated Flood Level (DFL), which includes

x

g a Designated Storm,
Storm and
The effects of waves at the shoreline during

x

or uncertainties
ainties in the methodology.
A freeboard allowance, that accounts for

AF

x

ed to provide safety a
and security a
Flood Construction Levels (FCL’s) are intended
against flooding or related
ng
g the shoreline. The extent of
o flooding
flood
damage in habitable levels of buildings along
or the risk to personnel is
hat crosses
osses the shoreline during a s
st
directly related to the quantity of water that
storm and for this reason the main
n the specific wave effects to be expected at specific locations
focus of this refinement of FCLs has focused on
around the shoreline of the DNS.
y
Approach and Methodology

D
R

delines recommend consideration
consideratio of 1 m of Sea Level Rise, adjusted for local land
The 2011 Provincial Guidelines
ting
ng the Designated Flood Level (DF
movement, for estimating
(DFL) for 2100. However, the rate of rise of sea level is
ected to
o occur faster than previously estimated in 2011. To allow for these uncertainties and
now generally expected
hortort- and long-term sea
se level rise response
res
to aid in both shortplanning, a net rise in sea level of 0.5 m and 1.0 m,
oc
independentt of any particular year of occurrence
occurrence, have been used for this assessment.
In orderr to define the Designated Flood Le
Level, an analysis of storm conditions and related water levels was
y undertaken to establish the expected
expe
initially
storm surge and associated wind and resulting wave conditions
e Designated Storm for distin
during the
distinct reaches along the DNS shoreline. The Designated Storm was based
ha an average
rage annual
a
on a storm that has
probability (AEP) of being equalled or exceeded of 1/500, or a 0.2%
urring or being e
chance of occurring
exceeded in any given year. This level of probability was selected, based on
guidance in the Provincial Guideline documents, to minimize and equalize risk to exposed residential
pe
properties around the peninsula.
The shoreline of the DNS is exposed to winds and waves from various directions depending on the location,
and the type of storm that produces severe (1/500 AEP condition) on that portion of the shoreline. In some
cases, depending on the direction of exposure, severe winds (and resulting waves) can come from several
different types of storms. The dominant storm patterns include winter outflow conditions that typically produce
NE winds, and more typical and relatively frequent, mid-latitude Pacific Ocean storms that generally produce
SE, SW, or NW winds.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Detailed analysis found that winter outflow conditions (NE winds) are typically associated with negative storm
surges while mid-latitude storms are generally associated with large positive storm surges. It was also found
that the peak storm surge generally occurs several hours after the peak wind speed and that the surge can
change rapidly as the storm passes over or by the area.
Nearshore wave conditions during the Designated Storm were estimated using a detailed wave generation
hat are capable of producing
and propagation numerical wave model (SWAN) for six specific storm scenarios that
ds vary significantly
sig
1/500 AEP conditions at the shoreline of the DNS. The resulting wave fields
around the
n Haro Strait.
shoreline. The image below shows the expected wave field for a SE storm in

T

The DNS shoreline was subdivided into 39 reaches, defined
by the typical shoreline characteristics and the wave
exposure on each reach. The nearshore wave climate
results were then used to establish a governing storm
condition for each reach and to then estimate the
he
corresponding wave effects on the shoreline. Wave effects
fects
are defined by the wave run-up on the shoreline and/or
d/or wave
e
overtopping of characteristic shoreline features
es including
seawalls or rock revetments.
For the purpose of calculating FCL’s, a threshold
hreshold
old of 10 L/m/s
(Litres/meter/second) for acceptable
e quantities of water at
the shoreline was considered. This
his
s threshold value provides
safety and security of personnel
nel and property. A freeboard
freebo
allowance of 0.6 m, as recommended
ommended in the 2011 Provincial
Provin
Guidelines, was also included.
cluded.
luded
Results

The 1m Sea Level
evel Rise scenario resulted in 25 shoreline
reaches with
uniform
h FCL’s that are lower than the existing
exis
Expected Seastate in a 1/500 AEP SE storm
CRD estimate
remaining 14
stimate of 5.04
5.04 m, CGVD28. The
T
reaches
changes from the CRD
es ha
have higher FCL’s.
FCL’s. These chan
estimate
largely due to the
particular characteristics of each reach, including specific shoreline exposure or
e are la
e particul
pa
shoreline characteristics,
haracteristics, which inc
iincludes the type and character of the inter-tidal portion of the shoreline and
the nature of the
he shoreline at the high water line.
The 0.5m SLR scenario
resulted in FCL’s that are between 0.4m and 1.1m lower than the FCL’s for the 1.0m
nario res
SLR scenario. This reduction
is largely due to the lower water level which essentially limits the seastate that
du
can exist at the shoreline during the Designated Storm. For 0.5 m of sea level rise, 30 reaches have FCL’s
lower than the CRD estimate of 5.04m and 9 reaches have higher FCL’s.
The overall reductions in FCL elevations can be largely attributed to the detailed definition of storm scenarios,
associated storm surges and the specifics of each shoreline reach. These details are very important when
defining specific FCL’s on a shoreline as variable as the DNS.
Detailed maps of the resulting FCLs for each shoreline reach are provided in Appendix C.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Implications to the District of North Saanich
There are approximately 713 waterfront lots on the coastline of the District of North Saanich.
For a 0.5m SLR scenario, the revised wave effects and flooding are confined to the shoreline or the first 15 m
of setback (Criteria 1 & 2) on approximately 582 lots. Partial flooding, including in some cases, complete
inundation (Criteria 3 & 4) is expected on 131 properties.
For the 1.0m SLR scenario, minor flooding (Criteria 1 & 2) is expected on approxim
approximately 550 lots. Partial
approx
flooding, including in some cases complete inundation (Criteria 3 & 4) is expected
ected on
o 163 lots.
lo

T

g a 1.0m SLR scenario, either from an
A potential 77 lots are indirectly exposed to the risk of flooding during
adjacent waterfront property or because flooding may extend landward
properties.
For a
ward from the waterfront
water
prope
0.5m SLR scenario, a potential 54 lots are indirectly exposed to flooding. The flooding a
and safety of these
e adjacent
adjac
indirectly affected lots is dependent on the action taken on the
lots.

D
R

AF

cutive Summary
End of Executive
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1. INTRODUCTION
SNC-Lavalin Inc. (SLI) was retained to define the Flood Construction Levels (FCL) for the District of North
Saanich, considering district specific conditions such as wave exposure, shoreline type and a range of
expected sea level rise scenarios. This report details the methodology and findings of this work and
ated May
M 2016.
supersedes the previous SLI FCL Report; Document 634533-1000-41ER-001, dated

Background

T

This study refines the Flood Construction Levels (FCLs) previously presented
resented by the Capital
C
Reg
Regional District
h Saanich (DNS). These existing C
(CRD) In-house Assessment Methodology for the District of North
CRD FCLs
Groundrush Consulting [6].
[6].
are described in reports prepared by AECOM [4], CRD [5] and Groun

AF

The existing CRD FCLs were estimated based on the procedures recommended in the 2011 Provincial
alue
ue of 5.04 m, CGVD
recomm
Guideline documents, BCMOE [1][2][3] and a single value
CGVD28 was recommended
for Zone 4,
sed on a global average
avera sea level rise
ris of 1 m, estimated to
which includes the DNS. The CRD values were based
ngle value of 0.65
65 m ffor all areas in the DNS to estimate the
occur by the year 2100 [5]. This included a single
a
applicatio of a single value of wave
Wave Effects component of the FCL. It is expected that the regional application
e inter-relationship between the
t
effects is not accurate, considering the close
storm surge, wave exposure,
ne types around the DNS shoreline.
Wave Effects, and the varying shoreline

Scope

D
R

The scope of this assignment
ent was to examine and define
defin
the storm surge and wave effect components at a finer
ed for the CRD FCLs and provide
provid
resolution than that used
pecific to the DNS shoreline (shown
(show in
revised FCLs specific
Figure 1) for 0.5
.5 m and 1.0 m and of sea
s level rise.
The following
from the
wing areas were specifically excluded
ex
exclud
study:
x

First Nations Lands

x

ederal Lands within Patricia
Pa
P
Federal
Bay (The Institute
cean Sciences Marine
Ma
of Ocean
Facility)

x

ies terminal
termina at Swartz Bay
BC Ferries

x

dney
Town of Sidney

Vertical Datum
Unless noted otherwise, all elevations are in meters with
respect to Geodetic Datum (CGVD28).

Figure 1: District of North Saanich
source: Google Maps 2015
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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2. METHODOLOGY
In order to estimate the FCL’s for the DNS, we used the following methodology, which is consistent with the
Provincial Guideline documents and is discussed further in the following sub-sections:
Define the Designated Storm(s) and the associated winds and storm surge
Determine the Designated Flood Level, considering sea level rise, tide conditions,
and storm surge
nditio
Characterize the incident wave climate approaching the shoreline
Determine Wave Effects and overtopping rates at the shoreline
Calculate the Flood Construction Levels
Determine the number of affected lots in the DNS

2.1. Designated Storms

T

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

AF

The Saanich peninsula is exposed to winds and waves from
om six principle directions; NE, E and
an SE, SW, W
a
exposed to NE,
E, E an
and NW, but in general terms, the east shoreline is only expos
and SE, E winds, tthe west shoreline
orth shoreline
oreline is only e
exposed to NE, N and NW winds. In
is only exposed to SW, W and NW winds and the north
order to define FCLs around the entire shoreline
necessary to consider different
e of the DNS,
S, it is th
therefore necess
de
th
combinations of wind speed, direction, and related storm surge to determine
the governing case for each
section of the DNS shoreline.

Definition of the Designated Storm

D
R

The 2011 Provincial Guideline Documents provide some flexibility in the choice of the appropriate annual
exceedance probability (AEP)
P) for the Designated Storm,
Storm based on the type and value of land use along the
shoreline. For the purpose
exceedance
probability (AEP) for the Designated Storm
se of this project, an annual exceeda
exc
(DS) of 1/500, which corresponds
in a given year, was selected.
orresponds to a 0.2% chance of occurring
occ
occu
This AEP value was chosen
en for the following reasons:
reasons
ind
x The CRD based results [6] indicated
the most vulnerable lands (in the Tsehum Harbour area) were
enerally high value residential w
waterfr
generally
waterfront properties

x Other vulnerable areas on the west side of the peninsula were also mainly residential properties.

Storm Types and Wind Fie
Field

Due to the exposure
posure of the DNS to winds and waves from various directions, typical storm patterns that could
produce 1/500 AEP winds and waves – i.e.: the Designated Storm – at different locations around the
me fro
shoreline, could come
from two primary sources: winter outflow conditions, which generally produce NE
storms or more typical and more frequent mid-latitude storms, from the Pacific Ocean basin, which generally
produce SE, SW, and then NW winds, as the storm system propagates towards and across the south coast of
British Columbia.
Typical patterns for the storm types are shown in Figure 2. The left hand side shows the typical wind
directions around an intense mid-latitude low pressure system as it approaches the coast of British Columbia
from the Pacific. This direction of approach initially brings strong E to SE winds that change to SW winds as
the associated warm front passes and then often produce strong W to NW winds when the associated cold

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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AF

T

front crosses the coast. Severe mid-latitude storms typically bring large storm surges, reflecting the effect of
the storm, that, within the Straits of Juan de Fuca and Georgia, often occur after the strongest E or SE winds
have occurred. The right hand image in Figure 2 shows a typical outflow condition where a ridge of high
pressure north of Vancouver Island results in pressure contours that drive strong NE outflow winds across the
Strait of Georgia towards Vancouver Island and the DNS.

Figure 2: (left) Forecast for a typical mid-latitude
latitude storm 17
7 Jan. 2016 - (right) Forecast
Forecas for a typical outflow condition 14 Feb 2006
Source: NOAA
NO

D
R

Review of the local overwater
ater wind fields in the vicinity of the Saanich peninsula during severe storms also
uring SE storms; the wind speed p
shows that generally during
progressively decreases in strength as the winds
y area.
ea. Winds in the eastern end of J
approach the Sidney
Juan de Fuca strait are consistently stronger than the
ef, at the north end of Haro Strait. Wi
winds at Kelp Reef,
Winds in the area between James Island and Sidney Island
y shoreline are less than
tha the wind speeds
spe
and the Sidney
recorded at Kelp Reef.
cted wind speeds associated with
w s
The expected
severe storms, and specifically the Designated Storms, (with an
ass
AEP of 1/500), were evaluated for this assignment
using data from the Environment Canada Victoria Airport
ometer, due to its proximity to mo
anemometer,
most of the DNS shorelines and it’s long record, supplemented by data
from the Environment Canada anemometer
at Kelp Reef, for SE events and from the Environment Canada
anem
a
ave recording buoy in Patricia Bay for SW and NW events. Anemometer locations are shown in
Wind and Wave
Figure 3.
rom Victoria Airport was adjusted to account its over-land location using standard
Wind speed data from
procedures for overland to overwater modification.
A peak over threshold extreme value analysis was completed to estimate the 1/500 AEP wind events for each
directional sector for the modified Victoria Airport winds and the unmodified Kelp Reef winds. The results of
the extreme value analysis for the modified Victoria Airport data, by major direction, are provided in Figure 4.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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The extreme value analysis results confirmed that peak winds at Kelp Reef are stronger, for the same AEP
event, than the modified Victoria Airports winds, which supports the qualitative description of SE overwater
wind fields above.

Figure
ure 3:
3 Environment
Envi
Canada wind stations referenced for DNS project
source: Google Earth

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Figure 4: Extreme Value Analysis Results for
f Wind Speed

AF

Storm Surge during the Designated Stormss

In the 2011 Provincial Guidelines, the expected storm surge for a generalized
ge
1/500 AEP storm event in the
gia is 1.3 m. However, detailed
d
exa
Strait of Juan de Fuca or the Strait of Georgia
examination
of the correlation
nds during the related storm event
eve shows that the correlation
between the storm surge event and the winds
between the timing of wind speeds in the Straits
aits and the arrival of a storm surge varies significantly. As an
k wind speed during a recent
r
example the recorded data shows that the peak
severe SE storm on the south
urge by approximately 6 hours at Po
coast preceded the peak storm surge
Point Atkinson, Figure 5. A similar lag can
be expected around the DNS shoreline.
Examination of the top 7 storm surge events in the last 20 yea
years showed that:

D
R

s during storms tend to peak seve
x In general, winds
several hours before the maximum storm surge arrives.

ds have already shifted from
fr
x In most cases, winds
a SE to a SW direction and the wind speeds have
ally decreased from the peak wind speed.
sp
generally

x In the most severe storm surge event in the record, the winds peaked when the direction had already
shifted into the SW.
amination of the storm surge associated
associ
An examination
with strong NE or NW winds, which directly affect the north and
des of the DNS shoreline,
shoreline sh
west sides
shows there are further significantly different correlations between wind
s described further bel
below
strength, as
below.
servative, for the
th DNS area, to pair the 1/500 AEP storm surge (1.3 m) with a 1/500 yr AEP
It is overly conservative,
ated Stor
wind for all Designated
Storm direction scenarios.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Figure 5: Correlation
orrelation of Residual water level
lev and wind speed
s
during a SE storm event

For the purpose of this assignment,
ssignment, a specific assessment
assessme wa
was conducted correlating wind events with storm
ector, and specifically for the NE, NW,
NW SW, and SE sectors.
surges by directional sector,
The analysis was based on the top 10 storms on rec
record and a relationship was determined between peak
n the Sidney area and the corresponding
corres
wind speeds in
storm surge, for each directional sector. The
relationships
s for the top 10 SE and NE storms in the record are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively.
ected wind speed for the Designated
Designate Storm is also shown.
The expected

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Figure 6: Residual water levels at the time
ime of peak
p
winds for a SE storm.

D
R

AF

Source: modified Victoria A
Airport winds

Figure 7: Residual
Residua water levels
leve at the time of peak winds for a NE storm event.
Source: modified Victoria Airport winds
Sou

The results
esults in Figure 6 suggest
gest that significantly
si
lower storm surge amplitude, compared to the Provincial
e of 1.3 m, can be expected
expect when
w
Guideline
winds actually peak in the waters offshore of Sidney.
Analysis of the
storms, Figure 7 suggests that there is a negative storm surge (residual) during
he top 10 NE storm
severe NE storm events. Analysis
of strong NW events provided similar correlations.
Ana
Analyses of SW storms
ms showed that the correlation between peak SW winds and residual water levels is
similar to that found for the SE storms – the expected storm surge at the time of maximum SW winds is also
less than suggested by the Provincial Guideline documents. However, it was noticed that at the time of the
largest recorded storm surge on record (0.9 m), winds at Victoria Airport (and Kelp Reef) had swung to the
SW.
These results suggest that there is more than one storm scenario that could produce governing storm related
Wave Effects around the Saanich peninsula:

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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x The time at which winds (and related waves) peak and the storm surge is not a maximum
x The time when the storm surge is a maximum but winds (and related waves) have either not yet
peaked or they have already started to decrease.
In reality, there are many possible combinations of water levels (astronomical tide plus storm surge) and
waves which could produce governing Wave Effects around the peak of the storm for several hours. For the
purpose of this assignment we have concentrated on the likely governing scenarios that could define
appropriated FCLs.

2.2. Designated Flood Level

x Future SLR Allowance
x Maximum high tide (HHWLT)

AF

rm
x Total storm surge during the Designated Storm

T

The designated flood level (DFL), which does not include the effect of waves at the shoreline,
shore
is the sum of the
following components [2]:

er of the DNS,, depending
depen
on the exp
The DFL will vary around the shoreline perimeter
exposure of each section of
result
shoreline and the timing of the Designated Storm, winds, storm surge and resulting
waves for the particular
shoreline exposure.

Sea Level Rise

The existing 2011 Provincial Guideline
uideline documents are based
bas on an estimated linear rate of SLR through 2200.
e 8 as
a the BC 2011 Planning Curve.
The recommended planning curve is shown in Figure

D
R

sho
sh
The BC 2011 Planning curve suggests that 1 m of SLR should
be expected by the year 2100. However, the
weight of science and
level rise strongly suggests that 1 m of SLR may occur
nd data related to ongoing sea leve
sooner, as suggested
ested by more
ore recent projections, also shown in Figure 8.
One component
of
nent of local SLR is the influence
in
o land uplift or subsidence, due either to tectonic effects or
ostatic rebound. The current measured
measur
mea
glacial isostatic
land uplift rate in the DNS area is approximately +1.4 mm/yr
his rate, if projected to the year 2100
[1]. This
2100, will result in land uplift of roughly +0.1 m and a slightly slower rate
of local SLR tthan indicated in Figure
Fig
8
If the more aggressive SLR pro
projection curves in Figure 8 are representative, then in the most aggressive
proje
ed dashed curve in Figure 8) one meter (1 m) of global SLR may occur by approximately 2065.
scenario (the red
lo
In this case, the effect of local
uplift will be much less and only represents a small fraction of the expected
duration until 1 m of local
oca SLR actually occurs.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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Figure 8: Mean
n Global Sea Level Rise Projection Curves
Curve
C

For this reason, we have considered two local sea
ea level rise scenarios, 0.5m
0
0.5 and 1.0m of net local SLR. These
he
e estimates for SLR in the year 2050
205 and 2100 by the 2011 BC Provincial
values generally correspond to the
Guideline documents [1], but most likely will occur sooner.
combined interaction of the actual future rate of
soone The com
rise of global sea levels and
local land uplift effect is considered to be a part of
d the appropriate allowance for
f loca
the inherent uncertainty in the predicted SLR values.

Tidal Water Level
vel

Tide levels vary slightly around the D
DNS penin
peninsula, with HHWLT ranging from 1.4 m CGVD28 to 1.6 m
CGVD28. The specific HHWLT from vari
various local CHS tidal stations are listed in Table 2-1. For the purpose
of estimating
mating the DFL, a HHWLT elevation of 1.5m CGVD28, is used.
Table 2-1: Tide Levels at Patricia Bay [8]

Tidal Station

HHWLT (m, CGVD28)

Brentwood Bay

1.6

Patricia Bay

1.4

Swartz Bay

1.5

Sidney

1.4

Saanichton Bay

1.4

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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2.3. Storm Scenarios during the Designated Storm
The assessment of winds, waves and storm surges undertaken for this assignment has shown there are
different scenarios that can affect the various parts of the DNS shoreline depending on the shoreline
exposure. In particular, during typical mid-latitude storms, the highest water levels (high tide plus storm surge)
may occur after the strongest winds have started to decrease or alternatively after the wind direction has
te and therefore the expected
switched, for example from SE to SW. In these cases the incident wave climate
ur at several
s
Wave Effects can change significantly and the governing total effect may occur
moments during the
highest surge.
storm that do not exactly coincide with either the time of strongest winds orr highes

D
R
AF
T

d Table 2-3 for 0.5 m and 1.0 of SLR,
A summary of the governing conditions is provided in Table 2-2 and
respectively.
Table 2-2: Summary of Designated Flood Levels
evels for 0.5m of SLR

Storm Wind
Direction
Scenario

Case

Description

SLR
Allowance
(m)

Tide
(m, CGVD28
CGVD28)

Storm
Surge
(m)

DFL
(m, CGVD28)

NE

1

Peak wind

0.5

1.5

-0.1

1.9

NW

1

Peak wind

0.5

1.5

-0.1

1.9

SW

1

Peak wind
nd

0
0.5

1.5

0.4

2.4

SW

2

Peak surge

0.5

1.5

0.9

2.9

SE

1

Peak wind

0.5

1.5
1

0.6

2.6

SE

2

Pea surge
Peak
ge

0.5
.5

1.5

1.3

3.3

Table 2-3: Summary of Designated Fl
Flood Levels for 1m of SLR

Storm Wind
Direction
n
Scenario
ario

Case

Description
Descrip

SLR
L
Allowance
(m)

Tide
(m, CGVD28)

Storm
Surge
(m)

DFL
(m, CGVD28)

NE

1

Peak wind

1.0

1.5

-0.1

2.4

NW

1

Peak wind
Pe
wi

1.0

1.5

-0.1

2.4

SW

1

Peak wind
Pe
Pea

1.0

1.5

0.4

2.9

SW

2

Peak surge
P

1.0

1.5

0.9

3.4

SE

1

Peak wind

1.0

1.5

0.6

3.1

SE

2

Peak surge

1.0

1.5

1.3

3.8
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2.4. Incident Wave Climate
Definition of Local Wind Climate
Wave generation during a storm is dependent on the wind speed, the related duration, and the extent of open
water (fetch) upwind from the shoreline in question.
c
For the NE, NW, and SW cases, the wind speed and available fetch is almostt fully constrained
by adjacent
land areas and limited open water fetch is available for wave generation. The
of
he estimation
esti
o incident waves at
the shoreline and any resulting wave effects during the Designated Storm is relative
straightforward.
relatively straightf

T

peed based on modified
m
Vic
For the NE, NW, and SW-Case 1 scenarios, the 1/500 AEP wind speed
Victoria Airport
ential 1/500 AEP SW maximum
ma
sto
data, was used. To estimate the incident sea state during a potential
storm
surge
e 2 scenario
sce
mpound
p
scenario, a 1/5 AEP wind speed was used for the SW-Case
to avoid compounding
probabilities
unreasonably.

AF

ea state is initially generated
g
by strong
str
However; for the SE storm scenarios, the incident sea
winds blowing
across eastern Juan de Fuca Strait from Admiraltyy Inlet on the US side of the Strait an
and then further affected
waters between Haro Strait and the east
by the winds in Haro Strait and then again by the wind in the wa
betwee James
Jame Island and Sidney Island in
shoreline of the Saanich peninsula. As the sea state propagates between
nd the
e dissipated sea state can be
b re-generated by the decreased
particular, wave dissipation will occur and
winds in this area.

D
R

For this assignment, the incident sea states for SE storm scenarios we
were first estimated in Haro Strait, using a
s the east end of Juan de Fuca Strait
Stra and Haro Strait and then further modified
fetch limited assumption across
and the modification of the wind field in this area. A
to reflect the influence of Sidney and James Islands a
detailed definition of a wind speed dominated case for the SE direction is beyond the scope of this assignment
ating
g overwater wind fields across th
as it involves estimating
the entire east of Juan de Fuca Strait during a 1/500
his assignment,
ment, we have used a conservative
con
AEP Storm. For this
scenario of a hurricane force wind speed in the
timated 1/500 AEP wind
win speed, based
bas
Strait. The estimated
on modified Victoria Airport data was used for the SE
scenar
maximum storm surge scenario.
mmary of the wind and offshore wave related parameters for the Designated Storm scenarios is provided
A summary
e 2-4.
2-4. These scenarios and
a
cas
in Table
cases were used to define the expected wave climate at the shoreline,
urther described below.
which is further
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Table 2-4: Summary of Designated Storm Parameters

Wind
Storm
Scenario

Case

Description

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

NE

1

Peak wind

NW

1

SW
SW
SE

1

SE

2

Incident Waves

Storm
Surge
(m)

Period,
Tp
(s)

22.4

45

-

-

-0.1

Peak wind

20.9

320

-

-

-0.1

1

Peak wind

28.6

240

-

-

0.4

2

Peak surge

20.8

240

-

-

0.9

Peak wind

33.4

135

5.7

8.4

0.6

Peak surge

25.2

135
5

3.9

7.4
4

1.3

AF
T

Direction
o
(from, T)

Wave
Height,
Hs (m)

Definition of the Local Incident Wave Climate
ate
te

An industry standard wave modeling software, Simulating
imulating WAves Nearshore
Ne
(SWAN
(SWAN) was used to estimate
the expected incident wave climate around the shoreline of the Saanich peninsula.
e model developed by Delft U
SWAN is a third-generation numerical wave
University of Technology, which
tion of random,
andom, short-crested wind-generated
wind-g
computes the generation and propagation
waves in coastal regions
and inland waters. It is a spectral (phase
phase averaged)
ged) model that is valid on mild slopes for the propagation of
waves influenced by shoaling, refraction, currents, and wind forc
forcing. Dissipation of waves due to whiteaccounted for in the software. For this project we have
capping, bottom friction, and depth-induced breaking is a
01A.
utilized SWAN version 41.01A.

D
R

Bathymetry and
d Grids
rids

Bathymetry data
ata
ta for the SWAN model
mod was obtained
obtaine from an in-house bathymetric model of the SW coast of
umbia, which was then refined near the
th Saanich peninsula. The existing model has various sources
British Columbia,
ymetric data, including data availa
availab
of bathymetric
available from NOAA, for US waters in Juan de Fuca Strait and the
dian Hydrographic Services (CHS) for Canadian waters. For this assignment, CHS Chart 3441 and
Canadian
447 were digitized and us
Chart 3447
used as references for bathymetric data in the vicinity of the DNS shoreline. An
e refined bathymetric m
image of the
model is shown in Figure 9.
Three different computational SWAN grids were used for the different storm scenarios as shown in Figure 9.
re completed
comp
Sensitivity runs were
to determine the grid size needed to appropriately define the wave climate at
the -10m contour.
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Figure 9: Bathymetric
tric modell and SWAN grid extents for design
designated storm cases

Model Run Scenarios

For the purpose of this project,
ect, the six storm scenario cases
ca
in Table
T
2-4 were used to determine the resultant
incident wave climate around
ound the Saanich Peninsula.

D
R

Whenever possible, it is useful to calibrate numerical wa
wave models with long-term, measured data. The wave
buoy in Patricia Bay, which has an approximately 20 year record, was used to calibrate SW and NW winds in
order to achieve
eve realistic wave heights
heigh during the
th related model runs. Sensitivity tests were completed to
reproduce actual storm events measured
at the Patricia Bay Buoy. The tests resulted in the following
measur
ions:
conclusions:
speeds can be reduced to 85% of the modified Victoria Airport wind speeds for
x SW and NW wind speed
umerical modeling purpos
purp
numerical
purposes to account for the duration-limited wind conditions and stationary
eling methods used fo
modeling
for these directions.
o

x Governing
ng SW winds predominantly occur from 240 , rather than directly down the longer fetch in
o
let. The s
Saanich Inlet.
shorter 240 fetch results in a more realistic nearshore wave climate in the affected
areas.
NE and SE designated storm wind speeds were not reduced, as the Patricia Bay wave buoy is not located in
an area indicative of the wind and wave climate on the East side of the Peninsula
A summary of the modeled scenarios and their respective inputs is included in Table 2-5.
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Table 2-5: Summary of Model Run Inputs

Incident Waves at
Boundary

Winds

Water Level

Case

Grid

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

Direction
o
( T from)

Hs
(m)

Tp
(
(s)

DFL
(m, CGVD)

NE

1

A

22.4

45

-

-

2.4

NW

1

B

17.8

320

-

-

2.4

SW

1

B

24.3

240

-

-

2.9

SW

2

B

17.7

240

-

-

3.4
3

SE

1

C

33.4

135

5.7

8.4

3.1

SE

2

C

25.2

135
5

3.9
9

7.4

3.8

AF
T

Storm
Scenario

Nearshore Wave Climate

The resulting wave fields for the SW peak wind speed, and SE peak wind spe
speed scenarios, are shown in
e nearshore
earshore wave climate can va
Figure 10. These images illustrate how the
vary s
significantly along the shoreline
howing the resulting wave fields for all
a storm scenarios are provided in
for a specific storm scenario. Images showing
Appendix A.

D
R

ristics, generally along th
the -10 m C
The nearshore wave characteristics,
CGVD28 contour, but in some cases, in
c
a
shallow water areas, along the -5 m or -2 m CGVD28 contour,
are shown in Figure 11 for the SW peak wind
nd speed scenarios for 1m of SLR.
S
speed and SE peak wind
Summaries of the nearshore sea states along
e DNS shoreline, for all scenarios, are
ar provided in Appendix B.
specific reaches of the
ed these summaries
ummaries of the nearshor
It should be noted
nearshore wave climate do not include the potential influence of
floating structures
ures (docks or moored vessels) which
whic in some cases, especially near marinas, could attenuate
gy.
wave energy.
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D
R

Figure 10: SWAN results for SW peakk wind speed (left), and SE peak wind speed (right), 1m SLR

Figure 11: Compiled nearshore seastate, SW peak wind speed (left) and SE peak wind speed (right), 1m SLR
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2.5. Wave Effects
The nearshore wave climate results described in Section 2.4 were then used to define the expected Wave
Effects around the DNS shoreline for the governing storm scenarios. Wave effects are site and shoreline
dependent, and reflect the interaction of the incident waves with a particular shoreline feature. In general
terms the Wave Effects will either be wave run-up on the shoreline or wave overtopping of shoreline features
depen
depend
such as seawalls or rock revetments. The Wave Effects can result in flooding depending
on the elevation of
the lands adjacent to the shoreline.

AF

T

tructure slope
sl
Wave run-up is the vertical distance that water runs up the shoreline/structure
during the Designated
he structure crest
cres and can range
r
Storm. Wave overtopping is the volume of water that travels over the
from a
small amount of spray to a sufficiently large volume capable of damaging structures or flooding of the land.
Wave overtopping can be quantified by an average discharge
of
ischarge rate, q, in L/m/s (liters/meter
(liters
shoreline/second). The average rate of overtopping is essentially defined by the crest e
elevation of the
ele
shoreline structure crest elevation. It should be noted that actual overtopping will occur in individual wave
related pulses of water, which, averaged over time, will
rate.
ill equal
ual the average discharge
d
The shoreline types utilized in estimating wave effects are discussed
on the appropriate
cussed below. A discussion
discu
overtopping threshold for defining FCLs is also
o provided in the following sections.
s

Shoreline Types

A site visit was conducted by boat on January 14, 2016, to identify the different shoreline types above the high
oreline. In general, shorelin
ra
water line around the DNS shoreline.
shoreline types range
from tall vertical cliffs to mildly sloping
beaches. In general, the characteristics
can be classified into 3 main types, as illustrated
aracteristics of th
the DNS shoreline
shore
ca
in Figure 12:

D
R

x Erodible natural
tural shorelines (green)

dible naturall shorelines
shoreline (grey)
x Non-erodible
x Seawall
wall or revetments (black)

Reaches
hes

The DNS
NS shoreline was divided into 39 reaches, based on the observed shoreline composition and the
stics of the nearshore wave
wa climate as summarized in Section 2.4. The reaches, alternating in red
w
characteristics
llustrated in Figure
llustrat
Figur 12.
and blue, are illustrated
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Figure 12: Shoreline Reaches R.1 to R.39
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Overtopping Thresholds
In order to determine crest elevations, and therefore
FCLs, a threshold for overtopping must be specified.
Generally, an overtopping threshold of q = 10 L/m/s
results in a crest elevation that provides safety and
security against flooding to personnel or property behind
the shoreline. A threshold of q = 100 L/m/s assumes a
lower crest elevation and results in more flooding and
overtopping. This can mean that it is very dangerous for
pedestrians and/or trained staff. This higher threshold
also implies wave overtopping that is sufficient to result
in damage to any shoreline structures and flooding, with
standing water, up to the same elevation as the FCL.

T

q = ~100
~
L/m/s

D
R
AF

d
Figure 1312 illustrates the level of flooding associated
with these two thresholds.

q = ~10 L/m/s

thresho
For the purpose of this study, an overtopping threshold
ated
d with
of q = 10 L/m/s, was used, which is associated
ctures.
significantly less risk to people and structures.

Figure 13: Rece
Recent overtopping events in BC corresponding to

ed using a set of
Sensitivity tests were also completed
approximately q = 10 L/m/s (top) and q = 100 L/m/s (bottom)
approximate
ons to determine the
identical nearshore wave conditions
osen overtopping threshold.
threshold . The results
resu from these tests are detailed in Appendix
sensitivity of FCL’s to the chosen
thresho
D. In Reaches 1 and 32, for example, the overtopping thre
threshold had no effect because wave heights and
gligible.
gible. In highly
y exposed areas, such as Reach 36, an overtopping rate of 10 L/m/s
effects are almost negligible.
imes the 100 L/m/s FCL; however
how
increases the FCL to 1.5 times
it implicitly implies a much safer scenario on the
related reaches..

Wave Effects

The estimated Wave Effects for each Designated
D
Storm scenario on each shoreline reach for an average
ing rate (q) of 10 L/m/s were
wer assessed using the industry standard software BREAKWAT, which is
overtopping
ssessing all types of s
capable of assessing
shore structure types. BREAKWAT was used to calculate the crest elevation
required above the Designated Flood Level (DFL) to limit the average rate of overtopping to the previously
lds. The ffollowing additional assumptions were made in estimating the Wave Effects:
mentioned thresholds.
x The maximum intertidal slope, from the toe of any shoreline feature to the nearshore contour = 1:10
x Wave Effects are based on common shoreline feature for each reach
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3. FINDINGS
Flood Construction Levels define either the underside elevation of a wooden floor system for habitable
buildings, or the top elevation of a concrete slab for habitable buildings. FCLs should not be interpreted as a
required ground elevation surrounding a building intended for human habitation. Other measures, including
d levels are lower than the
drainage or wet or dry flood proofing measures may be appropriate where ground
FCL.
ponents for any given
ponent
g
Flood Construction Levels were calculated as the sum of the following components
reach [2]:
x Designated Flood Level (DFL)

T

x Estimated Wave Effects during Designated Storm
x Freeboard Allowance

AF

A freeboard allowance of 0.6 m, as recommended in the
included unless
he 2011 Provincial Guidelines is in
otherwise noted. The factors included in the Freeboard Allowance are discus
discussed further below.
below

3.1. Revised Flood Construction
on Levels

The revised FCLs are provided in Figure
e 14
4 and Figure 15
1 for a future sea
se level rise of 0.5m and 1.0m,
/s. As noted above, the overtopping
ove
respectively, for a overtopping rate q = 10 L/m/s.
threshold of q = 10 L/m/s
results in an elevation that provides
s safety and security against flooding
floodin to personnel or property behind the
shoreline.

D
R

At this threshold, 25 reaches
s have FCL’s for a 1.0m Sea Level Rise scenario that are lower than the existing
uniform CRD estimate of 5.04
14 reaches
have higher FCL’s largely due to the shoreline
5.04 m. The remaining
rem
reac
reache
e characteristics.
haracteristics.
exposure or shoreline
The 0.5m SLR scenario
FCL’s that are between 0.4m and 1.1m lower than the 1.0m
cenario resulted
ulted in reaches with FC
SLR scenario
o FCL’s,
FCL’s, depending on loc
location. This reduction is largely due to a reduction in water depth which
also serves
For this scenario, 30 reaches have revised FCL’s lower than the
es to limit nearshore wave heigh
heights. F
stimat and only 9 reaches
stimate
eaches have higher
hig
CRD estimate
FCL’s.
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Figure 14: FCL’s for 0.5m Sea Level Rise
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Figure 15: FCL’s for 1.0m Sea Level Rise
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3.2. Affected Lots
There are approximately 713 properties along the DNS shoreline that are exposed to the future threat of sea
level rise and the associated wave related effects. For the purpose of understanding how these lots are
affected by the FCL’s, we have used the following criteria:

Directly Affected:

T

1. Lot is not affected: The FCL elevation does not encroach into the lot.
t..
2. Lot is partially affected: The FCL elevation encroaches less than a 15m setback
set
on the lot.
3. Lot is partially flooded: The FCL encroaches beyond a 15m setback, but does not inunda
inundate the entire
lot.
4. Lot is completely inundated: The FCL elevation encroaches
possibly further
roaches on the entire lot and
an possi
landward.

Indirectly Affected:

AF

1. Lot is adjacent to a lot where flooding is expected, which is substantially
su
great
greater than the flooding for
the reference lot.
2. Lot is adjacent to a completely inundated
ated lot.
The levels of inundation were defined using
sing a digital elevation model (DEM
(DEM) of the District of North Saanich
based on LiDAR measurements of District
provided by the DNS. Lot boundaries
strict topography.
ography. The DEM was pro
are based on Cadastral mapping also
lso provided by
y the DNS
DNS..
Criteria 1 implies that the FCL
effect on applicable
lots and mainly occurs where the
CL will have little to no ef
ap
shoreline is steep and high..

D
R

Lots where Criteria 2 is applicable will have limited floo
flooding or wave interaction, provided that the main
building is landward
rd of a 15m setback. Lots affected by Criteria 3 and 4, may require protection or other
measures.
Indirectly affected lots are dependent on the action of the adjacent lots. For example, if a waterfront lot
constructs
cts a sea wall, the adjacent lots may be impacted by overtopping.

The number
umber of lots affected
affected by 1m
1 and 0.5m FCL’s for an overtopping threshold of 10 L/m/s are summarized
in Table 3-1
based on the map of the revised FCL’s for the entire Peninsula, included in
3-1.. These values are base
b
Appendix C.
It is important to note that th
the total number of directly affected lots is equal to the total number of waterfront
lots in the DNS. For the p
purpose of this analysis, waterfront lots are defined as properties directly adjoined to
the ocean, not including parks or areas out of the Scope of Work as defined in Section 1. We also assumed
that for properties affected by more than one FCL, the higher FCL governs.
The indirectly affected lots includes lots already counted as directly affected and lots that are typically inland
(generally across a road right of way) of a waterfront lot.
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Table 3-1: Summary of lots affected by the revised FCL’s

Number of Lots

Criteria
0.5m SLR

1.0m SLR

Directly Affected Lots
Criteria 1

83

48

Criteria 2

499

502

Criteria 3

67

81

Criteria 4

64

82

713

713
71
3

D
R
AF
T

Total

Indirectly Affected Lots

Criteria 5

17

31

Criteria 6

37

46

Total

54

77

3.3. Uncertainties

As discussed previously, a freeboard allowance of 0.6 m was included in the
th FCL’s to account for
uncertainties, which include the following:
lowing:
x A uniform 1:10 intertidal
observations during the field reconnaissance.
idal slope was used based
base on obs
Steeper slopes could
ld increase the Wave Effects.

x Although the shoreline is sub-divided into 39 reaches,
variation in shoreline type, slope, and
re
orientation still
variations could result in either higher or lower
ill exist within each reach. Some of these
t
Wave Effects
cts within
in each reach.
x Nearshore
ore wave heights and wave effects do not consider the effects of local structures, vessels, or
docks.
s.
x The numerical wave model computational
grid has 100m grid spacing, which is appropriate when
computa
comp
but fails to capture some local complexities, such as rapid changes
considering a 1-2km reach length, b
in bathymetry, narrow channels,
channels or small islands, which may be important for an individual lot
assess
assessment.
x Shoreline
oreline orientations are averaged over the entire reach and within a reach, some lots may be more
exposed
ed or less exposed
expose to the Designated Storms.
x Some reaches
aches may be more exposed to waves generated by another wind direction, other than that
considered by the Designated Storms. This is an inherent uncertainty of completing FCL’s on a highly
variable shoreline
at a scale larger than that of the individual lot. However, these risks have been
i
appropriately balanced by using some conservative engineering approaches, such as a lower
overtopping threshold of q = 10 L/m/s, and by applying a 0.6m freeboard.
x The refined FCL’s are largely based on modifications of the recorded overland wind measurements
from Victoria Airport and calibration with the Patricia Bay Buoy wind and wave data for SW and NW
winds. Ideally, overwater wind measurements would also be available on the East side of the
peninsula to validate the modifications made in this study for SE and NE winds.
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x The Wave Effects are largely based on the wind climate from the last 60 years of measurements made
at Victoria Airport. Climate change is expected to increase the frequency of severe weather events
and possibly the intensity of these same events.

D
R

AF

T

x There is a significant variation in present estimates of the future rate of SLR. The flow of new
information and science related to future rates of SLR consistently indicates that SLR will occur faster
than indicated by the 2011 Provincial Planning Curve. There is no scientific information that suggests
rates will be lower. The freeboard allowance of 0.6 m provides an allowance
for this particular
lo
uncertainly, the magnitude of which also depends on the magnitude of other rrelevant uncertainties in
the calculations.
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4. GLOSSARY
Abbreviations and definitions of terms used in this report are listed below.

4.1. Abbreviations
Annual Exceedance
Probability

The probability (or % chance) of a specific event
ven occurring or being
exceeded in any given year.

CD

Chart Datum

In the DNS area, CD is 2.2m (± 0.1 m) below Geodetic Datum
D
(CGVD28).

CGVD28

Canadian Geodetic
Vertical Datum (1928)

In most places in Canada, this
is is the current reference
referenc datum for
fo
ons and is generally the same as
a mean
mea sea
terrestrial vertical elevations
omical tides alone. A detailed desc
description
descri
is
level, based on astronomical
available online at:
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/geodetic-referencen.gc.ca/earth
ca/eart -sciences/geomati
science
cs/ge
systems/9054#_Canadian_Geodetic_Vertical_1.
54#_Canadian_Geodetic_Vertical_1
an_Geode

D
R
AF
T

AEP

CGVD28
8 is being replaced with a newer
n
datum
datu plane based on a North
American
is notionally equivalent to
rican
an common geoid. The new datum
da
the
Details are available online at:
e local coastal mean sea level. Deta
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/geodetic-referencehttp://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth
nrcan.gc.ca/earth--scienc
scien
systems/9054#_Benchmarks_Information
systems/9054#_Benc
systems/9054#_Benchmarks_In

CRD

Capital Regional
District

DFL

Designated
ted Flood
Level

A water surface ele
elevation which includes appropriate allowances for
SLR,, land
ffuture SLR
and crustal movement, tide, and storm surge during the
Designated s
storm.

DPA

Development Permit
Perm
Area

Refe tto Development Permits as per Division 7 of the LGA or Section
Refers
14
4 of the OCP.

DS

Designated Storm
Des

A storm which includes concurrent time series of winds, storm surge
and waves, with a specific AEP.

FCL

Flood
d Constructio
Construction
Level

Defined as the underside elevation of a wooden floor system or the top
elevation of a concrete slab, for habitable buildings [2].

Floodplain Bylaw

Bylaw designated under Section 524 of the Local Government Act.

HHWLT

Higher High Water
Large Tide

The average of the annual highest tide over an 18.6 year complete tidal
cycle. In the DNS area, HHWLT is 1.5 m above Geodetic Datum
(CGVD28) and 3.7 m above Chart Datum (± 0.2 m).

LGA

Local Government Act

Refers to the updated Local Government Act (RSBC 2015), which was

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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made current as of October 26, 2016 .
MTF

Marine Task Force

Refers to the individuals responsible for the MTFR.

RSBC

Revised Statutes of
British Columbia

SDA

Special Development
Area

SLI

SNC Lavalin Inc

SLR

Sea Level Rise

The rise in sea level including: global
lobal sea level ris
rise driven by global
warming and local sea level rise driven
dri
by regional
gional te
tectonic or is
isostatic
plift.
(glacial) subsidence or uplift.

SWAN

Simulating WAves
Nearshore

Wave modelling software,
ware, which can simulate wave generation,
gene
propagation, dissipation
and transformation
ipation
ation a
nsform
to the sho
shoreline.

°T

Degrees, True North

Direction in degrees,
egrees, with
th respect to True North.

D
R
AF

T

Refers to Special Development Area as per Section
Sec
13 of the OCP.

4.2. Definitions

2011 Provincial
Guidelines

Guidelines posted by BCMOE, BCMOE (2011a,b,c), and available
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/fhmonline at:
htt
http://www.en
2012/draw_report.html#3
012/draw_report.h

Estimated Future
ure
oundary
dary
Natural Boundary

The
e estimated location
locatio of the future Natural Boundary after sea level
has risen, usually by a defined amount. Defined in the 2011 Provincial
Guidelines..
Guidelines

Fetch
ch
h

The horizontal distance over open water (in the direction of the wind)
ove which wind generates waves.
over

Fo
Foreshore

That
hat p
part of the shoreline extending between the upper limit of wave
inte
interaction with the shoreline and the low tide elevation. Typically the
inland limit of the foreshore would be landward of the Natural
Boundary.

Freeboard
ard

A vertical allowance added to the DFL and the Wave Effect allowance to
establish the FCL. This allowance is generally included to cover any
uncertainties in defining the FCL.

Geodetic Datum

The reference plane for terrestrial vertical elevations in Canada and in
general approximately equal to mean sea level.

Natural Boundary

The present Natural Boundary as defined in the British Columbia Land
Act, Section 1.

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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An indefinite zone extending seawards from the shoreline to deepwater,
typically well seaward of the breaker zone and in water depths in the
order of 20 m.

Overtopping

The passage of water over the crest of a shoreline or shoreline structure
as a result of wave run-up.

Residual Water Level

The component of the measured water levell that is not attributed to tidal
rally assumed
as
to be
effects. The residual water level is generally
approximately equal to the storm surge.
ge. Calculated
Calcu
as the measured
total water level minus the predicted
ted tides at a giv
given location
location.

Run-Up

The vertical distance travelled
d by the action of individu
individual waves that
t
horeline or slope of a shoreline s
struct
break and travel up the shoreline
structure.

Storm Surge

The non-tidal rise/falll in a body of water due to atmospher
atmospheric effects.

D
R

AF

T

Nearshore

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 2018. All rights reserved.
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6. NOTICE TO READERS
This document contains the expression of the professional opinion of SNC-Lavalin Inc. (“SLI”) as to the
matters set out herein, using its professional judgment and reasonable care. It is to be read in the context of
the Agreement, and the methodology, procedures and techniques used, SLI’s assumptions, and the
m
circumstances and constrains under which its mandate was performed. This document
is written solely for the
he Client,
Client
Clie
purpose stated in the Agreement, and for the sole and exclusive benefit of the
whose remedies are
d as a whole,
w
a
limited to those set out in the Agreement. This document is meant to be read
and sections or parts
thereof should thus not be read or relied upon out of context.

AF

T

nd procedures, and
an exercise
SLI has, in preparing any cost estimates, followed methodology and
exercised due care
sional judgment and reasonable
reas
ca
consistent with the intended level of accuracy, using its professional
care, and is
specified e
thus of the opinion that there is a high probability that actual costs will fall within the specifi
error margin.
uracy of any estimates contained herein. Unless
However, no warranty should be implied as to the accuracy
ormation
rmation supplied by
by, or gathered fr
expressly stated otherwise, assumptions, data and information
from other sources
oratories
s and equipment
equipme suppliers, e
(including the Client, other consultants, testing laboratories
etc.) upon which SLI’s
een verified by SLI; SLI makes no representation as to its
opinion as set out herein is based has not been
theret
accuracy and disclaims all liability with respectt thereto.

D
R

nd to third parties in respect of the publication,
p
SLI disclaims any liability to the Client and
reference, quoting, or
o and reliance thereon by an
distribution of this report or any of its contents to
any third party.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

D
R

AF

T

APPENDIX A – SWAN Results
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:

D

Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure
e1
1:: SW
S
SWAN
W
results for the NE peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

D
R

AF

T

$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 2: SWAN results for SWAN for the NW peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

D
R

AF

T

$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 3: SWAN results for SWAN for the SW peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

D
R

AF

T

$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 4: SWAN results for SWAN for the SW peak storm surge scenario for 0.5m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 5: SWAN results for SWAN for the SE peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m6/5
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.

R

Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 6: SWAN results for the SE peak storm surge scenario for 0.5m SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:

D

Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure
ure 7
7:: SWAN
SW
results for the NE peak wind speed scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

D
R

AF

T

$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 8: SWAN results for SWAN for the NW peak wind speed scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

D
R

AF

T

$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 9: SWAN results for SWAN for the SW peak wind speed scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

D
R

AF

T

$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 10: SWAN results for SWAN for the SW peak storm surge scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Saltspring
Island
Moresby
Island

North
Saanich

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Sidney
Island

R

Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 11: SWAN results for SWAN for the SE peak wind speed scenario for 1m SLR
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

Saltspring
Island

Moresby
Island

North
Saanich

Note:
Wave field valid on
a regional scale
only.
Sidney
Island

R

Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 12: SWAN results for the SE peak storm surge scenario for 1m SLR

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;$±6:$15HVXOWV

D
R

AF

T

APPENDIX B – Nearshore Wave Climate

© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

AF

$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:

Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 1: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for NE peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

A

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 2: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for NW peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

A

$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 3: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SW peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

A

$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 4: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SW peak storm surge scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

A

$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 5: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SE peak wind speed scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

A

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 6: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SE peak storm surge scenario for 0.5m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

AF

$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:

Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 7: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for NE peak wind speed scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ
$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

A

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
regional scale only.
Not valid for lot by
lot assessment.

Figure 8: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for NW peak wind speed scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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ŝƐƚƌŝĐƚŽĨEŽƌƚŚ^ĂĂŶŝĐŚ

&ůŽŽĚŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ>ĞǀĞůƐĨŽƌϬ͘ϱĂŶĚϭ͘Ϭŵ^ĞĂ>ĞǀĞůZŝƐĞ

A

$33(1',;%,QFLGHQW:DYH&OLPDWH

Note:
Incident wave
heights valid on a
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Figure 9: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SW peak wind speed scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ͘ All rights reserved.
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Figure 10: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SW peak storm surge scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ All rights reserved.
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Figure 11: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SE peak wind speed scenario for 1m of SLR
© SNC-Lavalin Inc. 201ϴ. All rights reserved.
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Figure 12: Compiled incident wave heights from SWAN for SE peak storm surge scenario for 1m of SLR
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APPENDIX C – Mapped Flood Construction Levels
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This Map displays the Flood Construction Level (FCL), by Reach
The FCL elevations are referenced to Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28)
0 m CGVD28 is equal to + 2.2 m Chart Datum, as measured at Swartz Bay
1 The methodology used to define the FCL is provided in Document No. 634533-3000-41ER-0001 Rev 0
prepared by SNC Lavalin Inc and available from the District of North Saanich
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This Map displays the Flood Construction Level (FCL), by Reach
The FCL elevations are referenced to Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28)
0 m CGVD28 is equal to + 2.2 m Chart Datum, as measured at Swartz Bay
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APPENDIX D – Sensitivity Test: Overtopping Rates
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH

B Y L A W N O. 1439
A BYLAW TO MITIGATE COASTAL FLOODING HAZARDS
WHEREAS:
A. If a flood plain has been designated in a District bylaw, the Local Government Act requires
that the underside of any floor system or the top of any pad supporting any habitable floor
area be above the flood level specified in the bylaw, and that any landfill required to
support a floor system or pad not extend within any applicable setback specified in the
bylaw; and
B. Parcels of land in the District that abut the sea are subject to the coastal flooding hazard,
exacerbated by sea level rise, indicated on Maps 1 and 2 attached to and forming part of
this Bylaw; and
C. The Council has considered Sections 3.5 and 3.6 of the Province of British Columbia Flood
Hazard Area Land Use Management Guidelines, as amended, which deal with coastal
flooding and sea level rise;
THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the District of North Saanich, in open meeting assembled,
enacts as follows pursuant to s. 524 of the Local Government Act:
APPLICATION
1. This Bylaw does not apply to any construction if the scope of work authorized by the
building permit is limited to an addition of habitable floor area to an existing building
that does not comply with s. 524(6) of the Local Government Act and this Bylaw,
provided that:
a. the addition comprises not more than 25% of the total floor area of the
existing building, calculated in accordance with the Zoning Bylaw, considered
either independently or in combination with any other floor area added to the
building after the date of first reading of this Bylaw;
b. no additional habitable floor area is constructed below the lowest elevation of
existing habitable floor area in the building; and
c. no portion of any additional building area is nearer to the natural boundary of
the sea than any portion of the existing building.
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FLOOD CONSTRUCTION LEVEL AND SETBACK
2. For the purposes of Section 3, a parcel is deemed to abut the natural boundary of the
sea if its location is such that any portion of the parcel would be inundated to any
degree by a coastal flood that reaches the flood construction level indicated in
respect of the parcel on Map 1 or Map 2, as applicable to the parcel according to
Section 6.
3. The flood level specified for the flood plain for any particular parcel of land, for the
purposes of s. 524(6)(a) of the Local Government Act, is the level specified in respect
of the relevant reach of the sea on Map 1 or Map 2 attached to and forming part of
this Bylaw that the parcel abuts, depending on the type of building permit
application that has been made for the parcel, and for that purpose the reach
demarcation lines indicated on the map are determinative of the applicable flood
level, despite any indication to the contrary on the map legend. If Map 1 or Map 2
specifies a flood level in respect of a portion of a parcel, the portion to which the flood
level applies shall be located by scaling from the map.
4. If a parcel abuts, or is deemed to abut, 2 or more reaches of the sea indicated on Map
1 or Map 2, the applicable flood level is the highest level indicated in respect of any
portion of the parcel.
5. For the purposes of this Bylaw:
a. Map 1 applies in respect of all buildings and structures for which a building
permit is required under the Building Bylaw, other than buildings described
in subsection (b); and
b. Map 2 applies in respect of the construction of new principal buildings as
defined in the Zoning Bylaw, whether or not the principal building is
replacing a principal building that existed on the date of first reading of this
Bylaw.
6. The minimum horizontal setback from the natural boundary of the sea of any
landfill or structural support required to achieve the building elevation required by
Section 6 is 15.0 m.
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INTERPRETATION
8. In this Bylaw,
“Building Bylaw” means District of North Saanich Building and Plumbing Bylaw No.
1150, 2007 as amended or replaced from time to time.
“Building permit” means a building permit for which an application is made pursuant to
the Building Bylaw.
“Habitable floor area” means any space or room, including a manufactured home, that is
used for dwelling purposes, business or the storage of goods that are susceptible to
damage by floodwater.
“Natural boundary of the sea” means the estimated natural boundary associated with
the sea level rise scenario depicted on Map 1 or Map 2 that is applicable to the parcel
according to Section 6, determined in accordance with the Flood Hazard Area Land Use
Management Guidelines as published and amended from time to time by the Province of
British Columbia.
“Zoning Bylaw” means District of North Saanich Zoning Bylaw No. 1255 as amended or
replaced from time to time.

CITATION
9. This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “North Saanich Coastal Flooding
Mitigation Bylaw No. 1439 (2018)”.
READ A FIRST TIME the xxx day of xxx, 2018.
READ A SECOND TIME the xxx day of xxx, 2018.
READ A THIRD TIME the xxx day of xxx, 2018.
FINALLY PASSED AND ADOPTED the xxx day of xxx, 2018.

MAYOR

CORPORATE OFFICER
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BYLAW 1439 - COASTAL FLOODING MITIGATION BYLAW
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exceed the Flood Construction Levels indicated on
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The required setback of buildings from the
floodplain areas is defined in Bylaw 1439 - Coastal
Flooding Mitigation Bylaw.
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This Map displays the Flood Construction Level (FCL)1, by Reach, for Section 7.b of
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw
The FCL elevations are referenced to Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28)
0 m CGVD28 is equal to + 2.2 m Chart Datum, as measured at Swartz Bay
1 The methodology used to define the FCL is provided in Document No. 634533-3000-41ER-0001 Rev 0
prepared by SNC Lavalin Inc and available from the District of North Saanich

March 2018
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BYLAW 1439 - COASTAL FLOODING MITIGATION BYLAW
MAP 2
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.
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This Map displays the Flood Construction Level (FCL)1, by Reach, for Section 7.b of
The FCL elevations are referenced to Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28)
0 m CGVD28 is equal to + 2.2 m Chart Datum, as measured at Swartz Bay
1 The methodology used to define the FCL is provided in Document No. 634533-3000-41ER-0001 Rev 0
prepared by SNC Lavalin Inc and available from the District of North Saanich
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
BYLAW

N O. 1442

A BYLAW TO AMEND THE “DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH OFFICIAL
COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW NO. 1130 (2007)”
The Municipal Council of the District of North Saanich, in open meeting assembled, enacts
as follows:
TEXT AMENDMENTS
1.

The text of Schedule ‘A’ of the District of North Saanich Official Community Plan
Bylaw No. 1130 (2007) is hereby amended as follows:
(a)

Section 3.1 is replaced with:
Recognize ecologically sensitive areas by identifying and conserving special
wildlife, plant and marine shore environments (such as pocket beaches or the
Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary) in their natural state.
Environmentally Sensitive Areas are mapped on Schedule G and identified
through the various development permit requirements. Modifications to
Environmentally Sensitive Areas that assist in building resilience to the
effects of sea level rise will be permitted.

(b)

Section 4.0 is amended by the addition of the following text:
Coastal Flooding Hazard
Nearly the entire shoreline of the District is exposed to a growing flood
hazard related to the expected effects of climate change-related sea level rise.
The flood hazard occurs primarily to private properties and differs
considerably in character around the shoreline. The most exposed areas of
the shoreline are located in the Tsehum Harbour area and along Lochside
Drive near the McTavish interchange. In many locations the future flood
hazard is concentrated at the toe of steep cliffs and bluffs and in locations
where the cliffs or bluffs are grounded on outcropping bedrock. In these
latter situations it will be some time before a flooding related hazard
materializes. In many other locations, the hazard is concentrated at the toe of
existing seawalls and the consequences will be manifested either at or
adjacent to the seawall base, on publicly owned foreshore, or at the top of the
seawall where overtopping wave action will create an increasing problem
either from the flooding by the overtopping volume of water during storms, or
from erosion and unravelling of the seawall or from erosion of the land
immediately behind the seawall. If structures are located close to the seawall
there may be a threat to the safety and security of personnel or to the
structure during a coastal storm. A floodplain bylaw should be adopted for
the protection of development from the growing flood hazard related to sea
level rise.
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Section 4.2.1 is replaced with:
To preserve the natural appearance of the rocky shoreline, no buildings or
structures, or soil removal or deposit should be permitted within 15 metres of
the estimated future natural boundary, except where it can be demonstrated
to the District’s satisfaction that a lesser distance is acceptable, or where
works are intended and designed to both preserve the shoreline character
and limit coastal flood-related effects.

(d)

Section 4.2.4 is replaced with:
Due to active erosion of Class 2 and 3 beaches, building prohibitions and soil
deposit and removal restrictions should be placed over lands within 15
metres of the estimated future natural boundary adjoining beach shores,
except where it can be demonstrated to the District’s satisfaction that a lesser
distance is acceptable, or where works are intended and designed to preserve
the shoreline character and limit coastal flood-related effects.

(e)

Section 4.2.6 is replaced with:
Building prohibitions and soil removal and fill restrictions should be placed
on lands within 15 metres of the estimated future natural boundary adjacent
to Class 2 or Pocket Beaches except where it can be demonstrated to the
District’s satisfaction that a lesser distance is acceptable, or where works are
intended and designed to preserve the shoreline character and limit coastal
flood-related effects.

(f)

Section 4.2.9 is replaced with:
Development immediately adjacent to a mudflat, marsh or delta area is
discouraged. Consideration will be given to developments than enhance
ecological values or include measures to limit or reduce coastal flood-related
effects while preserving the shoreline character.

(g)

Section 6.2 is replaced with:
To ensure that residential developments are compatible with the physical site
conditions of slope, soil types and drainage patterns, and that natural
features such as views, tree cover and variety in terrain are retained and
enhanced, buildings, roads and utilities should be sited in a manner which
does not negatively affect sensitive natural areas of the site and preserves the
natural landscape. An exception for slope alteration will be considered if it is
designed to help reduce effects of coastal flooding.

(h)

Section 6.7 is replaced with:
To encourage innovative housing and subdivision designs such as detached
clustered residential developments, particularly for sloped upland areas, the
District will provide flexibility in regulatory bylaws. Amenity bonusing, in
compliance with Section 482 of the Local Government Act, will be enacted in
certain areas if site conditions warrant, in order to, amongst other things,
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preserve open space, natural tree cover and environmentally sensitive areas,
leaving slopes unaltered.
(i)

Sections 7.9 and 7.15 are replaced with:
Buildings or structures used for commercial use must be buffered from
adjacent rural and residential uses and should preserve access and views
from adjacent rural and residential uses.

(j)

Section 8.5 is replaced with:
Buildings or structures used for industrial use must be buffered from
adjacent rural and residential uses and should preserve access and views
from adjacent rural and residential uses.

(k)

Section 11.1 is replaced with:
At the date of adoption of this plan, no new major roads are planned for the
District with the exception of those shown on Schedule D. No phasing of any
major roads is planned. The location and construction of new roads should
take into consideration expected sea level rise.

(l)

Section 11.3 is replaced with:
Serviced areas are identified on Schedule E. No major expansions of
municipal services are planned. There will be no expansion of services
outside the North Saanich Servicing Area except for health, fire safety,
agricultural support, or sea level rise adaptation reasons.

(m)

Section 12.1 is replaced with:
Development must be consistent with the goals and objectives of the Plan.
Development shall consider expected coastal flooding, incorporate
appropriate adaptation measures and conform with any applicable floodplain
bylaw.

(n)

Section 12.3 is replaced with:
Development should be consistent with the retention of the visual landscape
of natural areas, especially on or near the waterfront, hilltops and ridges.
This principle will be applied flexibly to development that incorporates
adaptation measures that reduce the risk or damage associated with the
effects of coastal flooding.

(o)

Section 12.6 is replaced with:
No development or site alteration shall be permitted on a wetland, a riparian
area or within the buffer zone or related or a floodplain setback, specified in
this bylaw for wetlands and riparian areas, except if approved by the District
as a sea level rise adaptation measure.
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Add “Section 13.7 Special Development Area Tsehum Harbour
Justification:
The Tsehum Harbour area affected by future sea level rise is identified on
Schedule B as a special development area, as mandated by the FHALUMGfor
the following reasons:
a) The area contains significant residential, commercial, and light industrial
development and parklands.
b) The area contains significant environmental values to be accommodated
in a sensitive manner and which could be protected through innovative
design.
c) The area falls within the scope of recommended provisions related to Sea
Level Rise Planning Areas as defined in the FHALUMG.
d) The area includes important District infrastructure including utilities,
sewer, roads and paths and water supply works.
e) The area forms the boundaries of the Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird
Sanctuary, established in 1931 under the Migratory Birds Convention Act,
1994 (Canada).
Policy Statement:
In designating these parcels of land as a special development area, the
following planning principles should be reflected for future development:
a) Existing land uses should continue to be allowed.
b) Development should be regulated by a floodplain bylaw.
c) Development on existing lots should conform with FHALUMG.
d) The District should develop a Long Term Flood Protection Strategy for
this Special Development Area as outlined in Appendix 1 of FHALUMG.
e) The Long Term Flood Protection Strategy should consider the
implications of policies applicable to the adjacent parcels in the Town of
Sidney.
The Long Term Flood Protection Strategy considers the benefits that might
be realized from active stewardship of the Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird
Sanctuary that are consistent with the Canada Wildlife Act and Migratory
Birds Convention Act, 1994.”

(q)

Add “Section 13.8 Special Development Area Lochside-McTavish Interchange
Justification:
The Lochside McTavish Interchange Area affected by future sea level rise is
identified on Schedule B as a special development area, as mandated by the
FHALUMG:

a) The area contains significant residential, commercial, and light industrial
development, parklands and multi-jurisdictional transportation
infrastructure.
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b) The affected lands fall within the scope of recommended provisions related
to Sea Level Rise Planning Areas as defined in the FHALUMG.
c) The area includes important District infrastructure including utilities,
sewer, roads and paths and water supply works.
Policy Statement:
In designating these parcels of land as a special development area, the
following planning principles should be reflected for future development:
a)
Existing land uses should continue to be allowed.
b)

Development should be regulated by a floodplain bylaw.

c)

Development on existing lots should conform with FHALUMG.

d) The District should develop a Long Term Flood Protection Strategy for
this Special Development Area as outlined in Appendix 1 of FHALUMG.
The Long Term Flood Protection Strategy should consider the implications of
policies applicable to the adjacent parcels in the Town of Sidney.
(r)

Section 14.2.1 (c) is replaced with:
in Development Permit Areas, No. 5 and No. 6, for the construction of fencing
and accessory structures less than or equal to 40 m2 (430.6 ft2) in area, which
are accessory to an existing principal structure.

(s)

Section 14.2.1 (d) is replaced with:
in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for changes to the height of
an existing building, including the addition of another storey, except as
permitted by any applicable floodplain bylaw;

(t)

Section 14.2.1 (e) is replaced with:
in Development Permit Areas No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, for structures which are 10
m2 (107 ft2) or less in area providing they are sited inland of the estimated
future natural boundary;

(u)

Section 14.2.1 (f) is replaced with:
emergency works including tree cutting or temporary coastal flood-related
mitigation measures necessary to remove an immediate danger or hazard;

(v)

Section 14.2.1 (q) is replaced with:
in Development Permit Area 8, for the construction or alteration of a single
family residential dwelling, provided that this exemption does not apply to
any parcel having an area equal to or less than five hundred square meters
and created by a plan of subdivision registered in the Land Title office after
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September 8, 2014.
(w)

In Section 14.3 the terms “high water mark” and “natural marine shoreline”
are replaced by the term “estimated future natural boundary”.

(x)

Section 14.11 the following definition is added in alphabetical order:
“FHALUMG” means the Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management
Guidelines published by the B.C. Ministry of Environment as amended
effective January 1, 2018.
“Floodplain bylaw” means a bylaw adopted under s. 524 of the Local
Government Act.
“Future Natural Boundary” means the estimated natural boundary
determined in accordance with the FHALUMG.

MAP AMENDMENTS
2.

Schedule J attached to and forming part of this bylaw is added as Schedule J.

3.

Schedule B is deleted and replaced with Schedule B attached to and forming part of
this bylaw.

CITATION
4.

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “North Saanich Official Community Plan
Bylaw No.1130 (2007) Amendment Bylaw No. 1442 Marine Policy (2018)”.

READ A FIRST TIME the

day of

READ A SECOND TIME the

, 2018
day of

, 2018

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING published in the
Peninsula News Review.

and

editions of the

PUBLIC HEARING held pursuant to the provisions of the Local Government Act at
the North Saanich Municipal Hall the
, 2018
READ A THIRD TIME the day of
ADOPTED the

day of

, 2018
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ADD MAPS
AMENDMENT TO SCHEDULE B
LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
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Official Community Plan Bylaw 1130
Amendment Bylaw 1442
Schedule J Floodplain Maps

Key Map

Floodplain Map 3
Floodplain Map 4

K
Floodplain Map 2
Floodplain Map 5

Floodplain Map 1
This Map provides the key to detailed mapping showing the extent of the floodplain expected
over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
The detailed maps of the floodplain are provided in Schedule J of OCP Bylaw 1130.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 1
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise

Floodplain Map 2

Floodplain Map 1
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise

Floodplain Map 3

Floodplain Map 2

Floodplain Map 1
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 3
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise

Floodplain Map 3
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 4
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise

Floodplain Map 4
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 5
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
0.5 m Sea Level Rise

Floodplain Map 5
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 1
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
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Floodplain Map 2

Floodplain Map 1
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 2
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
1 m Sea Level Rise

Floodplain Map 3

Floodplain Map 2
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 3
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
1 m Sea Level Rise
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 4
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Floodplain Map 5
Schedule J - Official Community Plan
Bylaw 1130 Amendment Bylaw 1442
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This Map shows the extent of the floodplain expected over existing ground in the District of North Saanich.
Details of the Flood Construction Levels in the floodplain are provided in
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
April 20, 2018
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Frequently Asked Questions
District of North Saanich Marine Policy Review
June 2018

Overall Questions

Q1. Why is this Marine Policy Review being undertaken?
Council has directed staff to review the existing Marine related policies in the Official
Community Plan Bylaw 1130 (the OCP) to reflect how rising sea levels might affect
existing policies.

Q2. Why are these proposed changes being recommended now in the OCP?
The proposed OCP changes reflect a review of how the policies in the OCP will be
affected by rising sea levels over the near future and what changes should be made to
make it easier to adapt to rising sea levels and increase the resilience of the community in
general.

Q3. Why are small changes to the text of existing OCP being suggested?
The suggested changes are related only to the review of those sections of the OCP that
are affected or have some effect to building resilience or adopting adaptation measures.

Q4. What is the relationship between the suggested OCP changes and the Flood
Construction Level Study Report [Flood Construction Levels for 0.5 m and
1.0 m Sea Level Rise. Issued 4 January 2017]
The suggested changes are directly related to the outcome of the FCL Study and the
implications to building resilience or adopting adaptation measures.

Q5. What are sea levels doing in the North Saanich area?
Recent reviews of both the satellite measurements of sea level rise in those areas of the
Pacific Ocean basin adjacent to the North Saanich area, and the recorded water level data
in the Strait of Georgia, suggest sea levels in the North Saanich area are currently rising at
an annual rate of between 6 mm/yr and 10 mm/yr. These recent rates are an increase
over the historical rates in this area.

The proposed OCP Marine Policy changes, related questions
and an explanation of why the proposed change is
recommended follows in the rest of this document.
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Environmentally Sensitive Areas

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP Section 3.0

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy and
Guideline Recommendations report

Q6. Why are changes recommended to the present definition of Environmentally
Sensitive Areas (OCP Section 3.1)
Environmentally sensitive areas, such as tidal marshes or beach areas are increasing
recognized as providing valuable services by reducing the wave energy at the shoreline
behind these features. Conservation or enhancement of these areas will be beneficial to
the provision of community resilience or adaptation opportunities, while at the same time
preserving their important natural services.

Q7. Why is the Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary being introduced now
into the OCP? (OCP Section 3.1)
The Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary is one of the oldest migratory bird
sanctuaries in Canada and is located in one of the most vulnerable areas of the District of
North Saanich, which is exposed to a coastal flooding hazard. Specifically including it into
the OCP recognizes its importance as an Environmentally Sensitive Area and the role it
can play in building community resilience or adaptation opportunities in the Tsehum
Harbour area.

Q8. What types of modifications in Environmentally Sensitive Areas could assist
in building resilience to the effects of Sea Level Rise?
Enhancing the beaches and tidal marshes in these areas can contribute to the absorption
of wave energy during coastal flood events, while still providing valuable marine habitat.
These types of works will make the adjacent areas of the District of North Saanich less
exposed to the risks of flooding during coastal flood events.
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Rocky Shores

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP Section 4.0 Marine Areas | 4.2

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy and
Guideline Recommendations report

Q9. What type of works would be considered on a rocky shore to limit coastal
flood effects?
Along many of the rocky shores of the DNS waterfront, shown in Schedule G of the OCP
bylaw, the rocky shoreline is low lying and supports an erodible bluff. As sea levels rise
the toe of the bluff will be exposed to erosion by wave action, which could threaten the
safety of a building close to the top of the bluff.
This proposed change would allow appropriately designed protection works at the toe of
the bluff on the rocky shoreline.

Q10. How would this be administered by the District of North Saanich?
This will be addressed in the District of North Saanich Zoning Bylaw 1255 review.
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Beach Shores - Drift Sector
Beaches

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP 4.0 Marine Areas | 4.2

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q11. What is a Drift Sector Beach?
A Drift Sector Beach is a beach that is long enough that there is a source of sediment on
the beach, a transport pathway for sediments to move due to waves and currents and an
area where the transported sediments can accumulate. The beach shoreline in Bazan Bay
is an example of a Drift Sector Beach in the District of North Saanich.

Q12. What type of works could preserve the shoreline character and limit coastal
flood related effects?
Examples of works that could preserve the shoreline character and limit coastal flooding
on a Drift Sector Beach would include: beach nourishment, removal of bulkheads or
seawalls to restore upland sediment supply, installation of low beach sill structures,
combined with the supply of beach material to maintain a beach crest berm.

Q13. Does the OCP allow property owners to undertake works below the existing
Natural Boundary?
Works below the Natural Boundary would have to be reviewed and approved by both
Provincial and Federal approval and permitting agencies. This proposed change to the
OCP would provide a basis for District of North Saanich support for an application.

Q14. How would work below the Natural Boundary be administered by the District
of North Saanich?
Planning staff will work with property owners to ensure Federal and Provincial regulations
and District policies are followed.
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Beach Shores - Pocket Beaches

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP 4.0 Marine Areas | 4.2

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q15. What is a Pocket Beach?
A Pocket Beach is a beach that is contained between two bedrock headlands or outcrops
that essentially functions as a closed system in terms of the transport of beach sediments
by waves or currents.

Q16. What type of works could preserve the shoreline character and limit coastal
flood related effects?
Examples of works that could preserve the shoreline character and limit coastal flooding
on a Pocket Beach would include: beach nourishment, the provision of beach materials to
form a beach crest berm or the removal of bulkheads and seawalls to restore upland
sediment supply.

Q17. Does the OCP allow property owners to undertake works below the existing
Natural Boundary?
Works below the Natural Boundary would have to be reviewed and approved by both
Provincial and Federal approval and permitting agencies. This proposed change to the
OCP would provide a basis for District of North Saanich support for an application.

Q18. How would work below the Natural Boundary be administered by the District
of North Saanich?
Planning staff will work with property owners to ensure Federal and Provincial regulations
and District policies are followed.
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Mudflats, Marshes and Delta Shores

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP 4.0 Marine Areas | 4.2

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q19. What are Mudflats, Marshes and Delta Shores?
The sheltered areas of Tsehum Harbour are examples of mudflat and marsh areas in the
District of North Saanich. These areas are indicated on Schedule G of the OCP. Delta
Shores are located at the mouth of creeks that discharge into the sea and examples can
be found at the mouth of Reay Creek and Chalet Creek. These areas are indicated on
Schedule G of the OCP.

Q20. What type of works could preserve the shoreline character and limit coastal
flood related effects?
Examples of works that could preserve the shoreline character of Mudflats or Marshes
would include: restoration of salt marshes, removal or modification of bulkheads or
seawalls to minimize wave reflections or the installation of subtidal reefs or berms to
reduce erosion of mudflats by waves during storms.

Q21. Does the OCP allow property owners to undertake works below the existing
Natural Boundary?
Works below the Natural Boundary would have to be reviewed and approved by both
Provincial and Federal approval and permitting agencies. This proposed change to the
OCP would provide a basis for District of North Saanich support for an application.

Q22. How would this be administered by the District of North Saanich?
Planning staff will work with property owners to ensure Federal and Provincial regulations
and District policies are followed.
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Residential Areas - Policy 6.2

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP 6.0 Residential Areas

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q23. Why are changes to the sensitive natural areas of a residential development
now being allowed?
There are many parcels of land around the shoreline of the District of North Saanich
where the parcel is exposed to coastal flooding either directly from the parcel shoreline or
indirectly from adjacent land parcels. The proposed changes are intended to allow slope
adjustments, in particular, to direct flooding away from existing buildings or from adjacent
properties.

Q24. What type of changes to existing slopes will be considered to help reduce
the effects of coastal flooding?
Changes in slope that direct coastal flooding towards the shoreline of the property might
be considered as appropriate. Changes in utility corridors or driveways that assist in
minimizing the effects of coastal flooding might be considered as appropriate.
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Roads and Servicing - Policy 11.1 and 11.2

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP 11.0 Roads and Servicing

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q25. Why should Developments consider sea level rise for the placement and
construction of roads on Developments?
Roads provide important connections both to and within Developments during flooding
events. These connections should continue to be accessible during future coastal flooding
events.

Roads and Servicing - Policy 11.3

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP 11.0 Roads and Servicing

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q26. Why should existing services consider sea level rise adaptation measures?
Existing services are presently exposed to the effects of coastal flooding in some locations in the
District of North Saanich. This change is intended to make it clear that some expansion outside
of the Servicing Area will be considered if the reason is to make those services resilient to the
effects of coastal flooding.
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General Development Policies

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP 12.0

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q27. Why should General Development Policies consider coastal flooding and
incorporate adaptation measures?
These policies are applicable to all land uses in the District of North Saanich and coastal
flooding and the adaptation of land use in the District will be an important factor in many
aspects of the future development of the District.

Q28. What would be appropriate adaptation measures that might be considered
as consistent with these General Policies?
Design and construction of new developments to meet the Flood Construction Levels and
setbacks in Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw is an important and effective first
step.

Q29. How would these General Development Policies be administered by the
District of North Saanich?
These General Policies would become part of a DP application review process if
applicable.

Q30. Do these policies apply to existing Developments in the District of North
Saanich?
The policies apply to new Developments except when an existing development intends to
expand the existing habitable space as described in Bylaw 1439 – Coastal Flood
Mitigation Bylaw.
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OCP Section 13.0

Special Development Areas

Proposed Change is described in:

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q31. Why are two new Special Development Areas being proposed?
The two proposed areas, Tsehum Harbour area and the Lochside – McTavish area are
significantly affected by expected sea level rise effects. Designation as a Special
Development Area will allow the future development of these areas to be guided in an
innovative manner that can be expected to accommodate sea level rise effects in a
manner that benefits the communities in these areas.

Q32. Why should the two new Special Development Areas be created now?
New developments will have a service life that extends well into the time frame when sea
level rise related effects will influence the communities. Creation of the Special
Development Areas now will allow the development of specific land use policies in these
areas that can guide appropriate development.

Q33. What does designation as a Special Development Area imply?
Designation as a Special Development Area will start the beginning of a consultation
process for the particular area and that provides the flexibility that best suits the
neighbourhood and individual properties in the neighbourhood. Special studies for the
specific area will be required.

Q34. How will the Special Development Area be rezoned?
The Special Development areas will be rezoned using a Comprehensive Development
Zoning Bylaw upon consideration of each future development application.

Q35. How will the Tsehum Harbour SDA be coordinated with the adjacent areas in
the Town of Sidney?
The District of North Saanich will invite the Town of Sidney to participate as a stakeholder
in the development of the Tsehum Harbour Special Development Area as will the Shoal
Harbour Bird Sanctuary society so that the SDA can be consistent across the municipal
boundaries and the existing Shoal Harbour Sanctuary Area
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Development Permit Areas

NOTE:

OCP 14.0

The Sea Level Rise Coastal Flood Hazard Area DPA, which was
proposed in the Marine Policy And Guideline
Recommendations report, since January 2017, has been
withdrawn.

Q36. Why is the proposed DPA no longer recommended?
The - Sea Level Rise Coastal Flood Hazard Area DPA – will be replaced by a Bylaw to
Mitigate Coastal Flood Hazards. Development Permit Areas are guidelines for
development and are adopted by local governments when there is no specific information
and reports from experts are required. The District of North Saanich has acquired specific
FCL information through the FCL Study report. This different approach, which is consistent
with the Provincial Guidelines – Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management Guideline
(FHALUMG), Amended 1 January 2018, is proposed.

General Exemptions for a
Development Permit

Proposed Change is described in:

OCP 14.0 Development Permit
Areas |

Chapter 3 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q37. Why are small additions to commercial and industrial buildings and garden
sheds and tool sheds no longer eligible for exemptions to a DPA
Small additions to commercial and industrial buildings and garden sheds and tools sheds
should not be located in a floodplain because they often contain materials (fuel, fertilizer,
paint, plastics, etc) that, in the event of a flood, can contaminate the soil or, due to runoff,
the ocean.

Q38. Why should changes in the height of an existing building, even when it is
within the existing footprint, give consideration to the implications of future
FCL requirements?
Only if a change in height of an existing building, is occurring in connection with an
increase in habitable space in excess of 25%, is the building subject to the proposed
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.
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Q39. Why should small structures (less than or equal to 10 m2) be setback so
they are inland of the future estimated natural boundary?
These types of small structures should be setback 15 m from the future estimated natural
boundary to ensure they are not exposed to a growing risk of coastal flooding. The
method for defining the future estimated natural boundary is provided in the proposed
Bylaw 1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.

Q40. What is the future estimated natural boundary?
The future estimated natural boundary is the location to which it is expected the natural
boundary will migrate as sea levels rise to a specific level. The method for determining
the location of the future estimated natural boundary is provided in the proposed Bylaw
1439 - Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw.

Q41. Why should coastal flood-related mitigation measures be eligible for an
exemption to a DPA as an emergency work?
As sea levels rise, existing developments will become more exposed to a coastal flooding
hazard and it may be necessary to undertake emergency measures to prevent flooding.
This change will make emergency measures undertaken for this purpose similar to
measures allowed to remove trees where they are an immediate danger or hazard.
Emergency measures do not require a development permit.

Q42. Why should the construction of a single family residential dwelling in DPA 8
be subject to the proposed Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw?
This development permit area addresses the appearance of intensive residential
development rather than the protection of development from the coastal flooding hazard.
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27 April 2018

NEW

Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw

The Proposed Bylaw is outlined in:

Chapter 4 of the Marine Policy And
Guideline Recommendations report

Q43. Why introduce a new ”Coastal Flood Mitigation Bylaw”?
Section 524 of the “Local Government Act” confers authority to local governments to
“designate land as a floodplain” when those lands are exposed to a flood hazard. The
provincial government Flood Hazard Area Land Use Management Guidelines (FHALUMG,
Section 3.5.4) suggests that land areas exposed to coastal flood hazards, where potential
flood levels will be increased by sea level rise, should be designated as a floodplain to
reduce the potential for injury and property damage caused by coastal flooding. If the land
is so designated, a local government specifies flood construction levels and setbacks to
address the coastal flood hazard including the effect of sea level rise. The FCL Study
Report has enabled the District to specify these development standards with a high level
of precision for various sectors of the marine shoreline.

Q44. When does the Bylaw come into effect?
The proposed Bylaw is not retroactive. It would come into effect for new developments
and building replacements and major additions should it be enacted by Council.

End of document
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
BYLAW 1442
OCP MARINE PLANNING
BYLAW 1439
COASTAL FLOODING MITIGATION BYLAW
June 25, 2018
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OVERVIEW
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MARINE POLICY REVIEW (Ongoing)
f

The ongoing review of marine policies for OCP Planning
recommends several modifications to the OCP:
f

Wording changes to allow future adaptation measures for sea
level rise to be consistent with the updated OCP

f

Recommendations for two new Special Development Areas

f

Definition of a Coastal Floodplain (Schedule J) in proposed
Bylaw 1442.

The Coastal Floodplains in Schedule J were prepared according to
the Provincial Guidelines and consider future sea level rises of 0.5 m
and 1.0 m.

f

The maps in Schedule J show how the extent of the floodplain varies
around the District of North Saanich
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f

Bylaw 1442 OCP Marine Planning Examples of
Schedule J Floodplain maps
Key Map

Floodplain Map
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Bylaw 1439 Coastal Flooding Mitigation Maps

f

These maps reflect all of the studies and consultation completed
since the beginning of FCL studies in 2016.

f

The maps define the exposure to waves and storm surge on 39
reaches of the District of North Saanich shoreline.

f

Consider 0.5 m and 1.0 m of sea level rise.

f

Evaluation methodology consistent with recent FHALUMG
amendment by the Provincial Government.

f

The maps employ an often used “egg” format to convey the
reach by reach FCLs that is easily read by all readers.
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Bylaw 1439 Coastal Flooding Mitigation

Flood Construction Level maps
Map 1 - 0.5 m SLR

Map 2 - 1.0 m SLR
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Application of Bylaw 1439 Coastal Flooding Mitigation
f

f

Once the floodplain is designated:
f

Map 1 applies to additions to existing buildings exceeding 25 %
of existing habitable floor area and for which a building permit is
required by the Building Bylaw

f

Map 2 applies to new principal buildings

Bylaw 1439 will only apply to buildings in the designated floodplain
f

Contains the implications to:
f

f

131 – 163 of the 713 waterfront lots partially or completely
inundated.

Would only apply in other waterfront lots if future redevelopment
occurred very close to the shoreline
f

This is considered to be unlikely
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Examples of Application

f

f

Three examples:
f

Property in the Tsehum Harbour Area to be completely redeveloped

f

Property in Lochside-McTavish area to add an addition of 20
per cent existing area

f

Property on Madrona Drive to be completely re-built.

Working Assumptions:
f
f

Bylaw 1442 is in effect – Floodplains established
Bylaw 1439 is in effect – FCLs defined
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EXAMPLE 1
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Example 1

f

f

Property in the Tsehum Harbour Area to be
completely re-developed

f

New house under design

f

Existing house to be demolished

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps
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Example 1

f

f

Property in the Tsehum Harbour Area to be
completely re-developed

f

New house under design

f

Existing house to be demolished

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 4 on Key Map
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Example 1

f

f

f

Property in the Tsehum Harbour Area to be
completely re-developed

f

New house under design

f

Existing house to be demolished

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 4 on Key Map

f

Map 4 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
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Example 1

f

f

f

Property in the Tsehum Harbour Area to be
completely re-developed

f

New house under design

f

Existing house to be demolished

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 4 on Key Map

f

Map 4 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
f

A complete re-development uses Map 2 in
Bylaw 1439
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Example 1
f

f

f

Property in the Tsehum Harbour Area to be
completely re-developed
f

New house under design

f

Existing house to be demolished

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 4 on Key Map

f

Map 4 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
f

A complete re-development uses Map 2 in
Bylaw 1439

f

Property is in Reach 34 (R.34)

f

FCL is 5.3 m (CVGD28)
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Example 1
f

f

f

Property in the Tsehum Harbour Area to be
completely re-developed
f

Existing house to be demolished

f

New house under design

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 4 on Key Map

f

Map 4 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
f

A complete re-development uses Map 2 in
Bylaw 1439

f

Property is in Reach 34 (R.34)

f

FCL is 5.3 m (CVGD28)

f

Approximately 1.8 m above existing ground
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EXAMPLE 2
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Example 2

f

f

Property in the Lochside McTavish Area to
expand floor plan by 20%

f

Existing house remains same

f

Addition is on the front of the house

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps
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Example 2

f

f

Property in the Lochside McTavish Area to
expand floorplan by 20%

f

Existing house remains same

f

Addition is on the front of the house

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps
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Example 2

f

f

f

Property in the Lochside McTavish Area to
expand floor plan by 20%

f

Existing house remains same

f

Addition is on the front of the house

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 5 on Key Map

f

Map 5 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
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Example 2

f

f

f

Property in the Lochside McTavish Area to
expand floor plan by 20%

f

Existing house remains same

f

Addition is on the front of the house

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 1 on Key Map

f

Map 1 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
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Example 2

f

f

f

Property in the Lochside McTavish Area to
expand floor plan by 20%

f

Existing house remains same

f

Addition is on the front of the house

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 1 on Key Map

f

Map 1 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
f
f

Property is in Reach 36 (R.36)
FCL is 6.8 m (CVGD28)

f
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Example 2

f

f

f

Property in the Lochside McTavish Area to
expand floor plan by 20%

f

Existing house remains same

f

Addition is on the front of the house

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 1 on Key Map

f

Map 1 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
f

Property is in Reach 36 (R.36)

f

FCL is 6.8 m (CVGD28)

f

Approximately 1.3 m above existing ground
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Example 2

f

f

f

Property in the Lochside McTavish Area to
expand floor plan by 20%

f

Existing house remains same

f

Addition is on the front of the house

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps – Map 1 on Key Map

f

Map 1 shows property is in the floodplain

Find FCL in Bylaw 1439
f

Property is in Reach 36 (R.36)

f

FCL is 6.8 m (CVGD28)

f

Approximately 1.3 m above existing ground

f

Addition can proceed at existing habitable
floor level
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EXAMPLE 3
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Example 3

f

f

Property in the Madrona Drive area to
completely rebuilt

f

Existing house to be demolished

f

New house under design

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain maps
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Example 3

f

f

Property in the Madrona Drive area to
completely rebuilt

f

Existing house to be demolished

f

New house under design

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain map 2 (or 3) applies
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Example 3

f

f

Property in the Madrona Drive area to
completely rebuilt

f

Existing house to be demolished

f

New house under design

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain map 2 applies

f

Map 2 shows existing house is not in the
floodplain

f

Assumption is that new house will still be at
top of cliff in this area
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Example 3

f

f

Property in the Madrona Drive area to
completely rebuilt

f

Existing house to be demolished

f

New house under design

Check if house is in Floodplain
f

Floodplain map 2 applies

f

Map 2 shows the floodplain is at foot of cliff

f

Assumption is that any new house will still be
at top of cliff in this area

f

Bylaw 1439 does not affect building
envelope
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QUESTIONS
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NEXT STEPS
1.

Bylaw 1442 OCP Marine Policy – 1st & 2nd Readings

2.

Bylaw 1439 Coastal Flooding Mitigation Bylaw – 1st, 2nd, 3rd Readings

3.

Notice of Public Hearing Bylaw 1442 OCP Marine (July 2018)

4.

Technical Study and Public Engagement for Tsehum Harbour SDA (Summer –
Winter, 2018)

5.

Marine Policy Planning – Zoning Bylaw Draft Changes (Winter 2018)
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